


We are proud to present to you our second endeavor in the Numismatic

Auction ring. Our first attempt last spring went very well with only a

couple of minor blips, mostly due to computer glitches. All in all we were very sat-

isfied with the outcome and so it would seem, most of you were as well. We

received overwhelming positive feedback and support, for that we thank you.

Our offerings in this auction include virtually something for every numismat-

ic appetite from extreme rarities and condition census elusives to massive bulk

lots, as well as a wonderful selection of very early Canadian French Regime,

Merchant Scrip and up to modern day rarities. The highlight of course is the won-

derful  BELZBERG EDITION II COLLECTION. There are many finest

knowns and spectacular rarities with representation across every denomination.

Provenance of many coins is unsurpassed with names such as Norweb, Pittman,

MacKay-Clements and Forbes. We were honored and excited when the Belzberg’s

chose us to assist them in liquidating the remainder of their Canadian Collection.

There is a grouping of new coins along with unsold pieces from the now

famous sale that was held by Heritage Auctions in January of 2003. 800

“Quality” coins in a one evening session proved to be too much for the Canadian

collector market to absorb. We were there, and it was a grueling and intense

evening to say the least. With everyone jockeying for position on so many rarities,

there were bound to be some surprises slip through the cracks. This sale provides

the second opportunity to pursue your dream coin(s).

Numismatically Yours,

Stan Wright
Diverse Equities, Inc.



1. Canada Large Cent 1858 EF/AU Lustrous with a couple of minor
spots on the cheek however does not detract from the quality of
the coin. ............................................................................$275.00

2. Canada Large Cent 1858 EF Medium chocolate brown with a very
sharp strike........................................................................$240.00

3. Canada Large Cent 1858 VF+ 2 pieces; chocolate brown color with
nice strike and no detracting marks. ..................................$350.00

4. Canada Large Cent 1858 VG/F First date of issue, a pair of large
cents one in Abt.VG grade and the other a nice Fine+. Both coins
are nice chocolate brown color with no detracting marks..$200.00

5. Canada Large Cent 1858 ICG MS64RB About 60% overall lustre.
This coin was probably struck on refinished dies as there are some
interesting variations on the planchet due to die preparation.
Should be viewed by die and variety collectors. ..............$3,500.00

7. Canada Large Cent 1858-1924 68 pieces VG/F Large and small cent
accumulation, total of 68 pieces: an assortment of mostly large
cents with average grade VG/F. All common dates except 1 x 1858-
VF; another 20 Victoria’s; 10 x Edwards; 25 x Geo V; 2 x PEI cents;
10 small cents including 1 x 1922, 1x 1924. (should be viewed, no
return).. .............................................................................$125.00

8. Canada Large Cent 1859/8 W9 ICCS EF40 ICG EF45 Chocolate
brown with a hint of lustre at the devices..........................$165.00

9. Canada Large Cent 1859/8 W9 PCGS MS63RB Chocolate brown obverse,
reverse is about 30% lustre with a nice bold strike.................$2,400.00

10. Canada Large Cent 1859/8 PCGS MS64RB About 50% red with lots
of lustre in the devices. Nice strong strike and scarce in this quality.
Ex Pittman. .....................................................................$3,500.00

11. Canada Large Cent 1859 DPN9 Type 2 PCGS MS64RB Almost full red
obverse with about 60% red reverse. A scarce piece in this grade
and only 1 graded higher by PCGS. ................................$5,000.00

12 Canada Large Cent 1859 N9 PCGS MS64BN Rich chocolate brown on
the obverse and medium brown overall reverse with plenty of lustre
at the devices. A bold strike...............................................$450.00

13. Canada Large Cent 1859 N9-1884 4 piece lot ICCS MS60BN/62RB
4 piece large cent lot, ICCS certified: 1859 N9-MS62RB, 1899-
MS62, 1881H-MS60 and 1884-MS60BN. ..........................$500.00

14. Canada Large Cent 1876-H ICCS MS60BN A rich chocolate brown
with a full strike and nice underlying lustre..........................$80.00

15. Canada Large Cent 1876-H PCGS SP66RB Mirror fields with a
gorgeous cameo obverse. Reddish gold in color, first year type. Only
6 specimens have been certified by PCGS, this is the highest grad-
ed!. ................................................................................$3,500.00

16. Canada Large Cent 1881-H PCGS MS64RB Lustrous and sharp.
Obverse is about 60% red and reverse 40% .....................$800.00

17. Canada Large Cent 1882H-1901 5 piece lot ICCS MS60BN
ICCS certified, a lot of 5 large cents as follows: 1882H -MS60BN, 1893-
MS60, 1890H-MS60BN, 1900H-MS60 and 1901-MS60BN.. ......$400.00

18. Canada Large Cent 1886 PCGS MS64RB 65% red with a nice strike
and a couple of minor abrasions on the Queen. Clean fields.
......................................................................................$1,000.00

19. Canada Large Cent 1886 PCGS MS64 RD Obverse #2.Hints of 
gold, orange & red tone. Interesting coin, only 3 certified red by
PCGS.. ............................................................................$1,250.00

20. Canada Large Cent 1887 ICCS MS64RD 80% red obverse with a
bold strike and the planchet is porous in the fields. Reverse is about
60% red being somewhat darker at the peripherals.
.........................................................................................$900.00

21. Canada Large Cent 1888 ICG MS66RD Very crisp strike with flashy
lustre. A minor spot on the lower chin. ..........................$4,500.00
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6. Canada Large Cent 1858 ICCS MS65RD The first regular issue
decimal coin struck for Canada. This trophy quality blazing red
cent has phenomenal color and lustre on the obverse with a full
sharp strike. Reverse is not quite as brilliant but exhibits all the
qualities of a first strike. Coin has been lacquered at one time
to preserve the gorgeous appearance. Tied for the highest
graded by ICCS. Expect heated bidding. .................. $10,000.00
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22. Canada Large Cent 1891 SDSL PCGS MS64RB Obverse #2. Reverse
is about 50% red with nice even lustre. Obverse a little more brown
with nice lustre at the devices, extremely sharp strike. ICCS cross
graded MS63RB..............................................................$1,250.00

23. Canada Large Cent 1892 PCGS MS64RB Obverse #4. Very sharp
strike with Proof-Like surfaces. Mostly brown & hints of rainbow
colors. A very pleasing coin!. .............................................$800.00

24. Canada Large Cent 1894 PCGS MS64RB Proof-Like surfaces with a
deep rich copper color. Razor sharp strike. This coin would fit into
most red collections. A very attractive coin. .......................$900.00

25. Canada Large Cent 1894 PCGS MS64RD Fully brilliant copper,
obverse Proof-Like fields and cameo frosted features. Reverse has
frosted surfaces. A fabulous type coin!...........................$1,250.00

26. Canada Large Cent 1896 ICCS MS63RD Rich original lustre and
about 90% red. Vertical scratches on the right hand reverse.
.........................................................................................$275.00

27. Canada Large Cent 1898H ICG MS64RB Attractive coin with satin
surfaces and soft light brown lustre. ..................................$750.00

28. Canada Large Cent 1900-H PCGS MS65RB Proof-Like surfaces that
resemble a specimen strike. A very attractive coin with great eye
appeal especially on the reverse.........................................$250.00

29. Canada Large Cent 1901 ICCS MS63RD This coin just makes the
red designation but is a little dark. A sharp strike and clean surfaces.
$160.00

30. Canada Large Cent 1901 ICCS MS64RB Outstanding strike with
superb surfaces and pleasant eye appeal. ..........................$200.00

31. Canada Large Cent 1901 ICG MS66BN Rich purple brown with a
razor sharp strike and flawless surfaces.. ...........................$900.00

32. Canada Large Cent 1904 MS 60+ Looks very similar to a 1908
Specimen however it is a business strike and has a nice subdued
orange patina. ...................................................................$100.00

33. Canada Large Cent 1907-H EF/AU A very bold strike, deep chocolate
brown with a light rim nick at 12:30 on the obverse..............$60.00

34. Canada Large Cent 1909 ICG MS65BN Medium iridescent choco-
late brown with a full sharp strike. ....................................$400.00

35. Canada Large Cent 1910 PCGS MS65RB Incredible surfaces with
irridescing lustre. About 60% red. .....................................$500.00

36. Canada Large Cent 1910 ICG MS66RB About 40% red with hues of blues
and purples. Some irratic toning in front of the King’s face. ......$325.00

37. Canada Large Cent 1911 MS62RB “Nice and lustrous with shades
of mauve, blue and gold. ....................................................$60.00

38. Canada Large Cent 1911-1913 3 piece lot ICCS AU55/MS62RB  3
certified pieces, 1 each 1911 & 1913 ICCS MS62RB and 1 x 1911
ICCS AU55. Attractive pieces.............................................$140.00

39. Canada Large Cent 1911-1920 9 piece lot ICCS MS60/62 Large
cent lot, 9 pieces ICCS certified as follows: 1911-MS60BN, 1912-
MS62RB, 1913-MS63RB, 1915-MS62, 1916-MS62, 1917-MS62,
1918-MS62, 1919-MS62RB and 1920-MS62BN. ...............$400.00

40. Canada Large Cent 1913 PCGS MS65RB Cross graded ICCS MS65
Red. Reverse is full red with just a hint of purples. Obverse is a bit
darker at the centre with satin surfaces. Coin has overall fabulous
lustre. ................................................................................$450.00

41. Canada Large Cent 1914 PCGS MS64RB A gorgeous chocolate
brown with hints of lustre at the devices. Subdued colors of purples
& blues. A very attractive piece for those who do not want to pay
multiples for full red cents. ................................................$175.00

42. Canada Large Cent 1915 ICCS MS64RB Medium brown iridescent
lustre on satin surfaces. .....................................................$200.00

43. Canada Large Cent 1915 ICCS MS65RD Rich copper color with a
hint of purple on virtually perfect satin surfaces. A spectacular strike
and very attractive. .........................................................$1,000.00

44. Canada Large Cent 1916 ICCS MS64RD Full red obverse. Reverse is
red with purple and seafoam green hues...........................$225.00

45. Canada Large Cent 1916 PCGS MS64RD A terrific piece! Fully bril-
liant with full mint bloom, couple of minor toning streaks. This coin
would fit into an MS65 collection......................................$450.00

46. Canada Large Cent 1918-20 ICCS MS60BN/63RB 3 ICCS certified Large
cents: 1918 & 1919 -MS60BN. The 1920 is MS63RB.................$105.00

47. Canada Small cent 1920 ICG MS64RD Lustrous orange red with
some minor spotting. ........................................................$200.00

48. Canada Small cent 1920-34 3 piece lot ICCS MS60/63 Lot of 3 ICCS
certified coins: 1920-MS63RD, 1929-MS60BN and 1934-MS63RB.
. ........................................................................................$150.00

49. Canada Small cent 1922 PCGS MS64BN Lustrous brown with pur-
ple blue hues..................................................................$1,500.00

50. Canada Small cent 1922 PCGS MS64RB Very light lustrous brown
with hues of soft green. Small mark above the King’s eye only
noticeable with a glass. ..................................................$2,500.00
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51. Canada Small cent 1923 PCGS SP66BN A gorgeous rich chocolate brown.
Rare in this condition. A small group of these surfaced about a half dozen
years ago and up until then these were an extremely scarce piece. This is
the highest graded by PCGS. .............................................$3,500.00

52. Canada Small cent 1924 PCGS MS64BN Light brown with lustre in
the devices and a full strike. ..............................................$800.00

53. Canada Small cent 1925 PCGS MS64BN Obverse has soft satin sur-
faces with a pinkish hue. Reverse is about 25% red. Choice full
strike. .............................................................................$1,000.00

54. Canada Small cent 1926 ICG MS64BN Medium brown with
multi-color hues with a light mark on the cheek and left obverse
field. ..................................................................................$500.00

55. Canada Small cent 1930 ICG MS65RB Light red brown with great
lustre and a sharp full strike...............................................$500.00

56. Canada Small cent 1933 ICCS MS63RB Fully struck with luster at
the peripherals & devices. ....................................................$75.00

57. Canada Small cent 1937 ICCS MS65RD PQ Full blazing red with
nearly perfect surfaces. ......................................................$225.00

58. Canada Small cent 1937 ICCS MS65 Red Full lustrous red with a
couple of minor abrasions on the King’s cheek. .................$200.00

59. Canada Small cent 1937 ICCS MS65RD Full red with a couple of
wisps of toning..................................................................$200.00

60. Canada Small cent 1937-49 5 piece lot ICCS MS64RD 5 piece lot of
certified ICCS MS64RD small cents: 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940 and
1949A/Off Denticle............................................................$600.00

61. Canada Small cent 1938 ICCS MS65RD Full brilliant red. .....$165.00

62. Canada Small cent 1938 ICCS MS65RD Full brilliant red with the
slightest cut on the eyebrow..............................................$165.00

63. Canada Small cent 1938 ICCS MS65Red Rich full red with minor
mark on the lower truncation. ...........................................$165.00

64. Canada Small cent 1939 ICCS MS65RD Full red with satin surfaces.
.........................................................................................$110.00

65. Canada Small cent 1939 ICCS MS65RD Fully brilliant with a light
pastel hue on the obverse. ................................................$110.00

66. Canada Small cent 1940 ICCS MS65RD Full brilliant red with a cou-
ple of very minor marks on the left obverse field. ..............$130.00

67. Canada Small cent 1940 ICCS MS65RD Full brilliant red with flashy
iridescence.........................................................................$130.00

68. Canada Small cent 1940 ICG MS65RD Red satin lustre with a
ouple of cuts on the King with abrasion in the lower left obverse
field. ..................................................................................$135.00

69. Canada Small cent 1941 PCGS MS65RD Full blazing red lustre with
a light mark on the King’s neck. Nice coin. ........................$600.00

70. Canada Small cent 1941 ICG MS65RD Full red lustre and
somewhat scarcer in this condition. A few very minor contact
marks. ...............................................................................$600.00

71. Canada Small cent 1941-45 4 piece lot ICCS MS63RB/RD 4 piece
ot certified ICCS MS63RB, 1 each date: 1941, 1943, 1944 and
1945.. ...............................................................................$225.00

72. Canada Small cent 1942 ICG MS65RD Smooth lustre with a rose tone
and a couple of minor contact marks on the cheek..............$700.00

73. Canada Small cent 1942-45 4 piece lot ICCS MS62RB/RD 4 ICCS
certified small cents, 1 each date as follows: 1942-MS62RB, 1943-
MS62RD, 1944-MS62RB and 1945-MS62RD.. ...................$150.00

74. Canada Small cent 1943 PCGS MS64RD Full red lustre and just the
slightest contact on the cheek. A scuffy holder makes photography
difficult. .............................................................................$175.00

75. Canada Small cent 1947 ICCS MS65RD Full brilliant flashy red with
gorgeous fresh color. A few light spots on the obverse.
.........................................................................................$165.00

76. Canada Small cent 1947 ICCS MS65RD Rich copper color with a
hint of brown accent. ........................................................$165.00

77. Canada Small cent 1947 ML PCGS MS66RD Gorgeous satin
surfaces with just a hint of red & orange. Highest certified by
PCGS.................................................................................$200.00

78. Canada Small cent 1949 A between denticles ICG MS65RD Flashy red lus-
tre with some obverse spotting. “A” between dots. ................$150.00

79. Canada Small cent 1950 ICCS MS65 A choice red cent with almost
proof like surfaces. A nice piece. .......................................$125.00

80. Canada Small cent 1951 ICCS MS65Rd Full red with outstanding creamy
lustre on full strike. None have been graded higher by ICCS......$275.00

81 Canada Small cent 1952 ICCS MS65 Slightly subdued lustre
with some minor spotting and a couple of light abrasions on the
cheek. ...............................................................................$150.00

82. Canada Small cent 1954 ICCS MS65RD Fully brilliant red and lus-
trous. Minor spot on either side of the Queen’s neck. 2003 POP lists
only 7 graded in MS65 and none higher............................$300.00

83. Canada Small cent 1954 ICCS MS65RD Full fiery red with a nice
pristine appearance. ..........................................................$300.00

84. Canada Small cent 1954 3 piece lot ICCS MS64RD 
Group of 3 pieces, ICCS certified red cents. All coins are at least
95% red............................................................................$195.00

85. Canada Small cent 1954 3 piece lot ICCS MS64RD 3 piece lot, ICCS
certified red cents. All coins are at least 95% red. .............$195.00

86. Canada Small cent 1955 NSF PCGS AU55 Overall medium choco-
late brown, no lustre and a few minor digs on the obverse. No
Return on this item............................................................$500.00

87. Canada Small cent 1965 PCGS PR66 RD Cross graded by
ICCS SP65 Red, ultra heavy cameo! This coin has superb eye appeal with
rich red copper lustre. This is the only Proof certified by PCGS...$100.00

88. Canada Small cent 1920 - 1972 Small Cents Collection Incomplete,
missing the 1922 & 1923. All other dates included, nice VG or bet-
ter grade. Displayed in blue Whitman folder. No return .......$50.00

89. Canada Cent 1858-1991 One Cent Collection 1858-1991 One cent
Collection in brown UniSafe Album (no 1859 DPN9,1936 Dot nor
1955 NSF). Most coins are Fine/VF. The 1859N9,1884, 1891SDLL
are corroded and 1924 is cleaned thus not included in the estimate.
1858-VF/EF; 1859 W9/8-VF; 1891 SDSL-VG; 1907-H-Fine,1925
Dented. All others average circulated with a few EF’s. Overall a nice
Set.(should be viewed, no return). .....................................$775.00
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90. Canada 5 cent 1858 Sm. Date F/VF Nice original pair. One is a
decent fine and the other a nice VF. ..................................$100.00

91. Canada 5 cent 1858 Unc Frosty original unc. Strike is a little weak
through left hand side of cents on the reverse. Spot in the lettering
at ‘e’ in Regina. Overall a pretty coin. ................................$500.00

92. Canada 5 cent 1858-1920 5 cent Silver Collection VF/EF An above aver-
age collection,good match of eye appeal to grade. Average grade VF.
Vast array of grades so lot should be viewed. 95 pieces, many duplicates
& some key dates not included. Highlights include 2 x 1858SD-VF+,
3x1870RB-VF/EF, 1870FB-EF, 2x1871-VF/EF, 1874c4 Fine+, 2x1874-F/VF,
1875SD-VG, 1882H-EF, 1883H-VF,1884-VG, 1887-VF, 1889-VF w/black
mark, 2x1894-AvF and numerous others.Virtually all are nice original
coins. No return. ..............................................................$3,250.00

93. Canada 5 cent 1858-1989 5 cent Collection 126 pieces in total; 51
Silver 5 cent and 75 nickels. Incomplete Set in brown UniSafe book.
No 1858 LD, 1875 LD, 1884 nor 1921. Mostly lower grades with a
few damaged pieces (should be viewed). Estimate has taken into
consideration deep discounts for very weak or damaged coins.
There are also 6 lustrous EF Edward and George V pieces. The nick-
els from 1922-1989 are complete with the key dates VG, the bal-
ance being average circulated for the type. No return. ......$900.00

94. Canada 5 cent 1858-1990 Set G/VF Missing the scarce 1921. 1858-
1990 set in brown Uni-Safe book. Coins are various grades from
good to VF with average being VG. better dates or grades as fol-
lows: 1858 SD-F+; 1858 LD-VG weak at date; 1871-VF cleaned;
1875H LD-Good; 1875 SD-VG10; 1883H-VG/F 1884-G/VG; 1889-
Fine; 1894-VG; 1897(2 pieces one in the 87 slot);1900 RO-Fine+;
1902 LH-AU; 1908 LD-VF(in 1905 slot). Overall 5 cent silver set in
decent collectible condition with no badly damaged coins and only
a couple weak pieces. Nickels from 1922 are average circulated for
the types. 1925 and 26’s are VG, 1926 Far has obverse scratch;
1947 Dot-Fine, 1964 XWL-VF (no 1951HR or rare 1953 varieties).
No return........................................................................$1,600.00

95. Canada 5 cent 1870 WR RE PCGS SP63 Heavy cameo reverse with
overall appearance being much nicer than the designation. Fully
brilliant. ..........................................................................$3,000.00

96. Canada 5 cent 1870 NB PCGS MS65 Fabulous eye appeal with blue,
green & gold hues accenting choice fully struck surfaces. Proof-Like fields
on the obverse with fully frosted reverse..............................$3,000.00

97. Canada 5 cent 1871 NGC MS63 Very sharp strike under medium to
dark toning. Doubling of date and also the lettering on
obverse...........................................................................$1,250.00

98. Canada 5 cent 1871 PCGS MS65 Ex John J. Pittman collection.
Pristine in every sense of the word! Smooth satin surfaces with sub-
dued blue and green peripheral toning on the obverse. Tied for the
highest graded by PCGS and in our opinion the superior of the 2
pieces. ............................................................................$3,500.00

99. Canada 5 cent 1874-H Plain 4 PCGS SP61 An interesting piece for
a Heaton Mint strike. Usually Royal Mint issues resemble this
appearance. Coin has a better look than the designation. Mirror
fields & frosted detail. Unique! ......................................$2,000.00

100. Canada 5 cent 1874-H P-4 PCGS MS64 ICCS MS65 Fully brilliant &
flashy white exhibiting zero contact marks however an abundance
of die clash. Scarce coin in this grade. ............................$4,500.00

101. Canada 5 cent 1875-H Small Date ICCS VG-8 Cleaned Steel
grey in color. The coin is hairlined with digs on the obverse and
reverse...............................................................................$125.00

102. Canada 5 cent 1875-H Small Date PCGS AU50 Medium steel grey
with considerable lustre at the obverse peripheral. One of the key
dates in the series.......................................................... $1,200.00

103. Canada 5 cent 1880-H PCGS MS64 Cross graded ICCS MS63
‘Cameo’. Lovely frosted surfaces with just a hint of overall golden
tone. Tied for the highest grade with PCGS. ..................$1,500.00

104. Canada 5 cent 1881-H & 1898 EF 2 pieces. 1881-H is a nice lus-
trous coin with light toning at the peripherals. 1898 has light to
medium gold & purple tone. .............................................$200.00

105. Canada 5 cent 1884 ICG AU53 Fully white with some lustre at the
peripherals......................................................................$3,000.00

106. Canada 5 cent 1885 Large 5 NGC AU55 Dark grey overall tone with
russet accents on a very sharp strike. Only 2 graded higher at ICCS.
......................................................................................$1,000.00

107. Canada 5 cent 1887 Repunched 7 ICCS VF30 The coin has overall
light toning with underlying luster. Strong detail with no detracting
marks. ...............................................................................$500.00

108. Canada 5 cent 1888 PCGS MS64 A Royal Mint issue with the
appearance of a specimen strike having highly reflective surfaces.
Very light overall tone and scarce in high grade..............$1,000.00

109. Canada 5 cent 1891 PCGS MS63 Fully brilliant and lustrous with a
nice strike. .........................................................................$650.00

110. Canada 5 cent 1891 PCGS/ICCS MS64 “Pristine piece with soft
satin surfaces and a hint of overall golden pink tone. Just the slight-
est mark on the neck, under high magnification keeps this from
being one to two points higher in grade.. .........................$800.00
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111. Canada 5 cent 1892 PCGS MS62PQ Fully brilliant white & very lus-
trous. Great strike and in our opinion should be in a MS63 holder.
A very nice coin. ................................................................$900.00

112. Canada 5 cent 1893 Repunch 9 PCGS/ICCS MS64 Fully brilliant
white with lustrous surfaces and strong iridescence especially on the
reverse. The repunch of the 9 is very strong. ..................$1,000.00

113. Canada 5 cent 1894 Fine Nice original fine with no detracting
marks. Fairly solid detail remains in the hair. ........................$50.00

114. Canada 5 cent 1897 PCGS MS64 Nice sharp full strike with blue green
toning over lustrous surfaces. Nice original coin................$1,400.00

115. Canada 5 cent 1897 Slender 8 PCGS/ICCS MS64 Very strong strike,
olive & blue toning over somewhat subdued luster
which probably keeps the coin from being a MS65. Nice original
piece.. ............................................................................$1,000.00

116. Canada 5 cent 1899 NGC MS64 A nice full strike with medium to
dark even toning over lustrous surfaces. ............................$800.00

117. Canada 5 cent 1899 PCGS/ICCS MS64 Full flashy white with just a
hint of luster disturbance at the high points. .....................$800.00

118. Canada 5 cent 1900 Narrow 0 PCGS MS61 Mostly white with ton-
ing at the devices. Nice clean surfaces. ..............................$275.00

119. Canada 5 cent 1900 Wide O PCGS MS62 Fully struck with nice orig-
inal toning, medium to nice blue. Luster is somewhat subdued.
.........................................................................................$850.00

120. Canada 5 cent 1901 PCGS MS64 A very attractive coin with just a hint of
toning at the centre of obverse going to a darker gold color at the periph-
erals. Reverse is medium gold toning at the centre with going to blues at
the peripherals. A very nice type coin. ....................................$1,050.00

121. Canada 5 cent 1901 PCGS/ICCS MS65 Ex John J. Pittman collection.
Spectacular eye appeal with subdued silver colors at the centre.
Gorgeous blue, greens and gold at the peripherals creating a cameo
affect on the obverse. Flawless surfaces..........................$2,000.00

122. Canada 5 cent 1901 PCGS MS66 Superb eye appeal with spectac-
ular rich green/blue overall tone. Beautiful iridescent luster. Highest
graded by PCGS. ............................................................$4,000.00

123. Canada 5 cent 1902 ICCS MS63PQ “Very pretty original Edward five cent
type coin. Nice strike with gold, olive & blue hues. ......................$75.00

124. Canada 5 cent 1902 PCGS MS63 Mostly brilliant at the
centre. Nicely toned accents at the peripherals. A flashy lustrous
piece. ..................................................................................$75.00

125. Canada 5 cent 1902 PCGS MS64 A very flashy and lustrous coin
with a beautiful strike. Great eye appeal!. .........................$125.00

126. Canada 5 cent 1902-H ICG MS62 Fully brilliant with a decent strike
and lots of lustre. ..............................................................$175.00

127. Canada 5 cent 1902-H Large H ICCS MS64 Light to medium over-
all tone, lustrous. ...............................................................$175.00

128. Canada 5 cent 1902-H Large H PCGS MS63 A very nice coin with
great luster and light to medium overall mauve tone. Heavy die
clash on the obverse is what kept this coin from being a higher
grade...................................................................................$90.00

129. Canada 5 cent 1902-H Large H PCGS MS63 Lustrous steel grey with
hints of orange and blue. ....................................................$90.00

130. Canada 5 cent 1902-H Small H PCGS MS66 Pristine and gorgeous
with flashy luster accenting every color of the rainbow. This issue
quite often has great eye appeal but somewhat subdued flash. This
coin is very flashy under all the colors................................$500.00

131. Canada 5 cent 1902-H Small H PCGS MS62 Mostly brilliant & flashy with
a slightly mushy strike. Still a very nice coin for the grade.........$175.00

132. Canada 5 cent 1903 PCGS MS63 Gun metal grey with a hint of
lavender color on a decent strike. ......................................$600.00

133. Canada 5 cent 1903 PCGS MS63 Medium tone overall, a
nice strike and better than the grade assigned. Nice original
piece. ................................................................................$475.00

134. Canada 5 cent 1903-H Large H PCGS MS65 Richly toned in hues of dark
blue, russet & green. The strike is a little soft on flawless surfaces with
satin lustre. Highest graded by PCGS and only 3 graded in MS64 by ICCS.
Trends does not list this coin higher than MS60. ....................$2,000.00

135. Canada 5 cent 1905 PCGS MS64 Fully struck with medium to dark-
er toning. Reverse is brown to olive at the peripherals, obverse is
dark gold to olive. .............................................................$550.00

136. Canada 5 cent 1905 PCGS MS65 Pristine with light to medium overall
tone in gold & olive coloring on a full strike. We see no reason why this
coin shouldn’t have cross graded ICCS as well.........................$750.00

137. Canada 5 cent 1907 PCGS MS64 Multi-hued medium to dark ton-
ing over smooth surfaces...................................................$400.00

138. Canada 5 cent 1908 PCGS MS63 Reverse has satin surfaces with
pastel blue and green. The obverse has a hint of orange over greys
and blue. ...........................................................................$250.00

139. Canada 5 cent 1908 PCGS MS65 Lustrous full strike with a light gold-
en overall tone. A mild toning streak on the reverse. ...........$550.00

140. Canada 5 cent 1908 Lge 8 PCGS MS65 Sharp strike and fully brilliant.
This variety is much scarcer than the small 8 and is struck using a
reverse specimen die. PCGS has not designated the variety on the
holder. ICCS has also graded one of these in MS65. .........$3,500.00

141. Canada 5 cent 1909 RL PCGS MS67 Pristine & gorgeous with mul-
ticolor iridescent toning. The coin is tied for the highest graded by
PCGS. It came from a small hoard discovered in Vancouver 5-6 years
ago.................................................................................$3,500.00

142. Canada 5 cent 1910 HL PCGS MS65 From the same small hoard as
the coin in MS66. Fully brilliant white & pristine. Just the slightest
mark on cheek keeps the coin from a higher grade...........$600.00

143. Canada 5 cent 1910 HL PCGS MS66 Fully brilliant white with a
strong strike. Holly Leaves variety. From a small hoard discovered in
the early 80’s. A gorgeous coin for any type set. ...............$900.00
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144. Canada 5 cent 1910 HL PCGS MS67 A fabulous strike and flashy
white with just a hint of gold toning. These coins also came out of
a small group together some 20 years ago. ....................$1,250.00

145. Canada 5 cent 1911 ANACS AU55 Nice reverse with bull’s eye ton-
ing. Obverse is primarily white with a touch of gold and
blue.....................................................................................$65.00

146. Canada 5 cent 1911 PCGS MS65 A gem one year type with just a
hint of light overall golden toning. Fully struck with satin
surfaces. ............................................................................$500.00

147. Canada 5 cent 1911/1919 AU/UNC 3 nice original coins; 2 x 1911-
AU and 1 x 1919-AU/Unc..................................................$100.00

148. Canada 5 cent 1912 PCGS MS64 Satin lustre with a very light overall
gold toning. Small scratch below the bust at 7 o’clock............$650.00

149. Canada 5 cent 1912 PCGS MS66 “A” condition rare coin.
Somewhat subdued luster having a specimen look to it rather than
a full luster business strike appearance. Dark gold to grey overall
toning. .............................................................................2,000.00

150. Canada 5 cent 1913 PCGS MS65 Similar to the MS66 coin which
came from a small hoard in the early 80’s. A very pristine original
piece. ................................................................................$250.00

151. Canada 5 cent 1913 PCGS MS66 A beautiful strike with superb
surfaces and eye appeal. Just the slightest hint of multi-hue toning.
A nice enhancement for any collection. .............................$650.00

152. Canada 5 cent 1914 NGC MS64 Very nicely struck with overall
mauve toning and blue highlights over lustrous satin surfaces. The
obverse is especially pleasing to the eye!. ..........................$450.00

153. Canada 5 cent 1914 ICG MS64 “A pristine original piece with soft
gold, russet and gun metal steel color and a nice strike.....$450.00

154. Canada 5 cent 1915 PCGS MS63 Gun metal grey with accentual
toning at the peripherals. The holder is scuffy which makes pho-
tography more difficult particularly on the reverse.. ...........$800.00

155. Canada 5 cent 1916 PCGS MS62 Flashy white & brilliant. Overall a
nice coin without any detracting marks and would fit into any MS63
collection...........................................................................$200.00

156. Canada 5 cent 1917 NGC MS64 Full snow white lustre with just a
slight weak strike on the obverse.......................................$200.00

157. Canada 5 cent 1917 PCGS MS66 “Richly toned in blue,green,
orange, russet & mauve. A gem fully struck coin. ..............$500.00

158. Canada 5 cent 1918 PCGS MS64 A flat fields strike with medium to
darker overall grey toning..................................................$190.00

159. Canada 5 cent 1918 PCGS MS65 Brilliant white creamy lustre with just a
hint of overall gold toning. Highest graded by PCGS. ................$400.00

160. Canada 5 cent 1919 PCGS MS64 “Very sharp original piece with
mostly white lustrous reverse, obverse has somewhat erratic gold
toning with red hues. ........................................................$190.00

161. Canada 5 cent 1919 PCGS MS66 Ex John J. Pittman collection. Olive and
russet tone over a full strike. Highest graded by PCGS...............$500.00

162. Canada 5 cent 1920 PCGS MS64 Nice solid strike with full beading.
Clean surfaces with pristine original rich gold toning, hints of red &
blue at the peripherals.......................................................$190.00

163. Canada 5 cent 1920 PCGS MS66 Ex John J. Pittman collection. Gorgeous
original example of a George V five cent. Beautiful rich green & gold over-
all toning on lustrous surfaces. Great eye appeal!......................$500.00

164. Canada 5 cent 1921 VG The key date of the 5 cent series. Very
strong strike with a bold date. Coin has been repaired at 2 o’clock
on the reverse. Lettering on obverse opposite repair is all in tact and
original. Coin is absolutely genuine however because of the repair
cannot be certified. No return. .......................................$1,500.00

165. Canada 5 cent 1921 VG10 Light silver brown with a very solid
reverse strike. Nice overall appearance with no detracting marks.
The most sought after grade by collectors. .....................$3,500.00

166. Canada 5 cent 1922-1960 Nickel Collection Incomplete, missing
the 1926 Far & 47 Dot. Coins are VG or better. The 1925 nickel is
about Fine. Displayed in blue Whitman folder. Nice solid collection.
No return...........................................................................$100.00

167. Canada 5 cent 1922-2002 Set F/Unc Above average set,115 pces.
Geo V coins; 7 VF & EF, 1925-F15, 1926 Far-Fine with scratches. Geo
VI coins are AU/Unc 1947Dot-F/VF. No 1951HR. Elizabeth series unc-
proof missing only 1964XWL,1989,91. Has the 1957 Bugtail, 1962DD
as well as the silver proof 1999 thru 2002. A few extra coins as well.
A very nice set to build upon. No return...............................$400.00

168. Canada 5 cent 1924 PCGS MS64 Satin lustre, a good representa-
tion of a type coin.. ...........................................................$600.00

169. Canada 5 cent 1924 PCGS MS64 Nice lustrous coin with a slightly
soft strike. .........................................................................$600.00

170. Canada 5 cent 1925 ICCS VF20 One of the key dates in the nickel series.
Good rims with a slight dig behind the King’s neck. ..................$150.00

171. Canada 5 cent 1925 PCGS VF30 Soft strike with some light scratch-
es in the right obverse field. ..............................................$225.00

172. Canada 5 cent 1925 PCGS XF45 Nice clean surfaces however the
strike is a little soft. ...........................................................$500.00

173. Canada 5 cent 1925 PCGS MS62 Lustrous and bright with a full
strike. Diagonal scratch across the reverse. .....................$2,500.00

174. Canada 5 cent 1926 N6 PCGS MS63 A semi key date with a full
strike and reasonable lustre. ...........................................$2,500.00

175. Canada 5 cent 1926 N6 PCGS SP65 A perfect obverse with an outstand-
ing strike and silky smooth surfaces. Reverse is a spectacular strike how-
ever light overall spotting. High grade early date nickels are much sought
after and scarce. Only the “near” variety was struck in specimen and this
being one of the 3 certified by PCGS. .................................$4,500.00

176. Canada 5 cent 1926 Far 6 PCGS AU55 The key date in the series.
Considerable lustre at the devices however the reverse has some
abraiding most likely caused from a deteriorating die. ....$1,600.00
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177. Canada 5 cent 1926 Far 6 ICG AU53 Lustrous with a nice overall
look and no detracting marks. Just a hair weakly struck on the
obverse. The key date in the series. ................................$1,500.00

178. Canada 5 cent 1928 PCGS MS63 Nice satin luster. Mark on the
obverse field behind the King’s head. ................................$150.00

179. Canada 5 cent 1929 ICCS MS63 A full bold strike with flashy lustre
and smooth satin surfaces. ................................................$225.00

180. Canada 5 cent 1929 PCGS MS63 Lustrous coin with nice clean
fields. A couple of minor abrasions on the head................$225.00

182. Canada 5 cent 1933 PCGS MS64 Fully struck and lustrous. Scarce in high-
er grade. Even ICCS has only graded one in MS64................$1,000.00

183. Canada 5 cent 1934 PCGS MS64 Satin lustre with a nice strike and
a couple of minor hits on the chin..................................$1,500.00

184. Canada 5 cent 1937 NGC SP65 A choice example of a satin matte
specimen. Well worth the estimate....................................$125.00

185. Canada 5 cent 1938 ICCS MS63 A very strong coin that could easily grade
one up. Very lustrous and easily worth estimate. .......................$200.00

186. Canada 5 cent 1939 ICCS MS65 Gorgeous satin lustre with no fric-
tion. Scarce, only 13 graded.. ............................................$400.00

187. Canada 5 cent 1940 ICCS MS64 Terrific lustre with a nice full strike.
One minute minting defect on the neck keeps this coin from being
a grade higher. Very nice coin........................................... $175.00

188. Canada 5 cent 1941 ICCS MS64PQ Fantastic lustre and superb sur-
faces with a full strike. ICCS has not graded any higher. Easily worth
estimate. ...........................................................................$225.00

189. Canada 5 cent 1942 ICCS MS64 Very flashy surfaces with no
detracting marks and a nice full strike. ..............................$150.00

190. Canada 5 cent 1943 & 1945 ICCS MS65 A pair of Victory nickels,
the 1943 Tombac and 1945 Chrome in ICCS-MS65. Both very nice
coins with full lustre and a slight cameo on the 1945........$110.00

191. Canada 5 cent 1944 ICCS MS66 Spectacular full blazing and unbro-
ken lustre. ICCS has only graded one higher..................... $100.00

192. Canada 5 cent 1947 ICCS MS64PQ A full strike with lustrous
satin surfaces. This piece should easily have been in an MS65
holder. .................................................................................$75.00

193. Canada 5 cent 1947 Dot PCGS MS63 Brilliant and lustrous. Always
a popular and sought after variety. ....................................$450.00

194. Canada 5 cent 1948 NGC MS64 Nice brilliant fully struck coin.
Always a popular date. ........................................................$85.00

195. Canada 5 cent 1950 ICG MS65 Fully struck with good lustre. A cou-
ple of minor contact marks on the obverse..........................$75.00

197. Canada 5 cent 1951HR PCGS AU58 An ever popular variety. It has seen
some circulation however most of the chrome surface is still in tact. Few
minor abrasions on the king’s head. Reverse is very nice. .......$3,000.00

198. Canada 5 cent 1951c & 1952 ICCS MS65 1951 Commemorative is
a very deep bold strike. The reverse is especially outstanding.
It is tied with 1 other as the highest graded. The 1952 has lustrous
surfaces with just the slightest bit of contact. None graded
higher. ...............................................................................$135.00

199. Canada 10 cent 1858 4 pieces VG/VF 4 pieces. 2 coins are VG; 1-
Fine with old scratch above the date and 1-Abt. VF with a light
scratch above the cheek. No Return. .................................$200.00

200. Canada 10 cent 1858 PCGS AU53 Good lustre with a nice solid strike.
Scratch above “s” in cents on the reverse. Overall a nice coin. ..$300.00

202. Canada 10 cent 1870-1912 7 pieces G6/VF 10 cent lot, 7 pieces:
1870 N/0-G6; 1870 N/0-F15; 1882-F once cleaned; 1886 L6-G6;
1910-VG, 1911-Vf and 1912-VF. No return. ......................$170.00

203. Canada 10 cent 1870 N/0 MS62+ Pristine coin with great eye
appeal. Multi-color tone on satin lustrous surfaces. ...........$900.00

204. Canada 10 cent 1870 N/0 ICCS AU58 A pristine original piece with
great eye appeal. Very lustrous with a cameo effect on the head.
Overall medium tone nicely accented with blues and
russets. ..............................................................................$300.00

205. Canada 10 cent 1870 & 1886 Canada Silver 10 cents ICCS G6 &
F12 Two certified dimes;1870 Wide 0 Canada 10 cent- ICCS G6 and
1886 Lge Knobbed-6 Obv.5 ICCS-F12. ..............................$100.00

206. Canada 10 cent 1870-1986 10 Cent Collection 72 coins in total;
Partial 10 cent Set in brown UniSafe book. Average G-VG with a
few better exceptions. 13 Queen Victoria: 1870 N-VF; 1871-Fine;
1874-Good; 1885-Good; 1886 LgK6-Fine, 1888-Good, 1894-Fine;
1896-Good; 1898-Good; 1899 Sm9-VF light scratch; 1900-Good;
1901 with rim nicks. 10 Edwards: 1902,02H-F/VF; 1905,06-Fine. 19
George V; 3 George VI; 9 Silver Elizabeth and 18 Elizabeth nickel.
No return...........................................................................$425.00
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181. Canada 5 cent 1931 PCGS SP67 An incredible example of a spec-
imen five cent. Satin surfaces with every detail visible.
Specimen George V five cents are scarce and not struck in every
date. This coin is the finest graded by PCGS............$10,000.00

196. Canada 5 cent 1951HR PCGS MS66 A superb example of
this popular variety. Full mirror surfaces. A couple of spots
on the holder make this coin hard to photograph. Deep
rich chrome color. .................................................$10,000.00

201. Canada 10 cent 1858/5 PCGS AU55 Extremely Rare 8 over 5.
Cross graded ICCS AU50. Only 1 mint state example is known to
exist! Fully white with considerable lustre and nice clean sur-
faces. This piece is on virtually every collectors and dealers
want list thus supporting the fact that this coin is much scarcer
than earlier believed. Expect spirited bidding. ..........$8,500.00



207. Canada 10 cent 1871 PCGS XF45 Light golden brown with 3
reverse die breaks.. ............................................................$350.00

208. Canada 10 cent 1871 PCGS XF45 Lightly toned and fully struck
with considerable underlying lustre....................................$350.00

209. Canada 10 cent 1871 PCGS MS63 ICCS MS64 Brilliant with just a
hint of golden toning over satin smooth surfaces. Very sharp strike
and rare in this condition. There is only 1 graded higher by ICCS and
also only 1 in MS64 by PCGS. ........................................$4,250.00

210. Canada 10 cent 1874 PCGS MS65 A gem example with a slight
cameo on flawless surfaces. Only a hint of overall tone, coin has
great eye appeal. ICCS has graded 2 in MS65. A perfect coin for the
type collector. .................................................................$2,750.00

211. Canada 10 cent 1874-H ICG EF40 Medium gold tone with some
lustre at the devices...........................................................$125.00

212. Canada 10 cent 1875H ICG AU50 A nice clean piece with consid-
erable lustre at the devices. Sought after in this grade especially
when there are no detracting features........................... $4,000.00

213. Canada 10 cent 1880-H EF Very bold strike with sharp detail in the
hair. Light planchet flaw at 12 o’clock on the reverse crown.
Medium lavender tone. .....................................................$150.00

214. Canada 10 cent 1880-H PCGS MS64 A very sharp strike with
somewhat uneven toning on the obverse and gorgeous green blue
toning on the reverse. Only 2 graded higher by PCGS and none
higher by ICCS. ..............................................................$2,000.00

215. Canada 10 cent 1880-H PCGS SP63 Reflective surfaces, light gold-
en color on the obverse with darker purple toning at the peripher-
als on the reverse.. .........................................................$2,500.00

216. Canada 10 cent 1882-H ICG EF45 Brilliant lustrous coin with a very
strong reverse. ...................................................................$250.00

217. Canada 10 cent 1882-H PCGS MS64 Very lustrous with a slight
cameo affect. Mostly brilliant with just a hint of gold tone. Only 1
graded higher by ICCS, 2 by PCGS. ................................$3,000.00

219. Canada 10 cent 1890-H PCGS MS64 Bold strike with somewhat
streaky toning on satin surfaces. Only 3 pieces graded by PCGS. A
scarce and underrated piece in this condition. ................$2,000.00

220. Canada 10 cent 1892 ICG VF35 General overall wear with some-
what weaker strike and minor digs....................................$175.00

221. Canada 10 cent 1893 Round Top PCGS VF30 One of the key dates
in the series with a strong three. Overall a little softly struck. A dig
at 4 o’clock on the obverse. ...........................................$4,700.00

222. Canada 10 cent 1894 PCGS XF45 Good detail however was once
cleaned and now retoned with a light overall grey color.......$300.00

223. Canada 10 cent 1896 PCGS MS64 A choice original looking coin
with overall medium hues of greens, blue & gold toning. This coin
could easily pass as an MS65..........................................$2,400.00

224. Canada 10 cent 1899 Small 9 PCGS MS62 Mostly white with a few
light toning spots on the reverse. Obverse is very sharp with no
detracting marks................................................................$550.00

225. Canada 10 cent 1899 Lge 9 PCGS MS64 A choice original piece
with a razor sharp strike. Mauve, russet and blue tone on satin sur-
faces...............................................................................$3,500.00

226. Canada 10 cent 1901 PCGS AU50 Light gold with underlying lus-
tre. ....................................................................................$160.00

227. Canada 10 cent 1901 PCGS MS62 A very bold strike with medium
to darker overall tone. .......................................................$450.00

228. Canada 10 cent 1902 VF30 Sharp bold strike with lustre at the
devices. Nice type coin.........................................................$80.00

229. Canada 10 cent 1902-H PCGS MS64 Brilliant and lustrous. Just a
hint of color starting..........................................................$650.00

230. Canada 10 cent 1902-H PCGS MS66 An outstanding example of an
Edward 10 cent. Gorgeous satin surfaces with very light gold &
seafoam green tone. A perfect type coin!.......................$1,000.00
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218. Canada 10 cent 1884 PCGS/ICCS MS62 Very typical Royal
Mint surfaces,fully brilliant & satiny with no detracting
marks. A terrific obverse strike. The reverse is a somewhat
softer strike with the crown area being weak. One of the
rarest in the Victoria series. Less than a half dozen of these
coins have been graded mint state by either service.
...............................................................................$20,000.00
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231. Canada 10 cent 1903-H PCGS MS64 Brilliant white with just a touch
of toning at the devices. Last issue for Heaton Mint coins struck for
Canada. Only 3 coins certified finer by PCGS. ...................$2,000.00

232. Canada 10 cent 1903-H PCGS MS65 A gorgeous example of an
Edward 10 cent. Brilliant and lustrous satin surfaces with just the
slightest hint of toning at the devices. This coin warrants active bid-
ding................................................................................$4,000.00

233. Canada 10 cent 1903 PCGS MS62 Light golden toning over lustrous sur-
faces. A nice strong strike and scarce in mint state.................$2,250.00

234. Canada 10 cent 1904 EF Lustrous with a bold strike with 3 minor
rim nicks on the obverse....................................................$150.00

235. Canada 10 cent 1905 ICG AU50 White with a full strike. Considerable
lustre at the devices and lightly cleaned at one time..................$300.00

236. Canada 10 cent 1905 PCGS AU58 A nice lustrous piece with clean
surfaces and a light gold reddish tone. ..............................$500.00

237. Canada 10 cent 1905 PCGS MS63 Very white lustrous reverse. Obverse is
somewhat subdued lustre with a hint of gold color. As is the case with
many Edward coins the strike is somewhat soft through the beard area.
Still a scarce coin in mint state. ..............................................$1,600.00

238. Canada 10 cent 1907 PCGS XF45 Silver grey with a strong reverse
and a slightly soft obverse through the beard. Nice coin for the
strike. ................................................................................$110.00

239. Canada 10 cent 1908 PCGS XF45 Mostly brilliant and lustrous.
Small dig on the nose and a minor toning spot at 5 o’clock on the
obverse..............................................................................$170.00

240. Canada 10 cent 1910 PCGS/ICCS MS64 The matte strike issue with
a light mauve overall tone. A very strong strike for an Edward issue
and cross graded ICCS.......................................................$850.00

241. Canada 10 cent 1911 ICG MS65 A nice bold strike with seafoam
green, blue and russet toning. ...........................................$600.00

242. Canada 10 cent 1911 PCGS MS65 A gem original coin with gorgeous
medium to darker multi color tone. Lovely one year type coin. ..$900.00

243. Canada 10 cent 1912 ICCS AU55 Sharp strike with good detail and
light gold tone...................................................................$140.00

244. Canada 10 cent 1912 PCGS MS65 Fantastic original looking
George V type coin. Rich golden color overall accented by hints of
blue & green at the peripherals. .....................................$2,000.00

245. Canada 10 cent 1913 BL PCGS XF45 Steel grey and a little darker
at the devices. Lacking lustre but nice clean surfaces. .....$2,000.00

246. Canada 10 cent 1914 PCGS MS64 Light gun metal grey lustre with
a bold strike. ..................................................................$1,500.00

247. Canada 10 cent 1914 PCGS MS65 “Light golden toning on full lustrous
surfaces. Very sharp strike with just the slightest mark on field behind the
King’s head, only noticeable with magnification. Only 2 graded higher by
PCGS. ICCS has only certified 3 MS65 coins...........................$2,000.00

248. Canada 10 cent 1915 PCGS MS64 A very strong strike with some-
what subdued lustre and a mottled russet toning with accents of
blue especially on the reverse. ........................................$1,750.00

249. Canada 10 cent 1916 PCGS MS65 Fully brilliant white and lustrous.
..................................................................................... $1,000.00

250. Canada 10 cent 1916 PCGS MS66 Gem original coin with great eye
appeal. Olive overall color accented by blues and seafoam green.
......................................................................................$1,500.00

251. Canada 10 cent 1916 PCGS MS66 Full brilliant white with a full
sharp strike. Couple of toning spots on the reverse. Only 2 graded
higher by PCGS. ...............................................................1,500.00

252. Canada 10 cent 1919 PCGS MS66 A nice full strike with lots of pop.
Brilliant with just a hint of gold toning at the devices. A great type
coin. ..................................................................................$800.00

253. Canada 10 cent 1919 PCGS MS66 Very bold strike with lustrous
fields and light gold toning starting. ..................................$800.00

254. Canada 10 cent 1920 PCGS MS64 Darker mauve toning with blue
and green at the peripherals..............................................$300.00

255. Canada 10 cent 1920 PCGS MS65 A very strong strike with heavy
luster. Toning is a little darker brown. ................................$600.00

256. Canada 10 cent 1920 PCGS MS65 Exceptional lustre on a very
bold strike with just the slightest hint of the beginning stages of
toning. ..............................................................................$600.00

257. Canada 10 cent 1921 PCGS MS65 A magnificent strike under olive
& gold toning with soft underlying luster........................$1,000.00

258. Canada 10 cent 1921 PCGS/ICCS MS65 Another example with a full bold
strike and bright lustre. Just a hint of gold toning at the devices. Only 2
coins graded higher by ICCS, both being MS66. ....................$1,000.00
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259. Canada 10 cent 1928 PCGS MS64 Very strong strike with tremendous
luster and very light overall toning. One light mark in the obverse field
keeps this coin from being 2 grades higher.............................$400.00

260. Canada 10 cent 1928 PCGS MS64 Mottled irregular toning with
somewhat subdued lustre..................................................$400.00

261. Canada 10 cent 1929 PCGS MS64 A very strong strike with smooth
surfaces. Medium gold brown toning on the obverse. Medium &
somewhat mottled toning on the reverse. .........................$300.00

262. Canada 10 cent 1930 ICCS MS63 Brilliant white and flashy. Nice full
strike. ................................................................................$200.00

263. Canada 10 cent 1930 PCGS MS63 Lustrous with light overall gold
tone. .................................................................................$200.00

264. Canada 10 cent 1931 PCGS SP66 Rare in this grade. This coin
is the highest graded by PCGS and there is one graded high-
er by ICCS. Spectacular color with iridescent magenta cobalt
blue and seafoam green. Charlton lists the coin at $15,000.00
in SP67. .......................................................................$10,000.00

265. Canada 10 cent 1931 PCGS MS64 Somewhat mottled charcoal
tone on matte surfaces......................................................$300.00

266. Canada 10 cent 1931 PCGS MS66 Lovely bold strike with out-
standing features. Choice lustrous surfaces with just a hint of gold
toning on the reverse devices. Only 1 graded higher by PCGS, tied
with 2 others at ICCS. ....................................................$1,250.00

267. Canada 10 cent 1932 PCGS MS64 Somewhat bull’s eye effect on
the obverse with greens, blues & orange. The centre is much lighter.
Reverse has overall multi-hue toning. ................................$400.00

268. Canada 10 cent 1932 PCGS MS65 This particular coin came out of
a small group in Halifax about 15 years ago. Identifiable by the very
flashy obverse field leaving a cameo affect on King George. The
reverse is a heavy frost with a light to medium gold tone. Toning
spot at ET on the obverse. There are none graded higher by ICCS
and only 3 higher by PCGS.............................................$1,000.00

269. Canada 10 cent 1933 PCGS MS66 Gorgeous white creamy lustre
with great iridescence and a very sharp strike.................$2,000.00

270. Canada 10 cent 1934 PCGS MS64 Full bold strike covered by a
medium olive tone with hints of blue. ............................$1,250.00

271. Canada 10 cent 1934 PCGS MS66 Lightening white off of choice
surfaces and a bold strike. Highest graded at ICCS is MS65 and only
2 higher by PCGS. ..........................................................$2,500.00

272. Canada 10 cent 1936 PCGS MS65 A gem type coin with outstand-
ing flash and a beautiful strike. Brilliant with just a hint of gold at
the lower peripheral. .........................................................$450.00

273. Canada 10 cent 1936 PCGS MS65 Frosty white and pristine.
Another nice type coin. .....................................................$450.00

274. Canada 10 cent 1936 PCGS MS66 The most common date of this
series but scarce in this condition. Heavily frosted obverse with just
a hint of gold toning at the peripherals and heavy perfectly satin
surfaces on the reverse. .....................................................$850.00

275. Canada 10 cent 1938 PCGS MS64 Graded right on the money. An
attractive original piece, mostly brilliant on the obverse with very
light overall toning on the reverse. ....................................$225.00

276. Canada 10 cent 1940 PCGS MS65 Light overall gold tone with full
mint bloom and pale dustings of mauve & russet. A couple of light
toning streaks should not be misconstrued as scratches. Gorgeous
reverse...............................................................................$200.00

277. Canada 10 cent 1946 NGC MS66 Ex Pittman. Spectacular lighten-
ing blue lustre. ICCS has graded none at this level. There is also a
major die variety on the “1” of the date which we have not
encountered previously, almost like a support bar. Major die crack
through cents on the reverse.. ........................................$1,250.00

278. Canada 10 cent 1946 PCGS MS64 Soft lustre with russet accents at
the peripherals. Heavy die polish on the left obverse. ........$125.00

279. Canada 10 cent 1947 PCGS SP64 Overall a nice brilliant example
with a hint of champagne color. ........................................$500.00

280. Canada 10 cent 1948 PCGS MS63 Yellow mottled toning on the
reverse, obverse is mostly brilliant with a touch of toning starting
and a carbon spot in front of the King’s forehead.. .............$80.00

281. Canada 10 cent 1948 PCGS MS64 Nice brilliant white with a strong
cameo reverse. Die burn is not an issue on this coin which is preva-
lent for this date................................................................$165.00

282. Canada 10 cent 1952 PCGS MS65 Fully brilliant with great lustre
and a full strike..................................................................$125.00

283. Canada 10 cent 1952 ICCS MS65 Mostly brilliant with a hint of
peripheral tone on the obverse. A sharp bold strike with a couple of
light toning streaks at the lower left obverse. ....................$125.00

284. Canada 10 cent 1953 SF ICCS PL65 Black and white proof-like with
mirror fields and fully frosted devices. Fully brilliant..............$250.00

285. Canada 10 cent 1953 NSS ICCS MS65 Fully brilliant with mirror sur-
faces. The reverse is a nice cameo. ......................................$75.00

286. Canada 10 cent 1954 ICCS PL65 Spectacular surfaces with just the
slightest hint of gold tone beginning. The cameo has outstanding
lustre. Only 3 graded higher by ICCS. ................................$150.00

287. Canada 10 cent 1955 ICCS PL64 Brilliant flashy cameo with just a
couple of minute hairlines. ..................................................$75.00

288. Canada 10 cent 1956-1959 4 piece lot ICCS PL65 A select run, one
of each 1956-59 ICCS PL65 10 cents. Coins are fully brilliant and
lustrous..............................................................................$115.00

289. Canada 10 cent 1958 PCGS PL64 UHC Snow white ultra heavy cameo.
Heavy die polish lines on the reverse. A nice coin. ...................$100.00

290. Canada 10 cent 1960 ICCS MS65 Solo highest graded by ICCS. Blazing
lustre with light overall olive tone and gold accents at the peripherals. A
must have coin for the condition census collector. .....................$100.00
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291. Canada 10 cent 1961 ICCS MS65 Virtually perfect surfaces, fully
lustrous and brilliant. ...........................................................$35.00

292. Canada 10 cent 1962 & 63 ICCS PL65 The 1962 is a cameo and the
pair are both brilliant and select pieces. ...............................$35.00

293. Canada 10 cent 1964 ICCS PL66 HC Soft satin lustre with a heavy cameo
of Queen Elizabeth. None graded higher by ICCS. .....................$60.00

294. Canada 10 cent 1965 ICCS PL66 PQ HC In our opinion this coin should
have received the ultra heavy cameo designation. It has heavily frosted
devices against mirror fields. A light overall patina with just a hint of tone
at the peripherals. Tied for highest graded. ...............................$100.00

295. Canada 10 cent 1966 ICCS PL66 HC Near perfection with gor-
geous light accentual toning. Tied with 4 others for the highest
graded...............................................................................$100.00

296. Canada 10 cent 1968 Silver ICCS MS65 Cameo Lightning white
flashy lustre on virtually perfect surfaces. Tied with 1 other graded
in MS65,however we are not sure if the other was given a cameo
designation........................................................................$100.00

297. Canada 20 cent 1858 EF(cleaned) 1 year type; EF 20 cent lightly
cleaned at one time. Some digs around the date with light scratch-
es on the obverse. .............................................................$200.00

298. Canada 20 cent 1858 VF Overall VF however weakly struck through
the date. Coin is fully white...............................................$140.00

299. Canada 20 cent 1858 VF30 Light steel grey with light gold periph-
eral tone. A nice solid 1 year type coin. .............................$175.00

300. Canada 20 cent 1858 EF40 Darkly toned over nice surfaces. Slightly
weak 5. .............................................................................$250.00

301. Canada 20 cent 1858 EF45 Very strong strike with full braid and bold
date. Planchet flaw above “0” in 20. Nice original tone. ..........$300.00

302. Canada 20 cent 1858 EF45 Sharp original EF with attractive overall olive
tone. Light spot of verdigris in the Queen’s hair. ......................$300.00

303. Canada 25 cent 1870 ICCS VG10 Medium grey with nice even wear
and nice remaining detail. ...................................................$50.00

304. Canada 25 cent 1870 Obv.1 ICCS AU50 Outstanding strike, lus-
trous with just a hint of tone and a small dig in the left obverse field
in front of the Queen’s mouth.. .........................................$500.00

305. Canada 25 cent 1870 ICG AU50 Light steel grey color with good
lustre at the devices and no detracting marks....................$450.00

306. Canada 25 cent 1872-H AU A very sharp strike. This piece was probably
uncirculated and lightly cleaned 40-50 years ago. It is attractively retoned
and would fit nicely into any type set. .......................................$325.00

307. Canada 25 cent 1874-H ICCS VF30 “A solid coin, medium steel
grey with lustre at the devices. Dig in front of the neck on the
obverse..............................................................................$125.00

308. Canada 25 cent 1874-H ICCS AU55 Very lustrous and sharp. A
great type coin with no detracting marks. .........................$400.00

309. Canada 25 cent 1874-H AU58 This coin looks much nicer than the
grade attributed. A very pleasing piece with heavy lustre especially
on the reverse and pristine light olive tone. Obverse is medium gold
tone with hues of purple and blue at the peripherals. A touch of
friction on the cheek. ........................................................$500.00

310. Canada 25 cent 1875-H ICCS VG8 Steel grey color with nice even
wear and no detracting marks. ..........................................$450.00

311. Canada 25 cent 1875-H EF40 Matte steel grey with a very
bold strike and high sharp rims. Very strong definition in the
leaves and crown. A very desirable date in any grade and
scarce in better than VF...............................................$5,000.00

312. Canada 25 cent 1882-H ICCS EF40 Coin has nice eye appeal with a full
strike & luster at the devices. Nice soft pastel colors.................$450.00

313. Canada 25 cent 1883-H F-12 A solid example with light brown
overall color. No detracting marks........................................$60.00

314. Canada 25 cent 1885 ICCS VG-10 Corrosion Steel grey color
obverse being darker at the peripherals. Reverse has stains with
light overall corrosion. All lettering is fully legible. .............$200.00

315. Canada 25 cent 1887 G6 Very pleasing original coin with dark olive tone.
All detail complete. Would fit in any nice VG Set. ....................$150.00

316. Canada 25 cent 1888 ICCS MS63 A crisp strike with rich full lustre.
The slightest hint of overall gold tone.............................$2,500.00

317. Canada 25 cent 1889 ICCS G-6 Scratches Steel grey color being
darker at the devices. Scratches across the centre of the reverse and
at 8 & 10 o’clock on the obverse.......................................$150.00
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318. Canada 25 cent 1890-H ICCS MS64
Only 1 graded higher by ICCS. This

piece has an outstanding obverse
with virtually flawless sur-

faces and the slightest gold
tone. Reverse has a few
minor contact marks.
Rare in this grade.
...........................$7,000.00

321.  Canada 25 cent 1893 PCGS MS64 A
choice fully struck and frosty coin.
Mostly brilliant obverse with just a
touch of light golden tone at
the devices. The reverse is a
little more subdued with
even gold toning. Both
ICCS & PCGS have each
only graded one coin high-
er being MS65.......$6,000.00



319. Canada 25 cent 1891 AU (cleaned) One of the semi key dates in the
Victorian series. A nicely struck example in AU condition however
has been lightly cleaned at one time. .............................$1,000.00

320. Canada 25 cent 1893 PCGS VF25 Steel grey with light gold tone
accents. A dig below the “n” in cents on the reverse. Soft overall
strike. ................................................................................$700.00

322. Canada 25 cent 1900 PCGS MS64 A choice full strike with light
medium gold overall tone on satin surfaces. Darker toning spot at
7 o’clock on the reverse. At first glance this coin appears better than
the designation given. ....................................................$2,000.00

323. Canada 25 cent 1901 ICG MS63 A very sharp strike with proof-like fields
and a very sharp strike. Attractive blue peripheral tone and a small cut on
the Queen’s neck. Overall nice eye appeal. .............................$1,700.00

324. Canada 25 cent 1902 ICCS MS62 The 1902 plain is under-rated in
high grade. There are only 4 graded higher by ICCS. Basically a
white coin with a bold strike and just a slight scuff at the King’s
moustache......................................................................$1,750.00

325. Canada 25 cent 1902-H ICCS AU55 Fully brilliant and lustrous, a
minute hairline from the “w” in Edward to the back of the crown.
For the variety collector there is some double striking in front of the
King’s face. ........................................................................$300.00

326. Canada 25 cent 1902-H PCGS MS63 The most affordable piece in
the Edward series. Very clean surfaces with light to medium gold
toning. An attractive type coin. .........................................$750.00

327. Canada 25 cent 1902-H ICCS MS65 The common date in the series but
not when they look like this. Satin surfaces with olive color and beautiful
accents of seafoam green, blue and russet. Reverse is particularly nice.
Only 1 graded higher by ICCS. ...............................................$2,500.00

328. Canada 25 cent 1906 Small Crown ICCS VG-10 ICCS has only graded 2
coins better than this,an AU-55 & F-15. This coin is proving to be scarce
in higher grades being a true variety and not an error. 1906 was the tran-
sition year from the small crown to the large Imperial State Crown.
Charlton 2005 Catalogue reports that less than 30 examples are known,
majority being very low grade. ..............................................$4,500.00

329. Canada 25 cent 1909 ICCS AU50 A beautiful original example of
an Edward 25 cent with razor sharp strike, rich olive color accented
by gold and seafoam green on lustrous surfaces. ..............$500.00

330. Canada 25 cent 1913 PCGS MS64 Just a hint of light overall gold
toning on a full strike, lustrous coin. Slight chatter mark in the
obverse field in front of the King. A scarce coin in high grade. Only
1 MS65 coin has been certified by both services.............$2,750.00

331. Canada 25 cent 1914 PCGS MS64 Full frosty white on a bold strike.
Just a couple of minor contact marks keep this from being a high-
er grade. There are none graded higher at ICCS and only 1 by
PCGS. An underrated piece in this condition. .................$5,000.00

332. Canada 25 cent 1916 PCGS MS65 A full bold strike with flashy
obverse surface and satin reverse. Scarce coin at this level and only
1 graded higher by both major services. .........................$3,000.00

333. Canada 25 cent 1917 PCGS MS64 Flashy, brilliant white with nice
surfaces. A nice type coin. .................................................$550.00

334. Canada 25 cent 1917 PCGS MS66 Amazing strike with fantastic
lustre. The light dances off the fields of this coin. There is a minor
nick on the sideburn of King George only noticeable with a glass
which probably kept this from being an MS67 grade. Tied for the
finest graded with both services. ....................................$2,250.00

335. Canada 25 cent 1918 PCGS MS64 An attractive medium toned piece
with satin surfaces. Pristine looking original piece......................$500.00

336. Canada 25 cent 1918 PCGS MS66 Very similar in appearance to
the 1917 25 cent with a beautiful strike however lustre just not
quite as spectacular. Again also tied for the finest graded by both
services. ..........................................................................$2,250.00

337. Canada 25 cent 1920 PCGS MS65 Snow white with nice even lus-
tre. A very bold strike which is difficult to find with this date. One
graded higher by each service. .......................................$2,000.00
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338. Canada 25 cent 1927 PCGS MS65 A full bold strike with just a hint
of light golden tone over lustrous services. Tied for the highest cer-
tified by PCGS and none graded higher by ICCS..............$6,500.00

339. Canada 25 cent 1928 PCGS MS65 Light gold toning over satin sur-
faces. Spectacular reverse strike. Obverse strike a little soft but all
there...............................................................................$1,750.00

340. Canada 25 cent 1929 ICCS AU58 Just the slightest bit of friction on
lustrous surfaces. Reverse is medium gold tone and obverse has just
a hint of overall color.........................................................$150.00

341. Canada 25 cent 1929 PCGS MS63 Very strong strike with a hint of over-
all champagne toning. A pleasing coin for the grade.................$500.00

342. Canada 25 cent 1929 PCGS MS65 Light overall gold toning with a
slight mark behind the King’s head. Only 2 graded higher by PCGS
and none higher at ICCS. ...............................................$2,000.00

343. Canada 25 cent 1930 PCGS MS64 Obverse has medium grey tone
with a very pristine appearance. Light mark in the field in front of
the king is subdued by the luster. Reverse is medium to darker ton-
ing with a hint of blues and greens at the peripherals. A very attrac-
tive original coin. ............................................................$1,500.00

344. Canada 25 cent 1930 PCGS MS65 White creamy lustre and fully
brilliant. One of the nicest of these that we have seen. None grad-
ed higher by ICCS and only 1 higher by PCGS................$2,250.00

345. Canada 25 cent 1931 PCGS MS65 Fully brilliant with a bold strike.
Absolutely no detracting marks and flashy lustre. None graded
higher by PCGS and 2 graded higher by ICCS. ...............$2,500.00

346. Canada 25 cent 1932 PCGS MS65 A deep bold strike with flashy
lustre. Hint of overall gold tone, light toning spot at the T in cents
on the reverse. There are none graded higher at either service, and
ICCS only having graded 1 MS65.. .................................$3,000.00

347. Canada 25 cent 1935 PCGS MS66 Outstanding coin in every respect!
Gorgeous mint bloom on a fully struck example. They literally do not
come any better than this. This is the solo highest graded by PCGS and
none graded at this level by ICCS. ......................................$2,500.00

348. Canada 25 cent 1936 PCGS MS64 Really attractive original coin with
overall medium to dark toning. Sharp strike with underlying lustre in
the devices. Obverse has multi color hues of blue & mauve toning.
Reverse medium toning overall with dark around the peripherals.
Some pale blues & mauves throughout. ...............................$500.00

349. Canada 25 cent 1936 PCGS MS65 A very pristine original looking coin
with medium gold overall toning on lustrous surfaces. ...........$1,000.00

350. Canada 25 cent 1936 PCGS MS66 A more subdued “matte” sur-
face much like specimen issues from this era. A full bold strike with
just the slightest hint of accented color. Only 2 have graded higher
at PCGS and none higher by ICCS..................................$2,000.00

351. Canada 25 cent 1938 PCGS MS63 A very flashy coin for an MS63.
Nice hints of color with overall appearance better than the desig-
nated grade.......................................................................$175.00

352. Canada 25 cent 1939 ICCS MS65 Brilliant frosty white and lus-
trous. Only 1 graded higher at ICCS. .................................$500.00

353. Canada 25 cent 1943 Norweb PCGS SP64 Exceedingly rare in
Specimen as this is the only known example to exist! It is not list-
ed in the Charlton Catalogue. Mirror surfaces with just a couple of
minor contact marks subtly subdued by overall light to medium
mauve toning. Unique. Ex Norweb.................................$5,000.00

354. Canada 25 cent 1944 ICCS MS65 Cameo Brilliant frosty white with the
cameo designation. There are only 2 graded higher, whether or not they
were given a cameo designation we do not know. ..................$400.00

355. Canada 25 cent 1945 ICG MS65 Original coin with light gold tone
on lustrous surfaces. ..........................................................$400.00

356. Canada 25 cent 1947 ML ICCS MS65 Creamy fully brilliant lustre.
Only 1 graded higher by ICCS. ..........................................$200.00

357. Canada 25 cent 1949 PCGS SP64 Mostly brilliant with just a hint of over-
all gold toning. Nice surfaces with less than average die burn at the high
points which is characteristic of this series. A nice coin!. ...........$750.00

358. Canada 25 cent 1950 ICCS MS65 Fantastic full strike with dazzling
lustre. The reverse is particularly nice. ................................$200.00

359. Canada 25 cent 1951 HR Gem Unc A choice original coin w/medi-
um russet & blue toning. Much nicer luster than the average 1951
quarter...............................................................................$100.00

360. Canada 25 cent 1952 HR ChUnc. The scarcer of the 2 strikings. This
coin is darkly toned blue and russet with lustrous high quality sur-
faces..................................................................................$125.00
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361. Canada 25 cent 1953 SD SF ICCS MS64 HC Yellow golden toning with
heavy lustre. Couple of marks on the Queen’s neck. ................$100.00

362. Canada 25 cent 1953 LD NSF ICCS MS65 An original gem coin with
satin surfaces overlaid with spectacular toning of russets, blues and
seafoam green. There are only 3 graded at this level and none high-
er.......................................................................................$200.00

363. Canada 25 cent 1953 SD SF ICCS PL65 HC Fully brilliant white with pleas-
ing heavy cameo. There are none graded higher by ICCS. ........$350.00

364. Canada 25 cent 1953 LD NSF ICCS SP64 Brilliant and very attrac-
tive. Nice mirror fields with cameo detail. ..........................$300.00

365. Canada 25 cent 1954 ICCS PL66 HC Extremely bold strike with fantastic
heavy cameo especially on the reverse. Flawless surfaces and the solo
highest graded by ICCS with the heavy cameo. .........................$300.00

366. Canada 25 cent 1955 NGC PL66 Choice original PL coin with
cameo. Very light toning & flawless mirror fields. ..............$150.00

367. Canada 25 cent 1955 ICCS PL66 PQ UHC Incredible black and
white ultra heavy cameo. Flawless mirror fields with heavily irridesc-
ing devices.........................................................................$300.00

368. Canada 25 cent 1956 ICCS PL66 HC Fully brilliant and scarce espe-
cially with the cameo designation. This piece is tied for the highest
graded by ICCS. ................................................................$200.00

369. Canada 25 cent 1973 Large Bust Centennial AU Scarce large bust
variety, commemorative RCMP Centennial quarter.............$175.00

370. Canada 25 cent 1973 Large Bust Centennial ICCS AU-50 A nice
example with no meter marks or edge nicks. The scarce variety for
this date. ...........................................................................$175.00

371. Canada 25 cent 1858-1990 Complete Date Set Fair/VF+ Complete
25 cent date set from 1858-1990 in brown UniSafe Book. An even-
ly matched set in lower grade with some better coins included.
Victoria thru George V are Fair to VG, 1885-VG, 1887-Abt. Fine. A
couple of Fines being 1892 & 1894, both scratched. 1935 and 1936
Dot-lustrous Fine+. 1928-VF+, no 1947 Dot. The 1973 Large Bust-
EF/AU. Balance of collection average circulated. A great break up
set for retail.No Return. ..................................................$1,400.00

372. Canada 25 cent 1979 Mint Error/Struck on 1c Planch. PCGS
MS64RB Coin is struck on a 1 cent planchet. Deep copper color
with full date and off struck must be seen.........................$450.00

373. Canada 25 cent 2000 Mule PCGS MS63 The millennium 2000
medal, struck with the obverse of the regular millennium coin issue.
......................................................................................$2,000.00

374. Canada 50 cent 1870-1901 5 piece lot Good/Fine 5 piece Victoria
lot: 1870 LCW-Good6; 1871-Fine with old scratches on reverse;
1881-H Good4; 1900-Good; 1901-VG10 dark. All coins are original
uncleaned pieces. No return. .............................................$350.00

375. Canada 50 cent 1870 LCW PCGS MS62 A very sharp strike
with no detracting marks. Overall steel grey color. This coin is
more the flat surface strike rather than lustrous giving it
more of a specimen appearance. .............................$11,500.00

376. Canada 50 cent 1870 LCW VF20 A pleasing original example with
a nice strike and good eye appeal. Light rim bump at 10:30 on the
obverse..............................................................................$250.00

377. Canada 50 cent 1870 LCW F15 A pleasing original piece with over-
all olive color......................................................................$175.00

378. Canada 50 cent 1870 No LCW VG-10 Steel grey and fine condition
for the strike however a couple of minor digs below the ear. Also
weak at the date which is normal for this issue. A scarce piece
always on everyone’s want list. .......................................$1,350.00

379. Canada 50 cent 1870-1989 50 cent collection 50 cent Partial Set;
51 pieces in total: 11 Queen Victoria pieces - 1870 LCW-Fine with
old reverse digs; 1871-Fair; 1881H-Good; 1872-VG; 1881H-F/VF
cleaned; 1888-Poor; 1892-Good; 1898-Good; 1899-Good; 1900-
VG and 1901-Fair. 9 Edwards: 1902, 04 and 1910-Fillers; 1903, 05,
06, 07 and 1908-Good; 1909-EF cleaned and light surface corro-
sion. 8 George V: 1931, 32 and 1936 nice VG; 1918 and 1920-VG.
13 other silver and 10 nickel coins. A great break up lot for retail.
No return........................................................................$1,000.00

380. Canada 50 cent 1871 ICCS MS64 Sensational full white satin
reverse with virtually flawless surfaces. Obverse is obviously
a first strike and is razor sharp with proof like surfaces. Slight
cameo when tilted right under light. Unquestionably one of
the nicest Victoria 50 cent pieces in existence and we are sure
you will concur...........................................................$27,500.00

381. Canada 50 cent 1871 EF40 A full bold strike however with a lack of
original lustre which keeps the coin from grading considerably high-
er. Overall attractive piece with light gold tone. ..............$1,000.00

382. Canada 50 cent 1871-H F-15 Cement grey with slightest hues of
color. .................................................................................$450.00

383. Canada 50 cent 1872-H Inverted A G6 A scarce coin and one of a
few we have in this sale. Fairly worn but everything legible with
pleasant original surfaces...................................................$225.00

384. Canada 50 cent 1872-H Inverted A F12 Overall medium silver color
with nice peripheral accentual toning. Good definition in the leaves
and on the portrait of Victoria. Scarce variety and sought after in
this condition.....................................................................$800.00

385. Canada 50 cent 1872-H EF40 An attractive original piece with over-
all steel grey color accented by blue in the devices. ...........$700.00
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389. Canada 50 cent 1881-
H PCGS SP65 Cross grad-
ed ICCS SP66. A light
steel grey with green
& blue hues at the
peripherals on the
obverse. There are a
few of the 1881’s certi-
fied however this is by far
the nicest example that
we have seen of this
issue as in some of the
other cases there is
severe die detioration
visible. Victorian 50
cent pieces are scarce
in mint state and are
rare in grades 65 or above.
This is the highest graded by
PCGS and is far superior to both the Norweb and
the Pittman coins. It should attract serious interest
from the advanced collector. ...............$25,000.00

391. Canada 50 cent 1888
PCGS/ICCS MS63
Abundantly frosty
and sharp! This is the
solo highest coin
graded by ICCS and
one of 2 pieces grad-
ed by PCGS. For the dis-
criminating collector you
could wait a lifetime to
purchase this date in
this grade. Possibly
from a technical point
of view this coin is a
MS63, however aes-
thetically it presents
itself much better..
................. $40,000.00

398. Canada 50 cent
1900 PCGS/ICCS
MS63 Heavy lustre
and beautifully
struck with light to
medium tone of var-
ious colors from a light
yellow to an attractive
green-blue hue. A fine
example of a
Victorian 50 cent.
Only 1 graded high-
er by PCGS & none
higher by ICCS.
...............$25,000.00

400. Canada 50 cent 1901 PCGS/ICCS MS63 A
scarce issue in mint state. None graded high-
er by ICCS and only 1 by PCGS. Brilliant white
with no detracting marks. A pleasing piece.
....................................................$22,500.00

396. Canada 50 cent 1894
PCGS/ICCS MS64
Gorgeously toned in
iridescent rich blues
& grey with a hint of
seafoam green on
the reverse. Near
perfect lustrous sur-
faces with no detracting
marks whatsoever!
Unfortunately even
the best photograph
does not do this
coin justice. Under
intense light the col-
ors literally dance off
the surface of this coin.
Solo highest graded by
ICCS and tied with one other at PCGS. In our
opinion it is by far the superior of the two.
.............................................................$75,000.00



386. Canada 50 cent 1872-H PCGS MS62 A very attractive original
Victoria 50 cent. Nice olive to green-blue toning on the
obverse. Light grey hues on the reverse. Beautiful overall
strike with re-engraving on “50”, S in cents & heavily dou-
bling of the 2 in the date. Great piece for type & variety col-
lectors. ..........................................................................$9,200.00

387. Canada 50 cent 1881-H F-15 A solid unimpaired piece with just
nice even wear...................................................................$200.00

388. Canada 50 cent 1881-H Polished EF A solid EF for the condition
however has been heavily polished and lightly retoned, possibly
repaired at some point. .....................................................$350.00

390. Canada 50 cent 1888 Cleaned G6 One of the semi-key dates of the
Victoria series. Overall a solid coin with no detracting marks. Full let-
tering. ...............................................................................$225.00

392. Canada 50 cent 1890-H ICCS AG-3 An original Victoria 50 cent
with natural even wear.Fully legible lettering somewhat weak
through “Canada” on the obverse.. ..................................$550.00

393. Canada 50 cent 1890-H Obverse 4 ICCS G6 Original coin with nat-
ural wear and no detracting marks. A little soft on the reverse outer
edge from 10 til 12:30. Obverse 4 variety. .........................$900.00

394. Canada 50 cent 1894 AG Heavily worn original piece with no
detracting marks and totally legible reverse. ......................$200.00

395. Canada 50 cent 1894 ICCS Fair A key date without any detracting marks
just heavy even wear which leads us to believe this was probably a “pock-
et piece”. Reverse writing is all very legible................................$200.00

397. Canada 50 cent 1898 ICCS F-15 Light silver grey color with strong defini-
tion in the hair. Unfortunately some heavier scratches on the reverse and
a couple of minor scratches on the obverse. ...........................$200.00

399. Canada 50 cent 1901 VF30 Lustrous coin with solid detail however unfor-
tunately has a scratch around the entire legend on the obverse. Reverse
is problem free. At first glance most people would not notice the scratch
as the fields and head are also problem free..............................$400.00

401. Canada 50 cent 1906 ICCS VF20 Medium brown color with a few
minor old digs on the reverse. ...........................................$125.00

402. Canada 50 cent 1908 PCGS SP60 Medium steel grey color with just
a hint of olive at the reverse peripherals. Sharp coin that would fit
into any type collection...................................................$1,200.00

403. Canada 50 cent 1909-1920 7 pieces G/VF “7 piece lot: 1909 -VG8; 4 x
1910 (2 x Good,2 x VG), 1920 Small “o” - VF30 with strong detail how-
ever rather flat lustre, 1916 - VG. No return. .............................$100.00

404. Canada 50 cent 1911 PCGS MS64 “Fully brilliant with satin lus-
tre. Slightly soft strike on the obverse. One year type “Godless”
issue. An attractive ever popular issue......................$10,000.00

405. Canada 50 cent 1916 PCGS MS64 Fully brilliant with a couple
areas starting to tone. There is 1 graded higher by PCGS but
none graded higher by ICCS.......................................$4,500.00

406. Canada 50 cent 1917 NGC MS63 Brilliant, lustrous and totally orig-
inal. Easily worth the estimate. .......................................$1,800.00

407. Canada 50 cent 1918 PCGS MS65 Fully brilliant blast white lustre
with a full strike and great surfaces. None graded higher by PCGS
and only 1 by ICCS.........................................................$4,500.00

408. Canada 50 cent 1919 PCGS MS64 Fully bright white lustre. Couple
of very minor light marks in the field keep this coin from being a
point higher. ...................................................................$2,000.00

409. Canada 50 cent 1929 ICCS VF30 Brilliant with a bold strike and
plenty of lustre. Really should have graded an EF. ................$75.00

410. Canada 50 cent 1929 PCGS MS64 A choice original George V fifty
cent with lustrous underlying surfaces. Medium gold to brown ton-
ing on the obverse and gold overall with lightening blue at the
peripherals of the reverse. Very pretty coin!....................$2,250.00

411. Canada 50 cent 1929 PCGS MS64 Fully brilliant and very lustrous.
A nice full strike. In grades up to MS63 it is fairly common, after
that these coins get a little tougher. ...............................$2,250.00

412. Canada 50 cent 1931 (harshly cleaned) ICCS VF20 Detail is all there
for the grade however was at one time cleaned with a mild abra-
sive. Does not have the polished appearance.......................$75.00

413. Canada 50 cent 1932 ICCS VG-8 Cement grey with even wear, no
detracting marks................................................................$200.00

414. Canada 50 cent 1934 ICCS VF20 Nice natural look with a couple of old
but not detracting scratches on the surface of the obverse........$100.00

415. Canada 50 cent 1936 ICCS VF20 An attractive naturally aged
piece which is a nice match to a couple of the earlier pieces listed
above. ...............................................................................$100.00
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416. Canada 50 cent 1936 PCGS MS65 A light golden brown over
irridescing lustrous surfaces. Pleasing looking semi key date
piece. Only 2 graded higher by PCGS. .......................$6,400.00

417. Canada 50 cent 1937 ICCS MS63 Mostly brilliant with just a hint of over-
all tone. A couple of minor field scuffs on the obverse. .............$100.00

418. Canada 50 cent 1937 Matte ICCS SP63 A matte specimen with very light
overall tone accented at the peripherals. Couple of minute hairlines keep
this at the 63 designation. Attractive piece. ...............................$125.00

419. Canada 50 cent 1937 ICCS MS64 Basically brilliant with flashy lus-
tre. Just a few minor contact marks on the head...............$300.00

420. Canada 50 cent 1937 - 1960 Silver $.50 Collection Incomplete,
missing both 1947 ML’s. An attractive set, evenly matched with the
average condition being Fine or better. Displayed in blue Whitman
folder. No return................................................................$150.00

421. Canada 50 cent 1938 ICCS MS60 Heavy white lustre with just a bit
of contact at the high points. ............................................$175.00

422. Canada 50 cent 1938 ICCS MS63 Light peripheral toning on both
sides of the coin. The reverse has rich flashy lustre with the lustre on
the obverse being more of a satin finish. ...........................$550.00

423. Canada 50 cent 1939 ICCS MS62 Light gold tone over attractive
smooth surfaces. ...............................................................$200.00

424. Canada 50 cent 1939 ICCS MS63 Very light hints of gold tone on
smooth satin surfaces. .......................................................$350.00

425. Canada 50 cent 1939-1951 11 pieces VF/Unc 50 cent Geo VI lot,
11 pieces: average circulated for dates 1939, 40, 41 x 2, 45, 46 x
2, 1949. Also 1 x 1940 Nice AU, 1951 Unc and 1951 nice BU. No
return. ...............................................................................$100.00

426. Canada 50 cent 1942 & 49 3 pieces ICCS MS60 3 pieces ICCS cer-
tified MS60; 1942 Cameo, 1942 & 1949. The 1942 regular has a
touch of toning on the upper reverse. 1949 is very nice for the
grade. All coins are brilliant. ................................................150.00

427. Canada 50 cent 1944 Near 4 PCGS/ICCS MS64 Fully brilliant satin
lustre with just a minimal of contact marks. ICCS has graded none
higher than MS64. Light cameo appearance......................$250.00

428. Canada 50 cent 1946 ICCS MS63PQ A date with great eye appeal
seldom seen with attractive toning. Reverse is very flashy, mostly
white with gorgeous attractive peripheral toning of gold, russet and
blue. Obverse is medium toned over very nice surfaces accented by
very attractive peripheral toning. .......................................$350.00

429. Canada 50 cent 1947 ML CR F15 The key date in the George VI series. A
nice original example with light lavender tone. Weak through the reverse
shield as is the norm with this issue. ......................................$2,250.00

430. Canada 50 cent 1947 S7L ICCS MS63 Flashy lustre with hues of
gold and lavender. A pretty coin with a couple of marks on the left
obverse field. .....................................................................$300.00

431. Canada 50 cent 1947 C7R ICCS MS63 Light golden tone on satin
surfaces. Nice eye appeal especially on the reverse with hints of
lavender.............................................................................$400.00

432. Canada 50 cent 1947 C7R ICCS MS64 This coin is simply spectacu-
lar! Tied for the highest graded by ICCS and the nicest that we have
seen in 30 years. Pristine piece with light overall gold tone accent-
ed by pale hues of mauve, blue & olive. .........................$1,500.00

433. Canada 50 cent 1947 ML Lft ICG AU53 Silver grey with a hint of
original overall patina. .......................................................$150.00

434. Canada 50 cent 1948 PCGS MS62 Full frosted lustre with soft strike
which keeps the coin from being a grade higher. ..............$350.00

435. Canada 50 cent 1948 PCGS MS63 Full brilliant white with a couple
of darker spots on the cheek and unfortunately an obvious hit on
the neck. ...........................................................................$425.00

436. Canada 50 cent 1948 MS63 Bold strike with a light gold tone on
lustrous surfaces. ...............................................................$425.00

437. Canada 50 cent 1949 ICCS MS63 Nice strike, brilliant white with
just a hint of tone on the lower obverse.. ..........................$200.00

438. Canada 50 cent 1949 ICG MS63 Flashy lustrous surfaces with a bit
of overall friction. ..............................................................$200.00

439. Canada 50 cent 1950 NoDes ICCS MS62 Fully brilliant and lustrous.
A very light wipe across the obverse barely visible even with good
light. Coin looks like an MS64. ..........................................$300.00

440. Canada 50 cent 1950 NoDes ICCS MS63 “Reverse is mostly brilliant with
a very light peripheral tone. Obverse is very nice, somewhat subdued with
overall patina and peripheral russet tone. ..................................$375.00

441. Canada 50 cent 1951 ICCS MS65 A superb strike with no die burn,
very lustrous surfaces and a very light gold tone................$250.00

442. Canada 50 cent 1953 SD NSF Ultra Heavy Cameo ICCS MS64
Mirror like fields with heavily frosted devices. Very light lavender
tone at the peripherals . A very attractive piece. ................$100.00

443. Canada 50 cent 1953 SD NSF ICG MS65 Very lustrous with an over-
all light patina and a cameo. Few minor abrasions. ...........$250.00

444. Canada 50 cent 1953-1956 4 piece VF/Unc 4 piece lot: 1953LDSF, choice
uncirculated; 1954 - VF; 1955 brilliant uncirculated; 1956 brilliant unc-63
with superb original surfaces. No return. ................................$150.00

445. Canada 50 cent 1954 Heavy Cameo ICCS PL64 Very light peripheral tone
with mirror fields and outstanding devices. Slightly mottled toning on the
obverse. Technically better than the designation. .......................$200.00

446. Canada 50 cent 1954 Heavy Cameo PCGS PL66 A pristine original
coin, brilliant with light toning around the peripherals. Very light
overall patina. Gorgeous heavy cameo coin which should attract
strong bidding. ..................................................................$400.00

447. Canada 50 cent 1955 Ultra Heavy Cameo ICCS PL65 Terrific cameo
with superb surfaces on the Queen. Fully brilliant obverse, light yel-
low overall tone to the reverse.None recorded in the ICCS 2003 POP
Report. ..............................................................................$500.00

448. Canada 50 cent 1955 PCGS MS65. A gem Elizabeth 50 cent piece.
Overall medium toning with hues of purple, blue, red & orange. A
condition rare piece. ..........................................................$225.00
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449. Canada 50 cent 1956 NGC PL66 Superb eye appeal 50 cent with
light multi-hue toning. A very pretty coin!. ........................$150.00

450. Canada 50 cent 1956&57 ICCS PL64 A pair of certified PL64 50
cents. The 1956 has a couple of minor hairlines and light overall
tone. 1957 is a cameo with a hint of tone and a couple of minor
toning spots. .......................................................................$85.00

451. Canada 50 cent 1957 Cameo ICCS PL65 White with a very light
original overall patina. .......................................................$100.00

452. Canada 50 cent 1960 Cameo ICCS PL66 Gorgeous satin surfaces with a
just a very light hint of color starting. Very nice halo affect........$100.00

453. Canada 50 cent 1964 ICG MS66 A full crisp strike with snow white
lustre and gem surfaces.....................................................$300.00

454. Canada 50 cent Misc.1898-1936 G/VG Original untampered group
of 6 silver fifty cent pieces. Coins all have even overall wear from cir-
culation. 1898 - AG; 1906, 1912, 1913, 1931 & 1936 all decent
VG’s. The 1931 has a light rim bump at 11:30 on the obverse. No
return. ...............................................................................$100.00

455. Canada 50 cent 1982 SmBd ICG MS65 Lustrous coin with some
overall contact marks.........................................................$500.00

457. Canada Dollar 1935 PCGS MS66 Gorgeous original coin with light over-
all mauve tone. Hues of greens & blues to the peripherals on the reverse.
Obverse is dusted overall with greens & blues on underlying mauve ton-
ing. A beautiful coin to look at under the light. .....................$1,250.00

458. Canada Dollar 1935 PCGS MS65 Overall lavender color on choice
satin surfaces nicely accented at the peripherals with pastel hues of
orange and seafoam green. Very attractive piece...............$300.00

459. Canada Dollar 1935 ICG MS65 Medium overall gold tone and a
very sharp strike. A hit on the canoe above the one otherwise a very
nice piece. .........................................................................$300.00

460. Canada Dollar 1935 ICCS MS63 Mostly brilliant with light gold tone
at the devices. ...................................................................$120.00

461. Canada Dollar 1935 ICCS MS64 Fully brilliant and frosted white
with a couple of very minor toning spots...........................$150.00

462. Canada Dollar 1935 PCGS MS62 2 certified PCGS MS62 dollars:
both are flashy with good lustre. One of the coins is brilliant and the
other is nice with very light overall mauve tone. ................$150.00

463. Canada Dollar 1935’s 7 pieces VF/EF First year of issue for Canada’s
silver dollars and also a one year type. Group of 7 coins, average
condition VF/EF. (no returns) ..............................................$250.00

464. Canada Dollar 1935-38 ICCS Group of 5 ICCS certified silver dol-
lars, mostly brilliant: 1935-EF45; 1935-AU55; 1936-EF45; 1937-
MS62 & 1938-EF40(harshly cleaned). No Return................$250.00

465. Canada Dollar 1935-1954 12 pieces EF/Unc Nice retail store lot as
follows: 1935-AU, 1936-EF, 1937-EF, 1938-EF, 1939-AU, 1946-
Choice AU, 1951-EF/AU, 1952NWL-AU, 1952WL-Unc, 1953 Both
types Unc, 1954-AU. 12 pieces in total. No Return........... $375.00

466. Canada Dollar 1935-1973 Ef/PL Nice silver dollar set in Old “Coty”
binder with the average condition of earlier coins being EF/AU. The
later coins from 1949-73 EF/PL. Key dates grade as follows: 1945-
Ef hairlines, 1947B-Ef, 1947 Ptd.Dot Dbl.HP-EF, 1947ML-nice EF,
1948-AU; 2 each 1950-51, 52, 53, 55. The 1950 and 55NDB are
arnpriors and the 1951 SWL. No Return .........................$2,350.00

467. Canada Dollar 1936’s 11 pieces VF/EF “One year type. 11 pieces,
average circulated condition in VF/EF with 2 coins having been
cleaned (no returns)...........................................................$275.00

468. Canada Dollar 1936,37 & 38 Silver Dollars ICCS AU50-58 A nice 3
piece group of certified silver dollars as follows: 1936 ICCS AU-55
nice strike with medium toning; 1937 ICCS AU58 nice frosty white
and 1938 ICCS AU50 brilliant white, a nice coin ...............$160.00

469. Canada Dollar 1935 - 1957 Silver $1.00 Collection Complete Set
with some attractively toned coins. As follows: 2 x 1935’s - EF;
1936-EF; 1937-Unc with beautiful toning; 1938-EF,once cleaned;
2x1939’s-VF/EF; 1945-EF; 1946-EF; 1947 Blunt-AU; 1947 Pointed
4xHP-AU with hairlined obverse; 1947 ML-EF; 1948- Nice AU;
1949-Choice Unc; 1950-Choice Unc; 1951-Unc; 1952-Unc; 1952
NWL-XF; 1953 SF-XF; 1953 NSF-Unc; 1954-Unc; 1955-AU; 1955
Arn n/die break-EF; 1956-AU; 1957-VF. Displayed in blue Whitman
folder. No Return. ...........................................................$1,900.00

470. Canada Dollar 1936 PCGS MS61 Mostly brilliant, original surfaces
with a couple of bag marks on the cheek............................$65.00

471. Canada Dollar 1936 PCGS/ICG MS63 2 certified MS63 dollars; the ICG
piece is very flashy, brilliant with just a hint of toning at the devices and
great eye appeal. PCGS coin is overall medium to darker mottled toning
especially on the obverse with subdued lustre. ..........................$270.00

472. Canada Dollar 1936 ICCS MS64 Fully brilliant with a small nick in
the right obverse field........................................................$250.00

473. Canada Dollar 1936 ICCS MS64 Nice strike, mostly brilliant with 
just the slightest tinge of gold. Clean smooth fields and nice eye
appeal. ..............................................................................$250.00

474. Canada Dollar 1936 PCGS MS64 Smooth matte surfaces with light
toning at the devices and a couple of minor toning spots on the
King’s head........................................................................$250.00

475. Canada Dollar 1936 PCGS MS64 Rich underlying lustre with medi-
um overall mauve tone accented by blues and greens. ......$250.00

476. Canada Dollar 1936 PCGS MS65 Very bold strike with soft mauve
overall tone, nice eye appeal and seafoam green at the peripherals
on the obverse. .................................................................$850.00

477. Canada Dollar 1936 ICG MS65 Heavily lustrous, medium gold brown
overall tone with hints of blue at the peripherals. Couple of minor knocks
on the King’s cheek only noticeable with a glass. ......................$650.00
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456. Canada Dollar 1935 PCGS SP66 A razor sharp strike with
flawless satin surfaces. Dark gold obverse toning with a
hint of olive hue and underlying tones of light blue.
Reverse toning is somewhat darker predominantly a mid
blue with mauve and green undertones..............$7,500.00
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478. Canada Dollar 1936 PCGS SP65 A choice brilliant example of
a specimen dollar with a few dark toning spots on either side
which unfortunately takes away some from the overall true
beauty of this coin. A full deep strike with satin surfaces and
a couple of minor planchet imperfections in the obverse field
only visible with high magnification. ........................$5,000.00

479. Canada Dollar 1937 ICG MS64 A flashy lustrous coin with a light
golden brown overall tone.................................................$275.00

480. Canada Dollar 1937 Matte PCGS SP64 An eye catching example with
soft light overall gold toning accented at the peripheral. Just the
slightest contact marks on the cheek and one on the lower jaw keep
this coin from grading much higher. Approximately 45 degree die
rotation with voyageurs heading downwards.......................$300.00

481. Canada Dollar 1937 PCGS MS66 A gorgeous example of a 1937
dollar, Rare in this condition. There have been none graded higher
than MS64 by ICCS and only 1 graded higher by PCGS. Lightening
blue obverse with shades of dark russet and mauve. Reverse is a
soft lavender overall tone with light blue & green hues at the
devices. Under good light the iridescence of this coin is magnifi-
cent! As with other dates of this series there have been no small
mint hoards uncovered. ..................................................$1,500.00

482. Canada Dollar 1937 & 38 VF/EF45 2 silver dollars: 1937-VF with a
rim bump at 12:30 on the reverse and a couple of marks on the
obverse. 1938-EF45 nice and lustrous..................................$95.00

483. Canada Dollar 1938 ICCS AU58 Brilliant and lustrous with just a
hint of overall light gold tone. ...........................................$100.00

484. Canada Dollar 1938 ICCS MS62 Fully brilliant with a soft powder
lustre and no detracting marks. .........................................$200.00

485. Canada Dollar 1939 3 pieces ICCS MS60/63 3 pieces ICCS certified
dollars; 2 x 1939 -MS63 with some irregular toning & 1 x 1939-
MS60. No Returns. ............................................................$110.00

486. Canada Dollar 1939’s 34 pieces/Royal Visit VF-AU 34 pieces 1939
Commemorative Royal Visit, Parliament Building design silver dol-
lars. Average circulated condition from VF through AU. No dam-
aged coins but a couple of coins have been lightly cleaned. (no
returns)..............................................................................$300.00

487. Canada Dollar 1945 ICCS VF30 Light grey overall appearance with
a couple of minor scratches. ..............................................$200.00

488. Canada Dollar 1945 NGC AU58 The mirror fields type strike.
Very lustrous head and fully brilliant. Holder is very scuffy on the
obverse..............................................................................$300.00

489. Canada Dollar 1945 MS60 Fully brilliant white with a strong strike
and a couple of obverse marks keep this coin form grading much
higher. ...............................................................................$325.00

490. Canada Dollar 1946 3 pieces ICCS A nice group of 3 brilliant & lus-
trous ICCS certified dollars: 1 each EF40; AU50 & AU55. .....$225.00

491. Canada Dollar 1946,55 & 56 Silver Dollars ICCS AU 55/MS60 Three
piece group of certified Canadian silver dollars. 1946 ICCS-AU55
medium toning on lustrous surfaces. 1955 ICCS MS60 medium to
darker toning, nice solid coin. 1956 ICCS AU58 light to medium
toning. ..............................................................................$125.00

492. Canada Dollar 1947 Maple Leaf MS62 Choice original unc. Mostly bril-
liant flashy surfaces with a few light toning spots starting. Slight cameo
effect on the obverse with mirror-type fields and a light scuff. ..$450.00

493. Canada Dollar 1947 Maple Leaf PCGS MS63 Fully brilliant white,
mirror surfaces type strike. Some minor contact marks between the
date and “OL” on dollar on the reverse.............................$800.00

494. Canada Dollar 1947 Maple Leaf ICCS EF45 Lustrous EF with just a
hint of toning in the centre of the reverse. Scratch at 10 o’clock in
the reverse field. ................................................................$225.00

495. Canada Dollar 1947 Blunt 7 ICCS VF20 Cement grey in color with
some lustre at the devices..................................................$100.00

496. Dollar 1947 Blunt 7 AU55 The matte type strike. Mostly brilliant
with just a touch of toning at various areas. ......................$175.00

497. Canada Dollar 1947 Blunt 7 ICCS MS60 Mostly white and lustrous
with light gold tone at the devices. ...................................$200.00

498. Canada Dollar 1947 Blunt 7 VF/XF 3 pieces: 1-VF20 polished with
no rim nicks or scratches; 1-VF with multiple rim bumps and
punched letters CONN below front paddler in the water; and 1-XF
couple of rim nicks & scuff on the left reverse. ..................$300.00

499. Canada Dollar 1947 Pointed 7 Dot AU50 A nice lustrous coin with
a solid strike. One small bag mark on the cheek................$225.00

500. Canada Dollar 1948 EF40 Lustrous EF with just a hint of overall
tone. Light mark at chin area in the fields. The key date in the dol-
lar series. ...........................................................................$950.00

501. Canada Dollar 1948 AU50 Fully brilliant with a strong strike. Clean sur-
faces with no detracting marks. The key date in the series.....$1,000.00

502. Canada Dollar 1948 MS62+ Choice looking key date Silver dollar
with a brilliant bold strike and just a hint of golden tone at the
peripherals. Proof like obverse surfaces with only one noticeable
bag mark behind the King’s neck....................................$1,400.00
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503. Canada Dollar 1948 PCGS MS64 The key date of the series and
scarce in this grade. Fully struck with virtually no die burn
which is a notable characteristic of this coin. PL type fields with
cameo devices. Brilliant with just a touch of light golden tone
on the lower obverse peripheral. Charlton Catalogue and
Trends have recently adjusted the price to reflect current mar-
ket values..................................................................$4,750.00



504. Canada Dollar 1949 ICCS MS63 Fully brilliant white............$50.00

505. Canada Dollar 1949 PCGS SP65 Light underlying gold tone accented by
mauve and blue at the devices especially on the reverse. A choice mirror
specimen, the Newfoundland commemorative is one of the most sought
after crowns by world collectors celebrating the induction of
Newfoundland into Canada. ..............................................$1,000.00

506. Canada Dollar 1949’s 27 pieces AU Group of 27 silver commemo-
rative dollars celebrating Newfoundland joining confederation.
Average condition AU. Coins are VF to MS62. A very nice retail mix.
(No returns). ......................................................................$750.00

507. Canada Dollar 1949-1959 14 pieces AU/Unc 14 piece lot: includes
1 each date 1949-1959 plus the 1952 NWL, 1953 NSF and 1957
1WL with all coins being AU/Unc. No Return.....................$200.00

508. Canada Dollar 1950 SWL MS63 A nice brilliant coin with toning
starting on the back of the King’s neck................................$60.00

509. Canada Dollar 1950 ICCS MS65 Superb surfaces with light to medi-
um overall toning. Extremely sharp strike...........................$160.00

510. Canada Dollar 1950’s Arnpriors (2 pieces) AU50/MS62+ 2 Arnprior silver
dollars; first coin is a nice original uncirculated MS62+, the other coin is
an AU50 with a few rim nicks on the lower obverse. ...............$125.00

511. Canada Dollar 1950-52 24 pieces VF-AU Group of 24 pieces: 5 x
1950’s; 9x1951’s, 6x1952 WL and 4x1952 NWL. Couple of uncir-
culated pieces with the majority being average better circulated
VF/AU. (No return) ............................................................$275.00

512. Canada Dollar 1951 PCGS MS64 Medium overall tone on a sharp
strike. Light mark on the cheek. ........................................$110.00

513. Canada Dollar 1951 PCGS MS64 Coin has a sharp strike on clean
surfaces with medium overall toning. ................................$110.00

514. Canada Dollar 1951 NGC SP65 “Mirror surfaces with superb eye
appeal. A hint of overall toning going a touch darker at the periph-
erals with russet, blue & orange hues. ............................$1,750.00

515. Canada Dollar 1951 PCGS/ICCS SP65 A choice fully brilliant mirror speci-
men without the die burn at the high points of the obverse often associ-
ated with this series. Ex John J. Pittman...............................$1,750.00

516. Canada Dollar 1951 PCGS SP66 Fully brilliant mirror specimen with
an outstanding strike. Just the slightest hint of die burn which is a
notable characteristic of this series. ................................$2,250.00

517. Canada Dollar 1951 Trio EF/AU 1951 Silver Dollar Trio: all three types, one
each. 1951 arnprior EF with rim bump at 7 o’clock on the obverse. 1951
SWL and 1951 Regular 3WL, both EF/AU.. .............................$150.00

518. Canada Dollar 1952NWL Cameo ICCS PL65 Cameo A pristine coin
with just a hint of overall tone. Mirror fields and a nice cameo
effect.................................................................................$475.00

519. Canada Dollar 1955 Arnprior F/VF Arnprior variety with die break.
Overall grey color. Reverse is considerably stronger than the
obverse................................................................................$65.00

520. Canada Dollar 1955 Arnprior (2 pieces) ICCS AU50 A matching pair
of certified arnprior dollars with brilliant reverses and toned obvers-
es. Both dollars are the no die break variety.......................$140.00

521. Canada Dollar 1955 Arnprior ICG MS64 Lustrous with a sharp strike
and a smoke grey overall tone. Small hit in front of the Queen’s
nose and on the shoulder. Die break variety.......................$400.00

522. Canada Dollar 1955 MS62+  Arnprior “Light gold overall color which is
characteristic for this issue, especially with the die break. Accents of
mauve and purple. A nice piece with great lustre. ...................$225.00

523. Canada Dollar 1955 ICCS PL64 A nice deep strike with overall tone.
.........................................................................................$150.00

524. Canada Dollar 1955 Heavy Cameo ICCS PL64 HC White with a deep
strike and a couple of minor marks on the Queen’s neck...........$250.00

525. Canada Dollar 1955 PCGS PL65 Fully brilliant white with a superb
full strike. A very nice coin.................................................$300.00

526. Canada Dollar 1956 PCGS PL67 A gem original coin with a light
cameo. Superb fields, fantastic strike with just a hint of toning start-
ing at the peripherals.........................................................$800.00

527. Canada Dollar 1956 PCGS PL67 Gem PL with flawless surfaces. Choice
strike with just the slightest hint of patina overall. ...................$800.00

528. Canada Dollar 1958-59 13 pieces PL63/64 7 x 1958 PL64 or better
and 6 x 1959 PL63 or better. Most of the coins are brilliant, a cou-
ple have mild toning spots that could easily be removed. 13 pieces
in total. No Return.............................................................$350.00

529. Canada Dollar 1959 Cameo ICCS PL65Cameo Fully white with a
very light mottled patina and a full cameo...........................$75.00

530. Canada Dollar 1960’s 16 piece lot BU-PL Choice date set of Silver dollars
of the 1960’s. Also includes all 5 types of 1965 in choice uncirculated.
There are 2 x 1964 PL, 2 x 1965 PL, 1 x 1966 PL, 1 x 1967 PL. No mint
state 1964 or 1966. Total 16 pieces. No return..........................$200.00

531. Canada Dollar 1961 & 1965 LB Blunt 5 ICCS PL64 Cameo & HC Two
pieces; 1961 ICCS PL64 Cameo coin that is full brilliant white. 1965
LB Blt.Type 3 ICCS PL64 Heavy Cameo, fully brilliant white heavy
cameo on both sides. ........................................................$230.00

532. Canada Dollar 1962 ICG PL68 Cameo Lightening blue flash with
flawless mirror fields and attractive cameo devices. ...........$400.00

533. Canada Dollar 1964 ICCS SP64 H.C. A very pristine original coin in
specimen strike. Very light overall mauve toning with very lustrous
detail. The heavy cameo has great iridescence. ..................$500.00

534. Canada Dollar 1964 ICCS SP65 A mirror specimen with a mottled
overall grey tone on perfect surfaces. ................................$300.00

535. Canada Dollar 1965 Type II PCGS PR66 Cameo Cross graded ICCS
SP64 Cameo (Small Beads Blunt5). Full black and white contrast
with flawless cameo. .........................................................$400.00

536. Canada Dollar 1965 Type 3 PCGS PL67 Large Beads Blunt variety
with a heavy cameo on mirror fields. Fully brilliant.............$450.00

537. Canada Dollar 1965 Type 4 PCGS PL66 Large Beads Pointed vari-
ety,a heavy cameo with mirror fields and an icy patina.. ....$225.00
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538. Canada Dollar 1965 Type Set Very nice Type Set in clear hard capi-
tal plastics holder. 4 silver dollars one each type, Small Beads
Pointed “5”; Large Beads Pointed “5”; Small Beads Blunt “5” and
Large Beads Blunt “5”. Coins have toned beautifully on blazing
uncirculated lustre. ..............................................................$75.00

539. Canada Dollar 1966 Large Beads PCGS MS65 Fully brilliant
reverse and obverse is flashy with very light speckled toning. A full
strike. ................................................................................$150.00

541. Canada Dollar 1967 $1.00 Diving Goose MS63 Fully brilliant with
just a hint of overall patina. Minute marks in lower reverse field.
Very popular variety. ..........................................................$400.00

542. Canada Dollar 1967 Double Struck MS60 Fully brilliant with some light
overall hairlines. Obverse appears to be triple struck and there are some
obvious mint imperfections on the reverse.................................$500.00

543. Canada Dollar 1974 Die Variety/Pair Unc 2 uncirculated 1974 Die
Variety Dollars. One coin is nice unc and the other has a hit on the
cheek. VCR #6...................................................................$100.00

544. Canada Dollar 1974 Variety MS63+ Commemorative variety. Nice
original coin with soft overall patina. Charlton VCR#5.......$100.00

545. Canada Dollar 1982 Mint error/Struck on Thin 7.8G Pl. PCGS
MS63 A 1982 nickel Constitution Dollar struck on a thin 7.8G
planchet. Being that the coin is half the weight of a normal
planchet it was not fully struck. It has a very mushy effect on
the left and right hand of both sides of the coin. These are
very scarce and we only know of a couple. Listed as very rare
in Charlton’s with no price..........................................$5,500.00

546. Canada Dollar 1935-76 Set VF-MS 36 piece set in Blue Unisafe
Folder: 1935-VF,1936-VF hairlined,1937-VF; 1938-VF with eraser
marks; 1939-MS; 1945-VF cleaned obv.;1946-VF;1947ML-EF; 1947
Blt-VF; 1947 Ptd.Dbl.HP-EF+;1948-VF; 1949-EF; 1950 SWL-hair-
lined; 1950Arn-AU; 1951-EF; 1952WL-EF; 1953-VF; 1954-EF;
1955-EF; 1955Arn w/DB-VF+; 1956-VF; 1957-67(12 pieces);1972 &
76 silver. No Return ........................................................$1,900.00

547. Canada Dollar 1935-89 Silver Dollar Set & Nickel EF 65 pieces: 1935-1967
Silver Dollars. Arnpriors are short water lines for all 3 dates. 40 Silver, 21
nickel and 4 Loons. Silver coins are mostly solid EF or better. 1935, 36 are
rubbed, 1945, 1946-VF, 1947Blt-EF,baggy. The 1947Ptd, 47ML and 1948
are strong EF with the balance of the coins being very respectable. No
Return .............................................................................$2,050.00

548. Canada Dollar Silver/Nickel Dollar Collection 44 coins: 24 Silver and
20 Nickel dollars as follows: 1935,1936-EF; 1938-VF; 6x1939-
VF/Unc; 1949-EF light scratch; 2x1951, 1952 NWL-EF. Last 11 Silver
pieces are common dates in VF or better and also the nickel dollars
(displayed in black binder) No Return. ...............................$225.00

549. Canada Gold Coin 1912 $10.00 AU50 Bold strike with solid defini-
tion. Soft gold color with matte surfaces. ..........................$650.00

550. Canada Gold Coin 1912 $5.00 VF Strong VF however polished
many years ago and has somewhat retoned orange. .........$200.00

552. Canada Gold Coin 1913 $10.00 EF-40 Lustrous with nice overall
appearance and a couple of minor hits in the neck area on King
George. .............................................................................$525.00

553. Canada Gold Coin 1913 $5.00 ICCS MS60 Flashy bold strike with
a couple of minor marks in the right obverse field.............$400.00

554. Canada Gold Coin 1913 $5.00 VF20 A nice solid VF with some
verdigris at the devices. .....................................................$225.00

555. Canada Gold Coin 1914 $10.00 EF-45 Lustrous brilliant EF45.
Flashy with good overall appearance. ................................$700.00

556. Canada Gold Coin 1914 $10.00 NGC MS62 Fully struck
brilliant piece with no detracting marks. The semi key date in the 6
coin set...........................................................................$2,250.00

557. Canada Gold Coin 1914 $10.00 ICCS MS62 A full bold strike with
good lustre and a couple of minor obverse abrasions. ....$2,250.00

558. Canada Gold Coin 1914 $5.00 ICCS AU58 A soft pristine appear-
ance with just the slightest bit of friction........................$1,000.00

559. Canada Gold Coin 1914 $5.00 PCGS MS63 A deep rich orange
with a light seafoam green patina at the devices. The key date of
this series........................................................................$4,000.00

560. Canada Gold Coin 1914 $5.00 Abt.EF Lustrous EF but a bit of a weak
strike through the crown & beard. Reverse is lustrous AU..........$450.00
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551. Canada Gold Coin 1912 $5.00 PCGS/ICCS MS65 A deep bold
strike with rich orange colored patina on lustrous surfaces. An
ever popular series with collectors as it only takes six coins to
complete the set of $5.00 & $10.00 coins. ICCS has graded none
higher than this piece and PCGS has only graded 2 higher.
.................................................................................$4,250.00

540. Canada Dollar 1966 PCGS PF68 DC Black & White Proof
Deep Cameo dollar. Full blazing white details with gem
mirror fields. An incredible example of an Elizabethan
Coin. Catalogue in PF67 is $1500.00, expect heated bid-
ding..........................................................................$2,000.00



561. Canada Gold Coin 1911c Sovereign Unc Nice bold strike with bet-
ter than average reverse. Satin surfaces. Obverse with King’s head
being a touch baggy, overall nice. .....................................$175.00

562. Canada Gold Coin 1911C Sovereign ICG MS64 Full lustrous strike with a
couple of minor marks in the field at the chin area....................$450.00

563. Canada Gold Coin 1911c Sovereign PCGS MS64 Lustrous with hint
of seafoam green patina at the peripherals. A choice reverse,
obverse has a deep strike with a hit in the beard which keeps this
coin from being a gem. .....................................................$600.00

564. Canada Gold Coin 1911c Sovereign PCGS MS64 A choice piece
with light olive green patina at the peripherals and nice clean sur-
faces................................................................................. $450.00

566. Canada Gold Coin 1914c Sovereign PCGS MS64 Very light orange patina
over a strong strike. Moustache on King George stands out fully. The
entire sovereign series are scarce in MS64 or better. ............ $2,500.00

568. Canada Gold Coin 1917c Sovereign PCGS MS63 A full strike sovereign
with rich orange color accenting the lustrous surfaces...........$1,000.00

569. Canada Gold Coin 1917c Sovereign PCGS MS63 A nice fully struck
lustrous piece with light scuff under the chin keeps this from being
one of the better pieces of this date...............................$1,000.00

570. Canada Gold Coin 1917c Sovereign PCGS MS64 A nice original
piece with a hint of olive hues at the peripherals. Very nice fields
and scarce in this condition. ...........................................$1,750.00

571. Canada Gold Coin 1917c Sovereign PCGS MS64 A choice piece
with deep rich orange lustre. ICCS has graded none at this level and
PCGS has graded none higher than this. ........................$1,750.00

572. Canada Gold Coin 1918c Sovereign MS60 Nice uncirculated with
very sharp reverse and a few minor contact marks in the obverse
field. ..................................................................................$175.00

573. Canada Gold Coin 1918c Sovereign PCGS MS63 An underrated
coin in higher grade. ICCS has only cross graded 1 in MS63 and
none higher. Pink undertones at the devices especially on the
reverse. Slightly baggy however no rub at the high points.Ex
Norweb. .........................................................................$1,500.00

574. Canada Gold Coin 1919c Sovereign ICG MS63 Strike is a touch soft
on the obverse however attractive orange accentual toning with no
detracting marks.............................................................$1,000.00

575. Canada Gold Coin 1919c Sovereign MS60 Attractive orange high-
lights at the peripherals and high points. Clean fields with a couple
of minor contacts on the head & beard. ............................$175.00

576. Canada Gold Coin 1919c Sovereign PCGS MS64 Superb eye appeal with
outstanding lustre and the best one that we have seen in 30 years. ICCS
cross graded MS63 and none higher. A couple of minor marks on the
neck of King George keep this coin from being multiples of estimate. Very
underrated this nice! .........................................................$1,750.00

Lot # Description Est.

565. Canada Gold Coin 1913c Sovereign
PCGS MS64 A crisp strike with origi-
nal rich orange patina. A scarce coin
in this grade. Trends does not list a
price higher than MS62. ......$9,000.00

567. Canada Gold Coin 1914c Sovereign ICG
MS65 Fully struck  with clean fields and
deeper orange tone at the peripherals.
.................................................$5,000.00



577. Canada Gold Coin 1987 $100 Olympic Torch 1988 Calgary Olympic
Commemorative Gold coin.Light hairlines between the arm & flame on
the reverse. No capsule or box. No Return. .............................$150.00

578. Canada Gold Coin 1990 $I00 International Literacy Choice proof
commemorative “Inuit Mother & Children”. No capsule or box. No
Return. ..............................................................................$160.00

579. Canada Gold Coin 1996 $100 Klondike 100th Anniversary commemora-
tive of the first major discovery in the Klondike. Interesting gold miner’s
panning design. No capsule or box. No return.........................$225.00

580. Canada Gold Coin 2002 $100.00 “Oil” Proof “Limited mintage(sold
out at the mint) and an extremely popular issue. Beautifully crafted
to commemorate the 55th Anniversary of discovering oil in Leduc,
Alberta. Reverse depicts a brilliant frosted Leduc Oilfield with its
underground bounty of “black gold”. Created using a laser it is the
1st time ever that this technology has been applied to attain a colour
on a numismatic coin. Obverse portrait of Queen Elizabeth II.
Complete with certificate of Authenticity.............................$450.00

581. Canada Mint Product 1971-1987 “Proof/Unc Dollars,Sets,PL Sets
Miscellaneous original group of RCM Product: 11 Silver Cased dollars; 1
each 1971,75-78 & 1980. 2 x 1973/74. 1 silver unc dollar, 1986; 1979
Proof Set and 1982 Constitution Set. 10 proof-like set, 1 each date
1977,78,80,81,82,83, 84, 85, 86 and 1987. No Return ............$200.00

582. Canada Mint Product 1972-1983 Sets Proof-Like 12 miscellaneous
RCM Proof Like sets: 2 x 1972; 1 each 1973 - 1976; 1 each 1978 -
1983. No Return..................................................................$65.00

583. Canada Mint Product 1973-1980 Prestige Sets Proof 7 sets one
each; 1973, 1975 -1980. RCM issue sets encased in a black leather
book type case w/clasp & red satin inside flock. 1973 first issue to
contain both nickel & silver commemorative dollar. Each set con-
tains 7 specimen quality coins 1 cent - $1.00 (specially designed
Silver Commemorative, no return).. ...................................$125.00

584. Canada Mint Product 1981-1987 Double Dollar Sets Proof RCM
issue Double Dollar Proof Sets. 6 sets: 1981-1984; 1986 & 1987. 7
proof quality coins,1cent-$1.00 (commemorative silver) in black
leather case. All coins are proof with frosted relief & brilliant mirror
background. No Return. ....................................................$125.00

585. Canada Mint Product Mixed Silver Dollars Proof 7 RCM Silver Proof
dollars:2x1979 Griffon Tricentennial; 2 x 1980 Arctic Territories;
1x1981 Trans Canada Railway; 1x1983 World University Games;
1x1992 Stagecoach. No Return. ........................................$115.00

586. Canada Mint Product 1971-1984 Silver Dollars Proof 14 x RCM sil-
ver proof commemorative dollars:1971(first date of issue & 1st non
circulating silver dollar thru 1984. Unique designs commemorating
anniversaries of Canada’s history. Encapsuled & displayed in black
leatherette presentation cases. No Return..........................$130.00

587. Canada Mint Product 1964-83 Proof-like Sets/ BU Silver Dollars 8
pieces total: 5 proof-like sets; 3 silver 1964,1965,1966 with 2 nick-
el sets,1968 No Island & 1968 Regular. Sets are sealed in clear plas-
tic pliofilm with insert card and yellow presentation envelope. Three
brilliant uncirculated silver commemorative dollars;1981 Trans
Canada Railway, 1982 Regina Centennial and 1983 World
University Games (issued in clear plastic with black insert holders).
No Return............................................................................$90.00

588. Canada Mint Product 1966-1994 Proof Dollars,Sets&PL Sets Proof
10 piece lot; 1988 & 89 silver proof dollars; 1986,87,89 and 94
Proof sets; 1993 Specimen Set (has a scratch on the plastic insert);
1994 Unc Silver dollar; 1966 Silver Proof-Like Set & 1969 Proof-Like
Set. No Return...................................................................$200.00

589. Canada Mint Product Miscellaneous RCM Sets/ Silver Medallions
Unc & PL Miscellaneous RCM issue collectibles group: 60th
Anniversary Souvenir Edition, “Heads & Tales” commemorative
Book, 2 -Silver 1983 commemorative Charles & Diana medallions; 1x
125th Anniversary of Canada BU 1992” quarter & Canada Day dollar set;
and 2 x 1999 Millennium Souvenir Sets. No Return. ..................$110.00

590. Canada Mint Product 1997-2003 PL/Specimen/Proof Sets
Specimen/Proof 7 piece lot includes original packaging and certifi-
cates as follows: 1 x 1997 PL Set, 1 x 1997 Specimen Set, 1 x 1998
Proof Set, 1 x 1998 Specimen Set, 1 x 1999 Nunavut Specimen Set
and 2 x 2003 Specimen Sets. No return.............................$300.00

591. Canada Mint Product Miscellaneous RCM Sets 6 pieces: 3 specimen
sets 1 each 1981,83 & 1984; 1 x 1967 No Gold set ; 1 x1967
Choice original Medallion Set and 1 x 1993 Proof Like Set (no enve-
lope) No return....................................................................$75.00

592. Canada Mint Product 2001 & 2002 “Proof Hologram ML,5 c & $”
Proof 3 pieces; 2001 Proof Silver Hologram Maple Leaf Coin, 2002
Proof Silver 5 cent “Vimy Ridge” and 2002 Silver Proof Dollar
“Golden Jubilee”. (Boxes & Certificates) No Return. ..........$150.00

593. Canada 1988-2003 Silver Maple Leafs Collection of 20 Silver $5.00 Maple
Leafs, various dates as follows: 2 each 1988-1993; 1 each Scarce 1996,
1999, 2000, 2002, 3x2003. 1 x 2003 with Sheep Privy Mark. The 1988
and 1989 dates have the obverse Tiara Portrait. 1990-2003 dates have
Crowned Portrait obverse . No return.....................................$375.00

594. Canada 1999 1/10th oz Gold Maple Leaf Choice Unc Canada $5.00 Gold
1999 one-tenth ounce maple leaf with 20th anniversary privy mark.
Choice uncirculated in original mint plastic. .................................$60.00
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595. Canada 1 cent 1978 Clips/Off-Strikes/Blanks Unc Group of 70
pieces: one cents, mostly uncirculated. A variety of clips, off centres
& production pieces that have been jammed including 18 blank one
cent planchets. No Return. ................................................$125.00

596. Canada 1 cent 1978/81 Off Strikes Unc Lot of 7 pieces, varying
degrees of off-centre striking from 5% - 25%.Six of the coins are
1978 date and 1 is 1981. Very interesting group of one cent errors
with one being a double clip. No Return. ............................$75.00

597. Canada 1 cent Capped Blank Unc This copper one cent is a major mint
error and one in which we are unsure of how to fully describe. It appears
to be overstruck possibly on a blank foreign planchet leaving a high inside
rim and double thickness on the rim. Reverse is also blank with obvious
slide marks across the higher points of the planchet. (should be viewed no
return). ...............................................................................$150.00

598. Canada Blank Planchets 3 blank planchets: one each; cent, 10 cent & 25
cent. The blank cent planchets are fairly common however the 10 & 25
cent blanks rarely show up. No Return. ....................................$75.00

599. Canada 1 cent 1979 BU Brilliant uncirculated error. This 1 cent is
struck on a foreign planchet. Weight is 2.1 grams and it should
weigh 3.24 grams. No return. ...........................................$100.00

END OF SESSION I
GOOD LUCK!

November 6th • 5:30 p.m.
Lots 595 – 1114



600. Canada 5 cent 1968 Off Strike Unc Off strikes in nickels prior to the mid
1970’s are scarce. This coin is off about 5-10%. Uncirculated with a light
patina covering the coin. No return........................................$100.00

601. Canada 5 cent 1979 Off Metal AU This is an interesting piece in that it is
more than one error. Coin is struck on a white metal, probably aluminum
and the planchet is grossly undersized. Thick rim on the one side and
quite thin on opposite edge. No return.. ...................................$200.00

602. Canada 10 & 25 cent 1974/75 Clip & Off Strike VF/EF 2 pieces: 1974 10
cent Double Clip - EF ; 1975 25 cent Off Centre Strike about 5% mainly
noticeable on the reverse - VF. No Return. ...................................$50.00

603. Canada 25 cent 1969 Silver Strike Specimen Choice specimen 25
cent struck in silver. Extremely sharp strike with high rims and
weight of 5.8 gms. (nickel weigh 5.07 gms). Rare!.........$1,000.00

604. Canada 25 cent 1969 Silver Strike Specimen Rare! Extremely
sharp choice specimen 25 cent struck in silver. Weight of
5.8 gms.. ........................................................................$1,000.00

605. Canada 25 cent Error Full high rims yet very weak milling. Part of
the planchet appears to be missing. Appears to probably have been
restruck between 2 blank planchets.....................................$50.00

606. Canada 50 cent 1970 Silver Strike Ch.Unc Choice uncirculated fifty cent
struck in silver with weight of 10.2 gms. The nickel issue for 1970 has a
weight of 8.1 gms. Other specifications are the same. ...........$1,000.00

607. USA 1 cent 1983-P Off Centre Strikes Unc Nice group of 13 uncir-
culated 1983-P Lincoln cents off centre strikes in varying degrees
from 5 - 25%. The mistrikes are also in various directions. No
Return. ..............................................................................$125.00

608. NB 1 cent 1861 PCGS MS64 RB A sharply struck piece with considerable
luster especially on the obverse. Scarce with color.. ...................$650.00

609. NB 1 cent 1861 PCGS SP64RB Sharp choice piece with somewhat
subdued lustre. Red brown color with blue highlights on the
obverse and seafoam green patina at the peripherals on the reverse.
A rare issue in specimen with a total of only 3 pieces certified by
PCGS.............................................................................$2,500.00.

610. NB 1 cent 1861 MS64RD A beautiful bold strike with satin red lustre. One
of the nicer pieces available in the marketplace .........................$750.00

611. NB 5 cent 1864 PCGS MS62 Very lustrous with a strong obverse
strike. Reverse strike is a touch soft and should not be mistaken for
wear. There is some verdigris in the devices. A very strong coin for
the grade designation. There are only 2 pieces graded higher by
PCGS..............................................................................$4,000.00

612. NB 10 cent 1864 PCGS MS64 A choice original coin with soft
hues of yellow, blue and green. Cameo affect with mirror
fields on the obverse and satin lustre on the reverse. Very
rare issue in Canadian numismatics. Only 1 mint stated grad-
ed by ICCS being a 64 as well and PCGS has only graded 1
other piece in mint state, 61. Exceedingly rare and should
attract heated bidding.. ............................................$10,000.00

613. NB 20 cent 1864 PCGS MS62 Cross graded ICCS MS63. A
strong example of this issue having a nice strike and a pleas-
ing overall appearance. Just a hint of overall tone. ICCS has
graded only 1 higher. ..................................................$6,500.00

614. NB 20 cent 1864 Fine Nice original piece in Fine. ................$60.00

615. Nfld Gold Coin 1865 $2.00 ICCS EF45 Strong strike with subdued
lustre. A couple of minor hits on the lower cheek. ............$500.00

616. Nfld Gold Coin 1865 $2.00 PE PCGS SP63 Gorgeous plain edge
example struck in medal alignment. Deep mirror fields with
heavily frosted devices. An outstanding cameo appearance. In
specimen there are only about a half dozen pieces known and
only 1 graded higher than this one. Die polishing, characteris-
tic of these early proof issues should not be confused as being
hairlines. The coin has been lacquered so under magnification
appears to have light disturbances on the surface. These early
specimen gold pieces are among the most beautiful coins ever
struck...........................................................................$20,000.00

617. Nfld Gold Coin 1881 $2.00 PCGS MS62 A very nice coin for the grade
with full mint bloom and just the slightest of handling..........$4,000.00
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618. Nfld Gold Coin 1882-H $2.00 PCGS SP60 Subdued mirror sur-
faces with lustre at the outside devices. Rich orange color.
Slightly handled as this was on display at the Heaton Mint
for years. There are no detracting marks just not as flashy as
you would expect for a specimen issue. Still a very attractive
coin. Ex John J. Pittman. .............................................$6,500.00

619. Nfld Gold Coin 1882-H $2.00 EF+ Lustrous EF+ with nice orange
color and no detracting marks. ..........................................$350.00

620. Nfld 1 cent 1880 ROED PCGS MS63RB ICCS cross graded MS64
Red. Reverse is about 85% red and very lustrous however a touch
weak through the crown. Obverse is sharp with about 70% lustre,
somewhat spotty. Still a very attractive piece. .................$1,300.00

621. Nfld 1 cent 1896 PCGS MS64RB Reverse is about 80% red
and Obverse 65-70% red. A Scarce coin in higher grade with lustre.
......................................................................................$1,250.00

622. Nfld 1 cent 1909 PCGS MS66RD ICCS MS67RD Simply spectacular!
One of the nicest 1 cents in existence as well as one of the nicest
Newfoundland coins of any denomination. Orange gold hues with
a tint of green in the King’s crown. There are none graded higher
by either service. A very minute mark on the neck keeps this coin
from being an MS68. .....................................................$1,500.00

623. Nfld 5 cent 1873 PCGS AU50 A scarce and underrated coin in high-
er grade. Steel grey with plenty of lustre at the peripherals on a nice
strong strike. Only 1 graded higher at AU55 by ICCS and the solo
highest graded by PCGS. An elusive piece for any collector of this
series. .............................................................................$2,750.00

624. Nfld 5 cent 1894 PCGS AU53 Very lustrous with nice surfaces and
a flashy look. Scarce in better than EF grade. Only 3 pieces graded
higher by PCGS with a drastic jump to MS64 & 65. ..........$700.00

625. Nfld 5 cent 1903 PCGS MS64 Frosted matte surfaces with a 
nice strike. 3 year type coin and only 1 graded higher by both serv-
ices. ................................................................................$2,000.00

626. Nfld 5 cent 1919c ICG AU55 Light steel grey with a touch of gold
tone and a nice strike. Plenty of lustre at the devices.........$700.00

627. Nfld 5 cent 1940c PCGS MS64 Lustrous white with just a hint of
steel color tone..................................................................$600.00

628. Nfld 5 cent 1929 ICCS MS63 Brilliant with just a hint of tone. Fully
struck with an especially nice reverse.................................$600.00

630. Nfld 10 cent 1872-H PCGS/ICCS MS63 Light rose and gold 
toning on lustrous surfaces with a couple of heavy obverse die
cracks. ............................................................................$2,500.00

631. Nfld 10 cent 1872-H NGC MS62 A scarce coin in this grade. Rich seafoam
green with accents of russets and blues. A pretty original coin. Only half
a dozen examples are graded mint state. ...............................$2,000.00

632. Nfld 10 cent 1912 PCGS MS67 Cross graded ICCS MS66. For sure
a Baldwin Hoard coin from a number of years back. Beautiful sur-
faces highlighted by every color of the rainbow. Interesting coin
art!. ................................................................................$1,750.00

633. Nfld 10 cent 1917 ICCS AU50 Soft grey color with a great strike and
reasonable lustre. Under-rated at this level as there are only 7 mint
state graded. .....................................................................$275.00

634. Nfld 10 cent 1919-c PCGS MS64 Sharp bold strike, mostly white
obverse with light peripheral toning and the reverse is starting to
tone overall light gold. 1 of only 7 pieces graded by PCGS in mint
state. .................................................................................$700.00

635. Nfld 10 cent 1941c PCGS MS64 Heavy lustre accented by stronger
peripheral toning of browns and charcoal. Ex Belzberg......$450.00

636. Nfld 10 cent 1947c NGC MS63 Great eye appeal with lightening
blue lustre. A very nice strike with just a touch of chatter in the left
obverse field. No rub on the coin. Well worth estimate. ....$550.00

638. Nfld 20 cent 1870 PCGS AU53 Nice brilliant coin with a solid strike
however a scratch between the 2 and the “e” on the reverse. A
scarce coin in the top 10 graded. ...................................$1,300.00

639. Nfld 20 cent 1872-H PCGS AU58 This piece would fit nicely into any mint
state collection with gorgeous original toning in cobalt blue, seafoam
green and purple. A very attractive coin with a scratch by the “2” in 20
on the reverse. Scarce at this price level. ................................$1,200.00

640. Nfld 20 cent 1873 PCGS AU53 Fully brilliant and lustrous with great
detail. The Belzberg piece was AU-55 and there are none graded
higher by any of the certification services. This is a true rarity in
higher grade...................................................................$2,500.00

Lot # Description Est. Lot # Description Est.

629. Nfld 10 cent 1870 RE PCGS SP64 Cross graded ICCS Proof-
65. Mirror cameo proof with outstanding features. Gold
to blue toning at the peripherals on the obverse and is
especially pleasing to the eye. Reverse has lightly sub-
dued surfaces with patina ranging from a very light
brown to blue & russet at the peripherals........$22,500.00



641. Nfld 20 cent 1890 ICCS EF40 A scarce piece,one of the top 10 certified
with only one being mint state cross graded. Pleasing example with an
overall taupe color and a very sharp strike. .............................$375.00

642. Nfld 20 cent 1896 Obv.2 Small 96 ICCS F-15 This piece is the Obv.2,
Small 96 variety. Obverse is really a VF. Weak through the word
“cents” which keeps the grade back. ..................................$50.00

643. Nfld 20 cent 1904-H ICG EF45 Medium to dark taupe tone with a
touch of lustre at the peripheral and a vertical scratch on the King’s
crown. ...............................................................................$500.00

644. Nfld 20 cent 1904-H PCGS/ICCS AU55 Mostly brilliant and lustrous with
light toning at the devices. A scarce issue in mint state. In higher grades
they are normally specimens. A light wipe with probably a jeweller’s cloth
keeps this coin from being mint state..................................$2,000.00

645. Nfld 20 cent 1912 PCGS MS64 Nice strike with gold tone and a hint
of mauve in a few spots. ................................................$1,000.00

646. Nfld 20 cent 1912 PCGS MS66 A very bold strike, deep heavy lustre with
slightly mottled mauve overtones and accents of purple and blue espe-
cially on the reverse. One year type coin.................................$4,500.00

647. Nfld 25 cent 1919-c ICCS MS62 Mostly brilliant with just a hint of
gold tone. Fully struck and very lustrous. Only 3 graded in MS63
and none higher by ICCS................................................$1,100.00

648. Nfld 50 cent 1870 VF20 Pleasant looking original coin. .....$225.00

649. Nfld 50 cent 1880 NGC VF35 Steel grey with darker toning in much of
the devices. A strong strike with good detail in the hair ............$600.00

650. Nfld 50 cent 1881 VF20 Nice original coin with good definition in
the Queen’s hair.................................................................$275.00

651. Nfld 50 cent 1882H NGC VF35 Overall darker toning with high
points being accented. A strong strike with good definition.
Somewhat irregular toning on the reverse. ........................$275.00

652. Nfld 50 cent 1888 NGC VF25 Dark blue to mauve overall tone with
high points being slightly accented....................................$550.00

653. Nfld 50 cent 1888 NGC VF35 Medium grey color with a couple of
older marks on the Queen’s face only visible with a glass. Slightly irrat-
ic toning on the reverse. A scarce coin in this grade.............$850.00

654. Nfld 50 cent 1898 NGC VF35 Steel grey with a touch of lustre 
at the outer devices. A very strong strike and conservatively graded.
$200.00

655. Nfld 50 cent 1899 N9’s ICCS VF20 White with a solid strike and a
couple of minor abrasions. ..................................................$90.00

656. Nfld 50 cent 1899 w99 VF30 Medium brown tone with 
underlying lustre at the devices. By far the scarcer of the two vari-
eties. .................................................................................$200.00

658. Nfld 50 cent 1900&1908 2 pieces VF 2 x 50 cents: 1900 is a VF20 and
1908 is VF30. Both coins medium tone and original. ...........$120.00

659. Nfld 50 cent 1907 ICCS EF40 A white coin with good overall
appearance and a mild scratch on the neck.........................$90.00

660. Nfld 50 cent 1908 PCGS/ICCS MS63 Slightly mottled mauve & rus-
set toning quite often characteristic of the Newfoundland fifty cent
issue. Lustrous with a nice strike. Couple of minor marks on the
neck keep this coin from being a higher grade. ..............$1,000.00

661. Nfld 50 cent 1911 PCGS MS64 Cross graded ICCS MS63 but in our
opinion may have been a little tough on this coin. A very nice strike
with near perfect surfaces. Toning is somewhat mottled as is char-
acteristic however a little more color in this piece. PCGS has only
graded 1 higher. .............................................................$1,000.00

662. Nfld Lot 1872-1947 33 pieces VG/VF Assortment of Newfoundland one
cent thru 20 cent in various grades, 33 pieces in all. Highlights include
1880 5 cent-VG, 1896 5 cent-VF, 1943c 5 cent-Unc, 1945c 5 cent-Unc.
10 cents; 1872-H in fine, 1882-H in VG. 1 each 1938 thru 1947c in aver-
age VF grade. 20 cents; 1881-H in VF and 1900-F/VF. (Should be viewed,
no return). ..........................................................................$500.00

663. Nfld Lot 1885-1947 Collection 1cent - 50 cent 132 piece collection of
Cents thru 50 cents in brown binder. Most coins are in average condition
for the type being mostly VG-F with a few exceptions either way and very
few duplicates. Very good selection of Victoria issues. A nice variety for
retail breakup as follows: 14 Small cents; 18 Large Cents; 27x5 Cents;
23x10 Cents; 19x20 Cents; 5x25 Cents; 26x50 Cents (should be viewed
No Return!). .....................................................................$1,300.00

664. NS 1/2 cent 1861 MS63RB Reverse is 95% powdery red lustre. Obverse is
about 70% red with a stain below the bust at 5 o’clock. ..........$200.00

665. NS 1/2 cent 1861 PCGS SP64BN ICCS SP64RB A deep rich choco-
late brown with underlying hints of red iridescence. Very pleasing
under intense light. There are no full red coins graded by either
service. Scarce issue!.......................................................$1,500.00

666. NS 1/2 cent 1861 & 1864 VF/EF 6 pieces total, 3 of each date.
Average condition is about VF to decent EF. ..................... $100.00

667. NS 1 cent 1861 PCGS SP65RB Superb strike with razor  sharp detail. Rich
chocolate brown with some red at the devices. Only 1 graded higher by
PCGS and only 4 certified. Ex: Norweb/Belzberg.................$2,500.00
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637. Nfld 20 cent 1870 RE PCGS SP65 Mirror fields some-
what subdued by mottled toning on the obverse and
soft light brown toning with hues of blue at the
peripherals on the reverse. Very rare issue as there are
no others certified! Most likely unique. ......$10,000.00

657. Nfld 50 cent 1900 PCGS MS62 Lustrous with just a very light
smattering of toning. Light scuff below the “ts” on the
reverse. A nice example of a Newfoundland 50 cent. Any
Victoria halves are scarce in mint state, only 1 graded high-
er by PCGS and only 1 cross graded by ICCS.. ........$6,000.00



668. NS 1 cent 1861 LB PCGS MS64RB Very pleasing original 
obverse with sharp detail and lots of mint bloom. 85% red. Reverse
is about 50% red with some darker toning at some of the devices.
.........................................................................................$700.00

669. NS 1 cent 1861 LB PCGS MS64RB ICCS MS64RD 75% red howev-
er streaky toning especially on the obverse. Reverse is quite brilliant
and pleasing. .....................................................................$700.00

671. NS 1 cent 1862 PCGS MS62BN A deep chocolate brown with
underlying iridescence of purple, green & blue hues. Very scarce
issue as there are no other mint state examples certified by PCGS.
Solo highest graded!. .....................................................$2,500.00

672. Australia 3 Pence 1910 ICCS Unc63 Choice original Unc63 coin
with medium gold and brown tone on smooth surfaces......$50.00

673. Australia Florin 1918-M Unc Full bold strike. The obverse has laven-
der undertone with hints of seafoam green, blue and purple which
covers about 3/4 of the coin. Reverse toning is very attractive get-
ting slightly darker at peripheral. KM#2..........................$1,000.00

674. Australia Proof Sets & $10 1986/87 Proof 4 pieces: 1986
(International Year of Peace) & 1987 (Wildlife) proof sets; 2 x 1986
Proof Silver $10 Commemorative South Australia 150th Jubilee.
Complete w/boxes & certificates. No return.......................$100.00

675. Bahama Islands $5&$10 & Mint Sets 1966 & 1973 Silver Proof Like
Specimen & PL “Coins & sets of the Bahama Islands. Group of 4 items.
The proof sterling Silver 1973 uncirculated specimen $5.00 & $10.00
coins in red cardboard display holders. The 9 piece Mint issue 1966
coin set displayed in a plush royal blue leatherette presentation case
with one each; silver $5.00; $2.00, $1.00 & $.50; nickel 25,15,10 &
5 cents and brass 1cent. The 7coin proof-like 1966 mint set in clear
pliofilm including the brass 1 cent, nickel 5,10,15 & 25 cent along
with the silver $.50 and $1.00. No return...............................$75.00

676. BVI/New Zealand Miscellaneous 1968-1975 Commemorative Sets &
$’s Specimen/proof 8 piece group: 1969 James Cook Royal
Australian Mint specimen set; 1970 Royal Visit unc set; 1970 Royal
Visit souvenir dollar & 1975 decimalization commemorative dollar
(both in hard blue plastic holders) 2 British Virgin Islands frosted
Proof Sterling Silver $1.00 Coins and 2x1968 NZ Mint Set. No
return. .................................................................................$70.00

677. France 50 centimes 1895A Choice Unc Choice frosty white with
attractive peripheral toning. KM 834.1. ...............................$40.00

678. Germany 1705 Brunswick-Luneburg 24MG AU XXIIII Marien
Grosch, Nice original AU with multi-color toning. A very eye appeal-
ing coin. KM#15................................................................$200.00

679. Germany 5,10 & 20 Mark 1971-81 Democratic Republic Au/Unc
Commemorative issues of the German Democratic Republic. 11 pieces in
total, one each as follows: 1971 Brandenburg Gate 5 Mark; 1972 City of
Meissen 5 Mark; 1972 Buchenwald Memorial 10 Mark; 1974 State 25th
Anniversary; 1975 Warsaw pact 20th Anniversary 10 Mark; 1981 National
People’s Army 25th Anniversary 10 Mark; 1971 Heinrich Mann Anniversary
20 Mark; 1971 Birthday of Ernst Thalmann 20 Mark; 1972 Friedrich von
Schiller 20 Mark; 1972 Wilhelm Pieck 20 Mark and 1973 Otto Grotewohl
20 Mark. All coins are in nice AU/Unc condition. No return.. ........$75.00

680. Germany Misc.Monetary 1972-83 Federal Republic Nice mix 13
piece miscellaneous German Federal Republic monetary issue coins.
One each coin as follows: 50 Pfennig 1972-F & 198-D; 10 Pfennig
1980,81 & 83-D; 1 Mark 1972-D,1974-F,1980-J & 1981-D; 2 Mark
1973-J, 1976-J & 1977-D and 5 Mark 1981-F. No return.....$40.00

681. Great Britain 1/2 Crown 1672 Fine 1672 V.QVARTO Charles II 1/2
Crown 4th dr bust r. large r. A pleasing looking coin with just nice
even wear. Solid reverse. Seaby #3367. .............................$125.00

682. Great Britain 5 Shilling 1696 William III Fair William III OCTAVO. Heavily
worn probably used as a pocket piece. Seaby #3470. ................$50.00

683. Great Britain 1 Shilling 1758 George II VF George II, Old Laureat Head. A
solid VF for wear however was cleaned at one time. Seaby #3704. ..50.00

684. Great Britain 6 Pence 1900 Gem Old veiled bust. A choice uncircu-
lated with cobalt blue and green tone obverse. Reverse is satin lus-
tre with gold and blue tone. Seaby #3941...........................$85.00

685. Great Britain 6 Pence 1911 Choice Unc Choice mint state coin with
iridescent grey and blue tone. Seaby #4014. .......................$45.00

686. Great Britain Crowns 1953 BU 40 piece lot in original hard plastic
display holders. These 5 Shilling coins are made of cupro-nickel and
were issued to commemorate the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II.
KM#-894 (No Return).. ......................................................$400.00

687. Jamaica $5.00 & $10.00 1972 Silver Commemoratives Proof & Unc
Commemorative sterling silver 1972 issue $5 & $10 coins of
Jamaica. There are 2 x $5.00 coins; one each proof & unc. Reverse
design of Jamaica’s Coat of Arms with date & denomination.
Special obverse design of Premier Norman Manley. Coins weigh
41.480 grams each. 3 x $10.00 proof issue 10th Anniversary of
Independence coins. Reverse design of Jamaica’s Coat of Arms.
Special obverse design of Alexander Bustamante (first Prime
Minister) & Norman Manley. No return. ...............................$95.00

688. Mexico Tumbaga Silver Bar Circa 1525 Large rectangular silver
Tumbaga bar, circa 1525 retrieved from an unidentified Spanish
wreck off the Grand Bahama Island. Tag #M-4,Markings:YB13,VIIII
L. Weight:14.84 lbs. Dimensions: 10x33x2. Tumbaga is a Spanish
word of Native American derivation that defines alloy of gold/cop-
per/silver. In the early 1500’s native gold and silver artifacts, early
spoils of the Spanish conquest were melted and formed into bars
for shipment to Spain. Virtually unknown until the silver bars were
discovered among the remains of an unidentified Spanish ship dis-
covered in the Bahamas in 1992. Exact date of the ship wreck is
unknown but portions of tax stamps visible on the bar show the
name of Charles V, Holy Roman Empire indicating a period of 1521.
Bar stamp “B-Vo” in monogram.Other markings indicate fineness
and serial number. A small assayer’s bite chiseled off one corner
indicates it was sampled and analyzed before fineness stamped.
Complete with Certificate of Authenticity and book, “Tumbaga
Silver for Emperor Charles V of the Holy Roman Empire”. Tag num-
ber of bar corresponds to number in the book. Book details con-
quest of Mexico, descriptions, origin, assay styles, die variations,
inscriptions, tax seal of King Charles V, etc. A unique historical arti-
fact.. (Photo) ..................................................................$9,500.00
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670. NS 1 cent 1861 NS-4 Pattern PCGS SP65RD NS-4 Pattern. If
only all early date copper could look this good! Only a
couple of light spots seen through magnification.
Beautiful satin surfaces with nice even color. Only 2 are
certified red by PCGS. This is the large bud rose/wreath
pattern.....................................................................$5,000.00



689. Netherlands 3 Gulden 1818 KM#49 EF A pleasing example with nice orig-
inal color, no rim nicks or detracting marks. Mintmark: Caduceus with
Mint Master Privy Mark - Torch. KM #49. ...............................$1,050.00

690. South Africa Proof Sets 1955 & 61 Mint Issue Proof Very nice 1955
& 1961 mint issue South Africa proof sets (individual coins in 2 x 2’s,
not in original packaging). 1955 Set contains; 1/4 & 1/2 Penny,
Penny, 3 & 6 Pence, 1, 2 & 2 1/2 Shilling(missing the 5 shilling).
Copper pieces are mostly red w/Silver pieces nicely toned in hues of
blue,mauve&gold. 1961 proof set is also nice and overall has very
little toning (individual coins in 2 x 2’s, not original packaging) Set
has 6 coins; 1/2,1, 2 1/2, 5,10 & 20 Cents (set is missing the 50
Cent). No return. .................................................................$75.00

691. South Africa Proof Set 1956 Proof Gem 9 piece Proof Set; 6 silver
and 3 copper coins with just a hint of toning on flawless surfaces.
Original box in top quality condition. KM# PS36..................$75.00

692. South Africa Proof Sets 1965-1971 Mint Issue Proof Mint issue, 7
consecutive South Africa Proof Sets, 1 each date 1965 thru 1971.
Sets are all in individual 2 x 2 holders. These sets are all extremely
nice with the copper being mostly red and the silver coins may have
just a hint of toning if any. 1965 issue thru 1969 inclusive contain 7
coins each as follows; 1,2,5,10, 20,50 cent & 1Rand. The 1970 &
1971 sets each contain 8 coins with the extra piece being a 1/2
cent. No return. .................................................................$110.00

693. Swiss 5 Franc 1923B EF Lustrous EF with light toning streak on
reverse at 1:00 o’clock and adjustment mark on rim at 6 o’clock.
KM#37. ...............................................................................$90.00

694. World Mixed Lot Silver Large mixed lot of World Silver coins. Over
200+ pieces from around the world, numerous countries, a variety
of dates and denominations, all too many to mention. 1457.30
grams of silver weight. Anything and everything from very small to
large pieces, a few damaged or holed. Great Flea Market mix. No
return. ...............................................................................$440.00

695. Australia Sovereign 1872-M EF40 St. George reverse, Melbourne
Mint. Considerable lustre at the peripherals and somewhat subdued
lustre overall with strong detail. Light hairline from tail to ground on
the reverse......................................................................$1,250.00

696. Australia $200 Gold Proof 1986 Proof Choice proof 22 karat gold
coin. Reverse features the Koala design & obverse new effigy of
Queen Elizabeth II. Box & Certificate. KM #86. ..................$200.00

Lot # Description Est.

699. Great Britain Sovereign 1825 EF George
IIII, Obverse E.P/Reverse S.F. Laureat
Head Left A scarce date with sharp
detail and nice clean surfaces. Seaby
#3800........................................$3,750.00

702. Great Britain 2 Guinea 1738 EF George
II 2 Guinea. A solid coin with no
detracting marks. Solid shield reverse
and good detail in the hair on the
obverse. Seaby #3667a. ..........$3,750.00



697. Great Britain 1/2 Guinea 1806 AU 7th Laureat Head with short hair.
Lustrous coin with nice clean surfaces. Seaby #3737. ...............$525.00

698. Great Britain Sovereign 1820 Fine George III, Open 2 Large Date.
Nice even wear with a strong reverse. Seaby #3785c.........$500.00

700. Great Britain Sovereign 1829 EF George IV. Pleasant looking, original with
considerable overall lustre and clean surfaces.Seaby #3801....$1,250.00

701. Great Britain Sovereign 1832 Fine William IIII Second bust. A pleas-
ing fine with red tone at the devices. Seaby #3829b. ........$315.00

703. Great Britain Guinea 1759 VF/XF George II, Old Laureat Head. Some lus-
tre in the devices and a pleasing coin. Seaby #3680..............$1,250.00

704. Great Britain Guinea 1786 VF+ George III, 4th Head. Solid piece
with reddish tone at the devices. Seaby #3728..................$375.00

705. Great Britain Guinea 1787 EF George III, Fifth head Spade
Guinea. Considerable overall lustre with no detracting marks. Seaby
#3729. ...........................................................................$1,000.00

706. Great Britain Guinea 1798 EF George III, Fifth Head Spade Guinea.
Reasonable lustre with a good reverse strike. Obverse strike is a
touch soft in the hair but should not be mistaken for wear.
Seaby#3729. ..................................................................$1,000.00

707. Great Britain 1/3 Guinea 1808 Fine Fine condition with a few digs.
Seaby #3740. ....................................................................$125.00

708. Great Britain 1/3 Guinea 1810 Abt.VF George III 2nd Laureat Head
with short hair. Just nice natural wear. Seaby #3740..........$195.00

709. Great Britain Sovereign & 1/2 Sov 1912 VF+/EF The sovereign is VF+
and the 1/2 sovereign is a nice EF. .....................................$200.00

710. Great Britain Sovereign 1958 Nice lustrous uncirculated. ..........$125.00

711. South Africa Gold Miniatures 1980 Kruggerands w/Bezels
International Monetary Mint miniature gold South Africa
Kruggerand reproductions. 5 duplicate mini replicas each with a
miniature gold bezel. Displayed in individual plush royal blue velvet
presentation box. Great gift idea for a collector or worn as a unique
jewellry piece. No return....................................................$100.00

712. USA $20 Gold 1924 St. Gauden’s MS62+ A nice uncirculated exam-
ple of the world’s most popular design..............................$600.00

713. USA $10 Gold 1926 Indian AU58 Choice AU58 with soft orange
patina and powdery lustre. ................................................$400.00

714. USA $5.00 Gold 1909-D Indian Head EF40 Solid lustrous EF. A pop-
ular type coin. ...................................................................$275.00

715. USA $5.00 Gold 1901-S Liberty EF40 Sharp EF however has been
lightly cleaned at one time.. ..............................................$200.00

716. USA $2.50 Gold 1926 Indian Head AU58 Lustrous and sharp with
fresh look. .........................................................................$275.00

717. USA $2.50 Gold 1910 Indian Head AU50 Very popular type coin.
.........................................................................................$225.00

718. USA $2.50 Gold 1909 Indian Head EF45 Nice clean lustrous coin...
.........................................................................................$200.00

719. USA 1 cent 1857-1909 Indian Head Lot 11 pieces AG/AU 11 piece
lot as follows: 1x1857-AG, 2x1858-AG/G; 1 x 1858-Fine. 1 each
copper nickel 1860, 62, 63 all sharp EF but cleaned. Bronze 1881-
EF/AU, 1883-EF with artificial tone, 1885-VF/EF and 1909-EF. No
return. ...............................................................................$250.00

720. USA 1 cent 1858-1863 Flying Eagle/Indian Head VG/F 5 piece lot of
Flying Eagle and Indian Head Cents. Nice original unimpaired coins
in VG/Fine; 1858 sml Flying Eagle, Indian Head 2 x 1859, 1860 &
1863. No Return!. .............................................................$110.00

721. USA 1 cent 1931-s Fine Pleasing light brown color with no detract-
ing marks. ...........................................................................$75.00

722. USA 1 cent 1931-D&S Pair EF A matched pair in solid EF40. Light
finger print mark on obverse of both pieces. .....................$125.00

723. USA 1 cent-$1.00 Lot Miscellaneous Includes 25 x Indian Head
cents some better grades, cleaned. Partial Lincoln cent set with
many nicer grade coins, 29 Wheat mostly unc plus 65 BU later
dates. 4 x 3 cent nickels, 11 x V Nickels, 4 x silver 25 cents, 8 x sil-
ver 50 cents, 9 x Silver dollars 1 each P.D.S, 1979-81 Susan B
Anthony dollars, 14 x Sacagawea dollars includes “S” Proof 2000-
2002, 5 x C/N 50 cent, 54 x State quarters. Easily worth estimate.
No Return..........................................................................$250.00
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724. USA Errors 1982P 3 pieces Unc 3 pieces, Errors. 1982P 5 cent on 1
cent planchet with some “pinching” at the top from 10:30-12:30;
1990P one cent is 45-50% off struck though nicely centered. One
cent 90% off struck with only letters “LIBER” appearing. All three
pieces are uncirculated. No return. ....................................$100.00

725. USA 1/2 dime 1853 EF A pleasing well struck example with a nice
cameo effect of Liberty Seated. Date is heavily doubled especially to
the bottom. .........................................................................$75.00

726. USA 5 cent 1913-1938 Buffalo Set A beautiful set and cer-
tainly the best set we have handled in 30 years. Vast number
of coins are unc and possess the multi-color pastel toning
famous in this series. Some highlights: 1913sTyI-
MS63,13sTyII-AU55, 2x1914D-AU, 1914s-MS63, 14s-AU-55,
15D-AU,15s-MS60, 1916d-MS60, 2x17D-EF/AU, 1917s-nice
Unc, 1918s-AU,1918/7D-Good, 1919D&S-EF, 20D-AU, 28s-Unc,
1937D 3 Leg-VF. For a complete list please email. Some dupli-
cation and some dates missing. Total 86 pieces, should be
viewed. No Return.......................................................$7,500.00

727. USA 10 cent Lot 1932-93 Mixed group, partial collection of dimes
from 1932-93. 15 x Mercury with a few $5.00-$10.00 coins. 21 x
silver Roosevelt, many choice unc to proof. 13 later date non silver
pieces. Well worth the estimate. No return..........................$50.00

728. USA Errors/Off Strikes 1983P-1985P 5,10 &25 cent (3pieces) Mint
State One of each: 5 cent 1983-P; 10 cent 1985-P; and 25 cent
1984-P. All three pieces are 15% off struck and in mint state con-
dition. No return................................................................$100.00

729. USA 50 cent 1843 Modified Reverse VF20 Nice original coin with
medium overall grey brown tone. Very slight rim nick at 2 o’clock
on the obverse. ...................................................................$60.00

730. USA 50 cent 1858o VF20 Liberty Seated, pleasant looking original
VF20 coin. ...........................................................................$70.00

731. USA 50 cent 1892 EF45 Light brown and gold original tone over
lustrous surfaces. Very sharp EF45 Barber half. ..................$400.00

732. USA Dollar 1887 & 1887o Unc 1 each 1887o - MS62 brilliant, 1887 PL-
MS62. Reverse is choice and obverse is a touch busy................$100.00

733. USA Dollar 1878 7TF MS62 7 tail feathers 3rd reverse. Proof-like
fields with cameo devices. Very nice but a little busy on Liberty
Head. Brilliant with a hint of peripheral tone. ....................$100.00

734. USA Dollar 1878cc 2 pieces F/VF 2 x 1878cc Silver dollars. One piece
is VF however was cleaned many years ago. The second coin is a
Fine with hole repaired. .....................................................$150.00

735. USA Dollar 1878s 2 pieces Au/Unc 1 piece AU55 frosty with spots
of light gold tone starting. The other coin is choice unc, mostly bril-
liant with a hint of peripheral tone. ...................................$100.00

736. USA Dollar 1878s 2 pieces AU55 2 x 1878s Silver Dollars in white
lustrous AU55 grade. One piece has light yellow streaks on the
obverse................................................................................$75.00

737. USA Dollar 1879s PL63+ Brilliant steel color. Deep mirror PL63+.
Very attractive coin. ...........................................................$100.00

738. USA Dollar 1882-1904 “o” Mint 10 pieces Unc 10 different dates,
all brilliant MS62 or better. One each 1882, 83, 84, 85, 87, 98, 99,
1901, 02 and 1904. A few very nice pieces. (Note: 1887is only an
MS60,lustrous). No Return.................................................$400.00

739. USA Dollar 1883cc MS62 Brilliant frosty white with very sharp
reverse...............................................................................$200.00

740. USA Dollar 1888/89 8 pieces Unc Group of 8 coins. 3 x 1888 and 5
x 1889 Silver Dollars in MS60-63+. Mostly nice brilliant coins, 3
pieces are medium tone. No return. ..................................$300.00

741. USA Dollar 1897s MS62 Bold strike with white lustrous surfaces.
.........................................................................................$100.00

742. USA Dollar 1900-1904o 3 pieces Unc 3 piece lot; brilliant uncirculated
Silver dollars. 1 each date 1900, 1902-o and 1904-o. ..............$100.00

743. USA Dollar 1903 2 pieces AU58 2 lustrous 1903 Silver dollars with just the
slightest bit of friction. Nice coins with no detracting marks. .....$125.00

744. USA Dollar Pre 21 14 pieces ChAU-Unc Pre 1921 USA Silver Dollars; 14
pieces Choice AU-Unc. A mix of dates. No return. ...................$250.00

745. USA Dollar Morgans x9 MS60/63 9 different Morgan Silver dollars
in MS60-63 grade. A couple are a bit baggy but still a nice lot. Few
duplicate dates but different mint marks. No Return. ........$250.00

746. USA Dollar Pre 21 Morgans (x17) G/EF 17 pieces, pre 1921 Morgan
silver dollars in about Good to EF. Higher grades are cleaned or
nicked. One has a hole. No return. ....................................$125.00

747. USA Dollar Pre 21 26 mixed EF-AU A good mix of dates. 26 pieces
in EF-AU condition. No return............................................$390.00

748. USA Dollar Pre 21 26 Morgans VG-VF 26 pieces: Pre 1921 Morgan
silver dollars in VG-VF. A couple of the dollars have rim bumps but
overall not bad. No return. ................................................$300.00

749. USA Dollar Pre 21 Morgans (x20) VF/AU 20 piece lot: 14 x EF/AU
mixed dates, 4 x VF/EF, 1 x 1879o-AU with small scratches and 1 x
1886o-lustrous EF/AU. No return. ......................................$325.00

750. USA Dollar 1921 42 pieces XF-CH.AU Group of 42 pieces, 1921
Silver dollars in XF to Choice AU grade. No return.............$425.00

751. USA Dollar 1921 Peace EF45 Bold full strike with steel grey tone and
no detracting marks. .........................................................$125.00

752. USA Dollar Peace $’s x 41 VF-AU Lot of 41 Silver Peace Dollars in VF-AU
grade. Some of the pieces have been lightly cleaned. Duplicates of dates
and includes 1 x 1934-s in Fine. No return. .............................$400.00

753. USA Dollar 1924P & 1925P Silver Blanchard MS64 4 Peace Dollars,
Blanchard Certified MS64: 3x1924P and 1x1925P. One of the
1924’s has very attractive light multicolor toning. The other 3 dol-
lars are basically fully brilliant. No Return!. ........................$250.00

754. USA 25 cent 1932-1992 Washington Quarter Set A very nice set,
mostly uncirculated including most mint marks and dates. Proof
issues from 1963-1992 as well as mint state coins. Highlights are as
follows: 2x1932P-AU, 1932D-G/VG, 1932s-EF, 1932s-VF, 1934D-
AU58, 1936D-AU58, 1935-40P/BU, 1937D-MS62+, 1938s-MS61,
1939s-MS63, 1939D-MS62, 1940D&S-BU and many other nice BU
coins in the 1940’s and 50’s. No 1949 coins. A fabulous set to build
from and well worth estimate. 145 pieces in total. Should be
viewed, no Return.. ........................................................$1,500.00

755. USA Lot 1948-1957 Silver Franklin Halves EF/Unc Lot of 16 Franklin
halves 1948-1957 in EF/Unc. Most pieces average AU as fol-
lows:1948-D, 1949-D,1949-S x 2,1950-D x 2, 1951-Sx2, 1952,
1952-D,1953-S, 1953-D x 2, 1954-D, 1957-D x 2 (should be
viewed, no returns)............................................................$200.00

756. USA Dollar 1991 Commemorative Silver Proof 2 specially designed
1991 commemorative proof silver dollars.Philadelphia Mint issue in
honor of the Korean War Memorial, San Francisco Mint commem-
orates the 50th Anniversary of Mt. Rushmore Memorial. Specially
designed with frosted proof reverse & obverse. Sealed in clear plas-
tic capsules, displayed in plush boxes with certificates of authentic-
ity. No Return!. ....................................................................$75.00
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757. USA $’s,1/2 dime,1,3&5 1856-1972 Collection VG/XF Group of 16 pieces:
Lincoln Penny Set 1941-72 in blue Wittman folder; 1888, 1898 & 1900
Silver Dollars-XF; 4 x 1921 Silver Dollars-XF; 5 nickels-1906,12, 1943&45
Silver, Buffalo; 1867 3 cents-Fine; 1872 3 cents-Good; 1856 1/2 dime-
Good and 1872 1/2 dime-Fine. No Return.................................$225.00

758. USA Proof Sets 1961-64 Silver Proof 4 gem proof Philadelphia Mint
sets; 1961 thru 1964. 5 coins per set, sealed in clear plastic pliofilms
with yellow presentation envelopes. No Return. ..................$70.00

759. USA Proof Sets 1980-1996 Proof 8 original proof sets: 1980, 1983,
1984, 1985, 1988, 1989, 1991 & 1996. Coins are frosted proof
quality with mirror like finish. No return. ...........................$135.00

760. USA Proof Sets 1984 Olympic Los Angelos Gold & Silver Proof 3
piece Commemorative Olympic Proof Set with $10 Gold coin and
one each, 1983 & 1984 Proof Silver Dollars.......................$390.00

761. USA Proof Sets 1988-1991 Proof 5 nice sets in original packaging
w/certificates; 1x1988, 1x1989, 3x1991. Coins are frosted proof
cameo with mirror like finish. Sets each contain 5 coins; 1c-$1.00.
No return...........................................................................$100.00

762. USA Proof Sets 1995-S Silver Proof Frosted Proof Silver Set. Coins
are proof quality, frosted with mirror finish. Original packaging with
certificate. .........................................................................$150.00

763. USA Prestige Set 1994 World Cup Soccer Proof Commemorative Prestige
Set, 1st World Cup Soccer Championship in the USA. Displayed in plush
dark blue presentation folder w/certificate. ...............................$75.00

764. USA Mint Sets 1970,86,91 & 96 Unc 4 uncirculated mint sets each
containing Specimen quality coins, sealed in clear plastic pliofilm
1blue trim (Philadelphia mint) & 1red trim (Denver mint) in colorful
presentation envelopes. No Return. ...................................$110.00

765. USA Mint Sets 1981 Unc 3 Uncirculated Mint Sets, D & P mintmark.
Coins are Specimen quality sealed in clear plastic pliofilms, blue trim
Philadelphia mint & red trim Denver mint in white presentation
envelopes. No return. ..........................................................$70.00

766. USA Mint Sets 1998-2003 4 pieces 4 piece lot: 1 x 1998s Proof Set. Coins
and case are okay however the certificate has been damp; 1 x 2000s
Quarter Proof Set; 1 x 2001s Proof Set Quarter Set Combo in mint box
and 1 x 2003 Mint Set (2 piece), no return................................$100.00

767. USA Miscellaneous Gaming Tokens & Dollars Unc Group of 5
pieces: 2 Limited Edition .999 fine silver $10 Gaming Tokens from
The Mirage and one from McCarran Slots. A 1986 Silver Unc 100th
Anniversary Statue of Liberty Dollar and 1 each 1979 & 1980 Susan
B. Anthony Souvenir Dollar Sets. No return.. .......................$70.00

768. Canada Lots 20th Century Early date Silver 5c - 50c Abt.VG/VF A
great Flea Market Lot with a very nice mix of dates, no culls &
should be viewed. 134 pieces total: 56 x 10 cents, 2 Victoria and
the rest Edward & Geo.V-Good / AbtVF;12 x 5 cent silver mostly
Geo V, Average VG; 21 x 25 cents a few with lustre - 1 Edward &
the rest Geo V, mostly VG; 45 x 50 cents includes 5-Edwards, 1914-
Geo,1934 Abt.VG and good run of other dates in the Geo V series.
Mostly VG . NO RETURNS!. ...............................................$450.00

769. Canada Lots 1890H-1907H Large Cents ICCS VF20/30 6 piece lot
of ICCS certified large cents as follows: 1 each date 1890H-VF20,
1891LLLD-VF20, 1894-VF20, 1898H-VF20, 1900-VF20 and 1907H-
VF30..................................................................................$185.00

770. Canada Lots 1891-1900 Large Cents ICCS VF30 ICCS certified
VF30, 4 piece large cent lot as follows: 1 each date 1891LLLDObv.2,
1891LLLDObv.3, 1894 and 1900. ......................................$140.00

771. Canada Lots 1891/1907H Large Cents ICCS EF40 2 certified ICCS
EF40 large cents; 1x1891LLLD and 1 x 1907H. ..................$110.00

772. Canada Lots 1897 & 1953 NSF Large cent & 5 cent NGC/ICG AU50/MS65
The 1 cent is NGC AU50. Deep chocolate brown. The nickel is ICG
MS65,fully lustrous & brilliant (no returns). ...............................$70.00

773. Canada Lots 1858-1901 5 cent Silver ICCS VF20 Lot of 10 pieces,
silver 5 cents certified ICCS VF20. 1 each dates as follows: 1858SD,
1881H, 1882H, 1886 L6, 1891, 1893, 1897 Slender 8, 1899, 1900
oval and 1901. ..................................................................$375.00

774. Canada Lots 1870-1899 5 cent Silver ICCS F15 6 piece certified lot,
Canada 5 cent silvers ICCS F-15. 1 each date: 1870RB, 1886Sml,
1886Lg6, 1888, 1896 and 1899........................................$190.00

775. Canada Lots 1874H-1892 5 cent Silver ICCS F12 Group of 7 certi-
fied ICCS F-12. One each date 5 cent silvers as follows: 1874H Plain,
1880H, 1885Sm5, 1886Sml, 1886Lg, 1890H and 1892. ...$220.00

776. Canada Lots 1886-1898 5 cent Silver ICCS F15 Certified ICCS F15,
4 piece lot: 1886Lg, 1886Sml, 1894 and 1898..................$200.00

777. Canada Lots 1888-1901 5 cent Silver ICCS VF20 Lot of 8 coins,
each certified ICCS VF20. 1 each date as follows: 1888, 1891,
1892, 1893, 1896, 1899, 1900 oval and 1901..................$235.00

778. Canada Lots 1890H-1898 5 cent Silver ICCS F12 Lot of 7 pieces,
certified ICCS F-12 as follows: 1890H, 1892, 1893, 1894, 1896,
1897Slender and 1898. .....................................................$165.00

779. Canada Lots 1891-1900 5 cent Silver ICCS F/VF Lot of 6 certified
five cent silvers as follows: 1891 obv 5-VF20, 1892 obv 2-F12,
1893-VF20, 1894-F12, 1899-VF20 and 1900 oval-VF20. ...$175.00

780. Canada Lots 1892-1900 5 cent Silver ICCS VG/VF 5 piece ICCS cer-
tified lot; 1892-F12, 1894-VG8, 1898-VG10, 1899-VF20 and
1900oval-VF20. .................................................................$120.00

781. Canada Lots 1891-1900 5 cent Silver ICCS VF20/30 4 certified
pieces as follows: 1891-VF20, 1893-VF30, 1899-VF30 and
1900oval-VF30. .................................................................$150.00

782. Canada Lots 1893-1900 5 cent Silver ICCS EF40 3 certified ICCS EF40 five
cent silver coins; 1 each 1893, 1899 and 1900 oval. .................$160.00

783. Canada Lots 1903-1908 5 cent Silver ICCS VF/EF 4 piece certified
lot, 1 each date as follows: 1903-VF30, 1903H-EF40, 1907-VF30
and 1908Sml-VF30. ...........................................................$125.00

784. Canada Lots 1903-1915 5 cent Silver ICCS VF20 Certified ICCS
VF20, 4 pieces: 1903, 1908Sml, 1910RL and 1915..............150.00

785. Canada Lots 1904-1908 5 cent Silver ICCS EF40/45 5 certified
pieces; 1904-EF45, 1905-EF40, 1906-EF45, 1907-EF40 and
1908Sml-EF40. ....................................................................175.00

786. Canada Lots 1908-1916 5 cent Silver ICCS EF40 Lot of 3 pieces, 1908Sml,
1909RL and 1916. All three coins are certified ICCS EF40. ........$140.00

787. Canada Lots 1909-1916 5 cent Silver ICCS EF40 ICCS certified
EF40, 4 piece lot: 1909RL, 1910PL, 1911 and 1916. .........$105.00

788. Canada Lots 1906-1943 Copper & Silver 1c - 50 c. G+/EF 10 coins:
1x1911 Set (5 pieces) G/VF. Copper piece is mostly brown w/purple
& pink hues;5 & 10 cent F/VF w/medium overall multi-hue ton-
ing;25 & 50 cent G+ with light overall toning going darker at the
peripherals. 1 x 1914 Silver 50cent- G+ with overall hues of
gold/green & orange. 1x1929 & 1936 small cents;1906 5 cent -EF+
& 1943c Nfld.5cent-VF. (no returns).....................................$75.00
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789. Canada Lots 1937,40 & 42 Canada Geo.VI 10 & 25 c PCGS
MS62/63 “Three George VI mint state certified coins:1940 25 cent
PCGS MS63, mostly white at the centre with gold to darker toning
at the peripherals. Lustrous.1942 25 cent PCGS MS62, fully brilliant
white, lustrous with no detracting marks. A nice coin for the
grade.1937 10 cent PCGS MS63, lustrous with just a hint of gold-
en toning overall. Nice type coin. (no returns)....................$120.00

790. Canada Lots 1951/52 Small Cents ICCS MS64 One each date 1951
and 1952 Canada 1 cent, certified ICCS MS64..................$160.00

791. Canada Lots 1953-1971 RCM Year Sets & PL Sets Old “Coty”
Binder of Year sets and Proof-Like Sets 1953 - 1971 (19 sets in
total). 1953-1956 EF/Unc, 1957 PL, 1958-60 EF/Unc, 1961-71 Sets
are original PL Sets in pliofilm (the 1961 has irratic toning), no
return. ...............................................................................$300.00

792. Canada Lots 1956-1965 Small Cents ICCS MS65 Red 8 pieces ICCS
certified MS65 Red: as follows one each date 1956, 57, 58, 59,
1961, 63, 64 and 1965SBPtd. ...........................................$550.00

793. Canada Lots 1957-65 Small Cents ICCS MS65 Red 5 pieces certified ICCS
MS65 Red: one each date 1957, 58, 59, 1063 and 1965SBPtd. $350.00

794. Canada Lots 1957 & 1958 25 & 50 cents Unc 16 piece group of
nice lustrous unc silver coins:12x1958 fifty cents; 2x 1957 fifty cents
& 2x1957 twenty-five cents.Coins are MS60 - MS63 grade. (No
returns)..............................................................................$125.00

795. Canada Lots 1961-1991 RCM Proof-Like Sets PL 30 years - 30 sets!
A complete original group of one each date 1961 thru 1991(scarce
date). Collection of sets displayed in 3 special albums, 2 blue
Whitman leather bound mint set collection books & black
leatherette binder w/pages. (No return). ............................$325.00

796. Canada Lots 1963-67 RCM Silver Proof-Like Sets PL Original group
of 15 silver RCM Proof-Like sets; 3 each date 1963-1967. Nice sets
with no toning spots. (No return). .....................................$235.00

797. Canada Lots 1965 RCM Silver Proof-Like Sets PL 9 Silver RCM Proof-Like
sets, both types Pointed & Blunt variety. (No return).................$125.00

798. Canada Lots 1966 RCM Silver Proof-Like Sets PL Original lot of 14
silver RCM 1966 proof-like sets.(No return). ......................$200.00

799. Canada Lots 1967 Centennial Silver PL Sets PL 20 RCM specially
designed silver commemorative ‘1867-1967’ proof-like sets honoring
Canada’s 100th year of confederation. (No return). .............$360.00

800. Canada Lots 1967-88 RCM Proof-Like Sets PL Mixed lot of 46 RCM
Proof-Like Sets: 2 x 1967 silver commemorative; 3x1968; 9x1969;
24x1970; 5x1983 & 3x1988. (No Return). .........................$270.00

801. Canada Lots 1968 Voyageur PL Dollar Strips PL RCM issue PL Dollar Strips.
45 Voyageur proof-like dollars in total; 9 strips of 5 each. Sealed in clear
plastic pliofilm strips w/white cardboard presentation envelope(missing 1
cardboard envelope - No Returns). .........................................$135.00

802. Canada Lots 1970 Low Mintage Year Coinage Mixed group, 104 pieces
1970 semi key-date coinage. The dimes are by far the lowest mintage
back to 1954 and are in nice unc condition. Lot contains: 10 cents, 50
cents & Dollars (all in 2x2’s - No Returns). ...............................$100.00

803. Canada Lots 1970 “5,10&25 cent BU Rolls” BU Scarce low mintage 1970
coinage (lowest mintage since 1954). 3 nice original BU Rolls; 1 each nick-
els, dimes & quarters. (No Return)..........................................$125.00

804. Canada Lots 1971-79 Comm. Proof Silver Dollars Proof 18 proof sil-
ver dollars: 3 each date 1971, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1978 and 1979
in individual black leather boxes(no return)........................$130.00

805. Canada Lots 1971-87 Comm.Proof Silver Dollars Proof Mixed vari-
ety of 28 proof silver dollars:1x1971; 1x1974; 5x1975; 4x1976,
8x1978 and 9x1987(no return)..........................................$245.00

806. Canada Lots Miscellaneous Large & small cents, 5 cent & nickels 2
binders,over 450 mixed pieces: 28 Queen Victoria Large cents,nice Good-
VF with average grade Fine. 21 Edward large cents,average Fine. 53
George V large cents-average Fine grade. 138 small cents, no 1922 thru
1925. All average Fine condition.Good mix of dates. 21 x 5cent Silver -
Fillers to Fine. Average VG condition. 52 George V nickels; 67 George VI
includes Tombacs & Victories. 82 Elizabeth nickels with the large 1951 Big
Sudbury nickel. All nice average circulated condition and good mix. (No
returns, should be viewed). ...................................................$400.00

807. Canada Lots Miscellaneous 1cent - $1.00 13 piece group as follows:
1891 1cent-F/VF; 1929 1 cent-XF; 1953 SF 1cent-AU; 1921 10cent-
XF cleaned; 1947 10cent-Unc; 1956 10cent-BU; 1948 25cent-Nice
AU; 1948 25cent-Choice Unc with a dark obverse; 1961 25cent-
Unc; 1918 50cent-EF with a scratch on the reverse, cleaned and
retoned; 1935 $1.00-XF; 1952 WL $1.00-XF and 1945 Nfld.5cent-
EF. No Return.....................................................................$300.00

808. Canada Lots 1cent - $1.00 118 pieces in total: 13 Silver dollars, some
cleaned 1 x 1935, 2x1939, 2x1949, 8 others 1953-67. 4 silver 50 cent, 1
nickel dollar, 24 x Loon Dollars - 4 are PL; 14 x $2.00 coins - 7 are
PL/Specimen; 10x Geo V 25 cents, 1933-VF; 5 x Geo VI 25 cents - EF or
better; 8 x silver Elizabeth 25 cents - BU; 16 nickel commemorative 25
cents and 16 x silver 10 cents. No return. ...............................$350.00

809. Lots Miscellaneous Commemorative Medallions Miscellaneous,over
100 commemorative pieces (some duplicates) including nickel,
brass, aluminum, copper and wooden nickel medallions. Included
are 2 Royal Canadian Mint Governors General Medallion sets,
Alberta Travel & Tourism set, Prime Ministers of Canada, Official
Commonwealth Games Set and many more individual collectible
commemorative medallions. No Return. ..............................$50.00

810. Canadian/Foreign Lots Miscellaneous 1c-50c, Foreign Silver,Trade $’s
Should be viewed! Large Group of 8 Blue Unisafe Coin Books: 50 cents;
1918/1920-VG with a silver set 1937 to 1967(no 1947 MLCR). Average
VF grade. 3 nickel 50 cents, 1981& 83 PL, 1982 unc. 25 cents; 1912-36
(10 pieces silver) VG-Nice Fine+. Set 1937-83 (22 silver with a couple of
nicer pieces and 16 nickel quarters).10 x USA 25 cents - 9 nickel and 1 sil-
ver. 10 cents; 23 silver coins and 19 nickel. 5 cents; 60 pieces-no key
dates, a few nicer grade. Large cents; 1 Edward and 3 George V. Small
cents; 12 different George V including 1923,26,27 & 31. 6 George VI, 23-
Elizabeth and 15 USA. Jar of 170 mixed foreign coins mostly Mexico and
Great Britain 5 cent silver. 3 frames of commonwealth medallions; 3 sets
of 4 mintmark Calgary Stampede dollars, 5 Trade dollars. 3 World coin
sets(1 incomplete) 20 coins per set and last but not least 1937 Coronation
Medal. NO RETURNS!. ..........................................................$600.00

811. Canadian/World Lots Mixed 65+ pces Copper, nickel, silver & brass
Mixed group 65+ pieces: foreign and world coins with some silver,
copper, nickel & brass. Canadian 5 cent coins 1922, 1923 and sou-
venir/anniversary medallions. Great Britain Churchill crown, large
pennies, proof 1987 Loon and 1951Festival of Britain Crown
piece(No Return)..................................................................$50.00

812. Canadian/World Lots Miscellaneous Coins/ Tokens, Medallions/
Stamps Miscellaneous group: Canadian Philatelic Queen’s Jubilee
Medallic First Day Cover; Mint issue 1976 Olympic Bronze Stamp set
& Postage; 2x 1967 Commemorative Silver Coins Sets in boxes from
Royal Trust Bank & Bank of Montreal; 2 Penny Sets,1 in folder 1932-
82 and the other in red binder 1920-1993; Nickel set 1922-1993,
numerous world coins, trade & souvenir dollars, medallions, nickel
dollars and tokens, etc. No Return.....................................$120.00

813. Great Britain Lots Miscellaneous Coins/ Medallions/ Set Approximately 25
pieces:1971 ‘First Decimal Coin’ set; cased ‘Coronation of Queen
Elizabeth II’ five shillings; 1965 Winston Churchill Crowns; 1977 com-
memorative Silver Jubilee medallion; 1981 Wedding of Prince Charles &
Lady Diana medallion; large pennies, half crowns, shilling, 3 pence and
coinage (no return). ...............................................................$30.00

814. Lots Miscellaneous Silver Year Sets & Souvenir Sets 25 piece lot: 17
Silver Year sets 1 each 1958-1960,1962 and 1966, 2x1961, 4x1965
and 6x1967. 1973 Year Set, blue Coins of the World Folder, partial
1965 silver year set (missing the $1.00), 3 silver year sets presented
in white boxes from the bank and 2 Millennium Souvenir Stamp
with Medallion Sets. No return.. ........................................$225.00
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815. World Lots 1800’s to date Coin Collection Largest Lot, over 1400
pieces in this 6 binder collection. A little bit of everything from
everywhere, A-Z. Great mix of dates, countries, denominations and
alloys. Vast selection of Canadian, foreign and world coins in all
shapes, sizes and grade. Covers everything from Silver, Copper,
Aluminum, Nickel, Brass and a mixture. Too huge to describe and
must be viewed. No Return. ...........................................$1,100.00

816. Silver & Bronzes Lot 2nd - 4th Century 29 pieces Lot of 29 pieces,
2nd & 3rd Century silver ancients plus 3rd and 4th Century Bronze
pieces. Includes 16 Denarii all different except 3 Hadrian; 1 x VG, 2
x Fine and 13 are VF or better. 2 x Antoninin,Gordian-G/VF&Philip-
EF. 11 minor later bronzes, average grade G-VF. This group is easily
worth estimate and No Returns.. .......................................$650.00

817. Alberta Merchant 2 pieces 2 merchant tokens, one copper -Alberta
Gum Company, Lethbridge and one aluminum -H.Powell Baker
Good for 1 Loaf of Bread, High River.. .................................$60.00

818. Hudson Bay 1850’s 1/8 Made Beaver CH.AU Used for trade with the
Natives, circa 1850’s. Identified as East Main District. Usually holed this
one is in choice condition with a small stain on the bow. (Photo)
.................................................................................................$250.00

819. Hudson Bay Set 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1 Made Beaver Fur Trade Token 4 Piece Set
consists of: 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1 Made Beaver. Brass tokens issued about the
year 1857 for use in the East Maine district located East and South of
Hudson Bay. The initials N.B. were a mistake for M.B., Made Beaver, or
good for one made Beaver skin. The made beaver was the unit of cur-
rency among the Company’s forts. It is a known fact that more Indians
had faith in Hudson’s Bay money than in official government issues.
Displayed in a specially designed custom Capital Plastics board. Breton
numbers 926 - 929.. (Photo).................................................$1,000.00

820. North West Co. 1820 The North West Company was organized in
Montreal about 1784. It carried on operations in the district South and
West of Hudson Bay as far as the Pacific Coast until 1821 when they
amalgamated with the Hudson’s Bay Company. This token was good for
a Beaver Skin. In the old Charlton Catalogue it lists as very rare. The con-
dition of this piece is VG-holed. Unholed copies are extremely rare. This
particular token is encased in a specially designed custom capital plastic
holder. Leroux 485 Breton 925. (Photo) ..............................$2,500.00

821. Canadian Medallion 1967 Gold/Silver 3 piece set Special limited edition,
Set # 32. A 1967 3 piece Gold, Silver & Nickel Medallion Set issued for
the Canadian Olympic Association. Displayed in a black presentation case
with 1 x 1/2 ounce gold and 1 each 1 oz silver and 1 x 27 gm nickel
medallion (red plastic insert has a crack). ...................................$300.00

822. Canadian Tokens & Early Copper Collection Too numerous to
describe individually:133 mixed pieces of Bank of Upper/Lower
Canada, Bouquet Soux, 2 French Regime, 30 Denier, Magdellan
Island Token, Nova Scotia, New brunswick tokens and coinage with
an assortment of Canada Large Cents. Most in average condition
with a couple of problem coins. Many items should be researched
for new ‘Type’ discoveries (No return). ...............................$750.00

823. Masonic Gold Pins/Ring An assortment of Masonic gold pins and
ring. Includes: one 14kt white gold pin with 9 diamonds, 3 other
gold lapel pins, one being the City of Straits #452. Gold ring with a
single round diamond approximately .12 - .15 carats. One Elks
tooth with 10kt gold bale (hangar is worn through). Also includes
a nice pair of 10kt white gold cuff links with diamond centre. Nice
grouping. (No return).........................................................$375.00

824. Pocket Watch Hamilton Extra Fine+ Model 4992B Hamilton pocket
watch, 22 jewel with 3/4 plate design movement. The Complete
Price Guide To Watches No.20 lists the watch as being lever set,
however this one is a stem set. White base metal case, black 24
hour dial “G.C.T.” open face. Overall extra fine plus condition.
Engraved on Back of case as per photo. ............................$400.00

825. Pocket Watch Illinois Illinois pocket watch; Model: A.Lincoln, 19
jewel adjusted 5 positions. Gold jewel settings, double roller fancy
white gold dial roman numerals for hour and second hand subdial.
Solid 14kt white gold case, fancy engraving of initials “”WJH”. Very
attractive dress pocket watch. Very clean inside however the main
spring is gone....................................................................$400.00

827. Wristwatch Tudor (Rolex) Men’s Men’s Tudor Prince Oysterdate
wristwatch by Rolex. Stainless steel Rolex Oyster bracelet with gold
bezel and stem. Brown date dial and stick numbers. Crystal has a
few scratches. Comes with original box.............................$350.00

828. Wristwatch Tissot 9kt Swiss made, automatic movement date just
9kt yellow gold Tissot wristwatch. Gold face and dial with a second
hand, stick numbers. Nice condition, good crystal with no scratch-
es and watch is running. Fancy bar and pin link bracelet. Seastar
Seven model......................................................................$400.00

829. Wristwatch Gerard Perregaux 14kt yellow gold Dress style, square face
with gold color hands. Face of the watch is almost tiger in color, black and
brown mix. Stick numbers. Black leather strap with original buckle. Very
nice condition and working well. ...........................................$400.00
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826. Wristwatch Rolex Men’s Midsize Tu-Tone 1997 Men’s Midsize
Rolex Tu-Tone Oyster Perpetual wristwatch. Mint condition
stainless steel with 18kt yellow gold Bezel and Jubilee bracelet.
Ivory pyramid dial. Model #68273, Serial # U118552 and
Movement #2135. Includes original box however the certificate
and pillow are missing. .............................................$4,000.00
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830. Diamond Bezel 14kt White Gold Flashy and fancy large white gold
diamond bezel that holds a USA $20.00 Gold Coin. 6 claw mount.
.................................................................................................$400.00

831. Brooch/Pendant Cameo Medium size, oval shape light coral Cameo set in
a fancy gold claw bezel with pin back. The back also has a gold loop at
the top so the item can be worn as a pendant........................$100.00

832. Brooch Cameo 9kt Choice High quality English 9kt gold set large
Cameo brooch. Beautifully carved and in choice condition. Very
Ornate design, pin-back with an extra safety pin/chain on the top
back. .................................................................................$350.00

833. Earrings/Ring Set Garnet & Diamond Antique Gold Nice quality
antique set with Garnet stones and inset white gold and diamond
accents. The ring is 10kt yellow gold with large round garnet and
diamond centre (crack across the centre). The earrings are not gold
and are the screw back type. They are drop style and have a couple
of the end tassles missing. Diamonds are old mine cut. Overall a
very attractive set. .............................................................$250.00

834. Pendanta 14kt White Gold Diamond & Sapphire Lady’s 14kt white
gold Sapphire & Diamond Pendant. Fancy design pendant, set with
one round x .10 carat (approximately) sapphire surrounded with 4
single cut diamonds. Hung on a delicate 16” dress chain. Comes in
the blue Birks box..............................................................$100.00

835. Canada $5.00 1841 Niagara Suspension Bridge F/VF 1841 engraved
issue, F/VF grade. Note is from the Niagara Suspension Bridge Bank
(which was an unincorporated joint-stock bank) Number 102. Very
delicate, thin w/pinholes & light tear. Queenston variety. Black
print,face design Niagara suspension bridge,steamboat
below/Indian with drawn bow at right. Back is blank. Catalogue
#10-08-12. ........................................................................$130.00

836. Canada $1.00 1859 Bank of Brantford EF Nice solid fresh EF note
issued by Brantford Bank payable at Sault St. Marie. Engraved issue
date 1859, Remainder* variety. Large size still somewhat crisp. Red
tint in color,unsigned & unnumbered. Back design is plain. Cat.
#40-12-02R. ......................................................................$150.00

837. Canada $4.00 Proof 1859 Bank of Brantford Unc Uncirculated!
Proof 1859 w/fresh color & a very pretty vignette. Red tint in color
issued by Bank of Brantford payable at Sault St. Marie. Remainder*
variety (unsigned & unnumbered). Face design Portrait of Lord
Elgin,unloading a wagon & young girl. Cat. #40-12-06R. ..$250.00

838. Canada $3.00 1859 Colonial Bank Unc Nice unc w/fresh color. Three light
hinge marks across the top back side. Engraved issue date May 4th, 1859.
Signature :T. Hough. Orange-brown,face design St. George slaying the
dragon. Cat.#130-10-04-06................................................. $400.00

839. Canada $4.00 1859 Colonial Bank Unc Unc, nice fresh note. Large
size w/signature: T. Hough Engraved issue date of May 4th, 1859.
Orange brown, face design Justice figure& Queen Victoria. Cat.
#130-10-04-08..................................................................$400.00

840. Canada $1.00 1861 Westmorland Bank VF Nice VF w/minor edge
nick & light pinhole,centre. Very thin,delicate. Black w/green, design
of a Sailor & Queen Victoria & Serial # 12293. Signatures:
Jones/Jones. Blue back. Cat.#800-12-02a. .........................$115.00

842. Canada 25 c Shinplaster 1870 Dominion of Canada VG/F Nice con-
dition VG/F note, well circulated with creases and folds but no tears
or tatter. Coloring of the paper has yellowed. No serial number,
Series A. DC-1a. ................................................................$425.00

843. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1870 Dominion of Canada VG First date of
issue small size fractional note, Series B no serial number. Slightly
miscut bottom border and light fading of color from handling.
Dickinson/Harrington signatures. Cat.#DC-1b. .....................$55.00

844. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1870 Dominion of Canada VF First date of issue,
plain series without serial number. Lowest mintage of this date.
Horizontal & vertical folds with light staining around the borders. Fresh
color. Dickinson/Harrington signatures. Cat.# DC-1c. ...............$150.00

Lot # Description Est. Lot # Description Est.

841. 1870 Plain Dominion of Canada 25
cent Shinplaster “Inverted” – AU. A
very scarce variety, only 2 known.
Crisp AU with a light vertical fold at
left reverse......................$6,000.00



845. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1870 Dominion of Canada Au/Unc A fresh
looking note, razor sharp edges and corners. Good color and well
centred. Scarce in high grade for this popular series.
Dickinson/Harrington signatures. Cat.DC-1c. ..................$1,200.00

846. Canada $1.00 1878 Dominion of Canada Fine Fresh color with heavy
folds and creases. Note is a bit dirty from handling, has some stain spots,
a pinhole and has been trimmed at the top. Series B, Montreal variety
with serial number 674638. DC-8e-ii......................................$550.00

847. Canada $1.00 1878 Dominion of Canada VG Very well circulated,
heavy folds and creases. Tatter along the borders and offcut. Dirty
from handling with a couple of rust or stain spots on face and back.
Note also has a pinhole. Series C Montreal and serial number
646129. DC-83-iii-M. ........................................................$425.00

848. Canada $2.00 1887 Dominion of Canada VG Heavily circulated,
dirty from handling with a couple of nicks and a small piece torn
away. Many crease and folds. Plain series, Courtney signature. DC-
11. ....................................................................................$800.00

849. Canada $1.00 1897 Dominion of Canada Good Faded and tattered with
pinholes. Heavy folds, creases and edge nicks. Plains series, Courtney sig-
nature and serial number 256100. DC-12...............................$325.00

851. Canada $1.00 1897 Dominion of Canada Fair Very worn and circu-
lated note. Dirty and faded with many creases. Tatter, some pin-
holes and lots of border nicks. Some small tears and quite light.
Serial number 135423. DC-12. ..........................................$200.00

852. Canada $2.00 1897 Dominion of Canada Fine+ Slightly offcut,
heavy folds and dirty from handling. Edge nick at bottom. Boville
signature, dark brown back, Series F and serial number 768656.
DC-14c..............................................................................$800.00

853. Canada $2.00 1897 Dominion of Canada VF Fresh VF, small pinhole
with folds and creases. Series H, Boville signature and dark brown
back. Serial number 109385. DC-14c. ............................$1,250.00

855. Canada $1.00 1898 Dominion of Canada VF Fresh note with heavy folds.
No bottom border, note has been trimmed. Boville signature, ONES
curved outward, Series L with serial number 328252. ..............$800.00

856. Canada $1.00 1898 Dominion of Canada VF Nice fresh VF, note has been
trimmed at the top border. A couple of very minor edge nicks at right, pin-
hole and heavy creases. Courtney signature with Ones curves outward,
Series G and serial number 450365. DC-13b........................$1,000.00

857. Canada $1.00 1898 Dominion of Canada VF Well centred VF with
heavy folds. Couple of corner nudges. Courtney signature 
with ONES curved inward, Series B and serial number 651370. DC-
13a.................................................................................$1,450.00
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850. Canada $10.00
1893 Union Bank of
Canada Au/Unc
Rare Union Bank of
Canada $10.00.
CH#730-12-04FP- Face Proof & 730-12-04BP-Back
Proof. Printed by BABC and notes from this archive
are rarer than those of the ABNC. Printed on thin
banknote paper with face cut to full banknote
dimensions however the back is cut down around the
border of the design. Simply stunning AU/Unc with
full printing and colour as the issued note. Only two
or three known issued notes. Essentially only Proofs
are available. All Proofs are rare....................$750.00

854. Canada $1.00 1898 Dominion of
Canada AU+ March 31st, 1898 The
Dominion of Canada $1.00, Ottawa.
Very nice fresh AU note with edge
nudge and a couple of corner creases.
Series R, red serial number 999076
and Boville signature. Cat.DC-13c.
..........................................$2,750.00



858. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1900 Dominion of Canada G/EF 10 pieces: small
fractional notes ranging in condition from G/VG to VF/EF. Some are offcut
slightly, light stains with tatter from handling. All notes have creases and
folds but no tears. Couple of the notes are fresh looking,others light fad-
ing from circulation. No serial numbers. Boville/ Courtney/ Saunders.
Cat.#DC-15a,b,c. No return. .................................................$135.00

859. Canada $1.00 1911 Dominion of Canada AU 1911 $1.00 DC-18FP- Face
Proof. DC-18BP- Back Proof with an extra die Proof of the vignette of the
Parliament buildings on the back of the note. Both banknote proofs are
printed on thin banknote paper and mounted on card as usual. AU with
printing and colour as the issued note and punch holes at signature pan-
els. Face Proof has a 1_” tear in the thin banknote paper at the bottom
which has been closed and tacked back down to the card. We believe this
happened at the archives and not easily noticeable. Any proofs on
Dominion of Canada notes are extremely rare. It is very unusual to find the
Face Proof, Back Proof and proof of the Vignette included all together.
There are probably no more than five of these in existence.....$1,650.00

860. Canada $1.00 1911 Dominion of Canada EF+ Fresh, somewhat
crisp EF+ w/good color. Large size note, good corners & clean.
Minor paper nick bottom centre. Black line variety “P”series,red
serial # 012517P w/design of Lord & Lady Grey. Signature: Boville
Cat.#DC-18d. ....................................................................$700.00

861. Canada $1.00 1911 Dominion of Canada VF Fresh note lightly off cut
with heavy folds and a couple of corner creases. Green line variety-Series
C, Boville signature with serial number 590642.. .....................$475.00

862. Canada $2.00 1914 Dominion of Canada F/VF Large note cut
slightly close to the border at the top and bit of edge tatter with a
small nick. Folds and creases with a bit of dirt from handling. No
seal variety, Series F and serial number 880331-F. Boville signature.
DC-22a-i............................................................................$400.00

863. Canada $2.00 1914 Dominion of Canada F/VF Evenly centred and fresh.
Note has folds and creases, lightly dirty on the back from handling with a
couple of very minor stains. No seal variety, Saunders signature, series N
and serial number N-749593.................................................$450.00

864. Canada $1.00 1917 Dominion of Canada VF Nice fresh color espe-
cially on the face. The back of the note has some dark lines, mini-
mal folds. No seal variety Boville signature, Series F. Serial number
211105-F. ..........................................................................$225.00

865. Canada $1.00 1917 Dominion of Canada Good Fresh note with the
appearance of being in Fine grade however note has been taped and torn
in half. Folded and some dirt with stains. No seal variety, Saunders signa-
ture with serial # U-265736. DC-23b. ......................................$35.00

866. Canada $10.00 1919 Bank of Canada AU Rare, The Merchants
Bank of Canada $10.00. CH# 460-22-04FP, Face Proof. Printed on
thin banknote paper and mounted on card. Simply beautiful,
AU/Unc with printing and colour as the issued note.Very underrat-
ed as an issued note,VG’s start at $550. Portrait at centre is rather
unusual, at least the caption is. It says, Late Sir Hugh Allan. Sir Hugh
Allan was one of the founders, and the president of the Bank. It
was taken over by the Bank of Montreal in 1922. .............$850.00

867. Canada $1.00 1923 Dominion of Canada Unc Dated July 2nd, 1923. A
real nice crisp unc with fresh color and excellent corners. Red serial #
C3977859 (consecutive to next note listed which is only AU) Green seal
Group 2 - McCavour/Saunders signature. DC-25j. .................. $950.00

868. Canada $1.00 1923 Dominion of Canada AU+ Dated July 2nd,
1923. Sharp and crisp AU with a very light centre crease that is hard
to notice (consecutive serial number to previous listed note in Unc).
Red serial number C3977860, Green Seal Group 2 variety with
McCavour/Saunders signature. DC-25j...............................$600.00

869. Canada $1.00 1923 Dominion of Canada EF Nicely centred fresh
crisp EF. Large size w/ vertical & horizontal centre crease. Nice cor-
ners, good color w/red serial #E-8432779. Campbell-Clark signa-
ture, black seal Group 4, Series “E”. Cat# DC-25o. ...........$145.00

870. Canada $1.00 1923 Dominion of Canada Abt.EF Dated July 2nd,
1923. Bright coloring and nice, about EF grade with light creases.
Still somewhat crisp with very light handling stain. Red serial num-
ber B5659679, Bronze seal Group 2 - McCavour/Saunders signa-
tures. DC-25i. ....................................................................$160.00

871. Canada $1.00 1923 Dominion of Canada Fine Clean note
(washed),heavy centre folds w/good corners & color. Paper is
fine/smooth. Hyndman-Saunders signature,black seal Group 1,
Series “B”. Red serial # B-667945. Cat.# DC-25a. ...............$90.00

872. Canada $1.00 1923 Dominion of Canada VF Nice fairly fresh VF.Large
note, good color w/light dirt along the border. Horizontal & vertical fold,
good corners.McCavour-Saunders signature,Blue Seal -Group 1 Series
“J”. Red serial #J-740266. Cat# DC-25c....................................$225.00
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873. Canada $1.00 1923 Dominion of Canada VF Nice color w/good cor-
ners, lightly dirty at border. VF w/ folds & creases. Red serial
#C5749807. Green seal, Group 2 /Series “C” with
McCavour/Saunders signature. Cat.# DC-25j. ....................$100.00

874. Canada $1.00 1923 Dominion of Canada VG Heavy folds with a
couple of border nicks. Dirty from handling and circulation.
McCavour/Saunders signature with blue seal, group 2 and serial #
A4099790. DC-25h.............................................................$40.00

875. Canada $1.00 1923 Dominion of Canada Fine Nice note,fine grade
with fresh color and nicely centred. Some creases and folds. Purple
seal at right and serial number C6024110. McCavour/Saunders sig-
nature. Cat. #DC-25k. .......................................................$350.00

876. Canada $2.00 1923 Dominion of Canada EF/AU Crisp well centred note,
very fresh color with a couple of light creases. Great corners with one hav-
ing a slight nudge. Red serial number H-439449 with green seal.
McCavour/Saunders signature. DC-26d. .................................$1,000.00

877. Canada $2.00 1923 Dominion of Canada EF An attractive note with
good color. Slightly off kilter diagonal printing. Campbell-Clarke
signatures with black seal. Group 4. Serial number X499502. Cat.
#DC-26L........................................................................... $425.00

878. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1923 Dominion of Canada Sequential Pair
CH.AU/UNC Choice sequential pair, authorized Hyndman-Saunders
signature. Well centred with nice rich color. Serial numbers # E
036381 & E 036382. Cat.#DC-24a....................................$700.00

879. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1923 Dominion of Canada EF Fresh &
bright, EF w/couple small stains on face & lightly dirty at border
edges. Nice corners,vertical centre fold &slightly off cut bottom.Red
serial #640662. Pinhole on back. Signatures: Campbell/Clark. Cat#
DC-24d. ..............................................................................$75.00

880. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1923 Dominion of Canada VF Pair of shin-
plasters in VF; one is cropped close to the borders.Fairly fresh, nice
notes. Serial #’s 486994 and 501160. McCavour/Saunders sign.
Cat. #DC-24c. .....................................................................$50.00

881. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1923 Dominion of Canada Unc Crisp uncir-
culated, very fresh color and ever so slightly off centre at right bor-
der. Red serial 255466 over large 25 cent counter. Series B variety,
McCavour/Saunders signature. Cat. DC-24c. .....................$260.00

882. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1923 Dominion of Canada Unc Crisp and
fresh. Nice well centred unc with great corners. Series J, red serial
number 612165 at left over large 25 cent counter. Campbell/Clark
signatures. Cat. #DC-24d. .................................................$260.00

883. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1923 Dominion of Canada Unc Crisp unc,
very fresh color and nice even centering. Corners are perfect. Red
serial number 484935, left over large 25 cent counter. Series D,
McCavour/Saunders signature. DC-24c..............................$260.00

884. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1923 Dominion of Canada G/VG 7 shin-
plasters,G/VG. Notes have heavy creases and folds with a couple
being slightly offcut. Well circulated, somewhat dirty from handling
with 1note having a very small border nick & one a couple of pin-
holes. Serial #’s: 297247, 394742, 635820, 654235, 686448,
644721 and 654436. McCavour/Saunders & Campbell/Clark. Cat.
DC-24c&d. No return. .........................................................$60.00

885. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1923 Dominion of Canada VF 3 small size
fractional notes. Nice fresh looking, lightly dirty from handling with
some vertical & horizontal folds.One note has a slight clip top right
corner & light blue ink mark on the back. One is slightly offcut.
Serial numbers: 080313, 116816 and 597851.
McCavour/Saunders, Cat.# DC-24c and Hyndman/Saunders,
Cat.#DC-24b. ....................................................................$100.00

886. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1923 Dominion of Canada EF Two nice
fresh notes. Clean and bright with good corners. Serial # 173997
(nicely centred) and # 580771 (few pinholes). Signatures:
McCavour/ Saunders. Cat.#DC-24c. ..................................$150.00

887. Canada 25c Shinplaster 1923 Dominion of Canada 2 notes EF/AU
Two fresh mostly crisp shinplasters,EF/AU with a light fold.Serial
numbers 655881 and 694619. They are no authorized Campbell-
Clark signature. Cat.DC-24d..............................................$225.00

888. Canada $1.00 1923 Dominion of Canada Fine Large note, heavy
creases and a bit dirty from handling. Purple seal, Group 1 with
serial number C6024110. The signature is McCavour-Saunders.
Cat.#DC-25k. ....................................................................$350.00

889. Canada $5.00 1924 Dominion of Canada Fine Good color and cut
off a bit short at the bottom border. Note has a couple of pinholes
and a light tear in the upper left “Five” area. Bit of edge tatter with
a minor nick. Heavy diagonal crease, lightly dirty from handling and
some rust stains on the face and back. Serial number A021007.
Cat.#DC-27. ...................................................................$4,500.00

890. Canada $10.00 1929 Banque Canadiene Nationale Fine Fine grade
w/slight separation top centre. Large size note w/pinholes & heavy
folds and creases. Color is fairly good. Serial # 85559.
Signatures:Beique/Leman. Cat.# 85-12-04. ..........................$90.00

891. Canada $10.00 1933 Imperial Bank of Canada VF/EF Somewhat
crisp VF/Ef note w/fold & creases. Lightly dirty & left signature
fade.Good border & corners. Red serial # F104206. Black w/blue
tint. Back design lion over crown. Signatures:Phipps/Rolph. Cat.
#375-20-04. ......................................................................$400.00

892. Canada $10.00 1933 Royal Bank of Canada F/VF Large size F/VF
note,fresh though creased w/folds & edge wear from handling.
Black w/orange, red serial # 014110 design w/Coat of Arms, Wilson
& Holt. Orange back w/Royal Crest. Signatures:Wilson/Holt
Cat.#630-16-04.................................................................$150.00

893. Canada $10.00 1934 Imperial Bank of Canada Fine “Small size
note,engraved 1st Nov. 1934. Lightly dirty from handling with
creases & folds. Serial # J256967. Coloring is black with blue.
Signatures: Phipps/Rolph. Cat. #375-22-08..........................$60.00
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894. Canada $10.00 1935 Barclays Bank(Canada) VF Nice fresh VF char-
tered banknote, engraved issue date Jan. 2nd, 1935. Some creases
& folds. Red serial # E058892. Stevenson/Borden signature.
Cat.#30-12-06...................................................................$175.00

895. Canada $1.00 1935 Bank of Canada Unc Nice note with fresh color how-
ever slightly off centre. Serial number A6596136 Cat. # BC-1. ..$500.00

896. Canada $1.00 1935 Bank of Canada Abt.VF Early issue,nicely cen-
tred & still fresh looking, abt VF. Light small stain on the reverse. Red
serial # A0564044 English variety,Series A. Signatures:
Osbourne/Towers. Cat# BC-1.............................................$100.00

897. Canada $1.00 1935 Bank of Canada AU Very nice, crisp & fresh.
Well centred, bright AU. Good corners, note has light horizontal
crease. Red serial # B2259744, English variety, Series A.
Osbourne/Towers. Cat.# BC-1............................................$400.00

898. Canada $1.00 1935 Bank of Canada Fine Fresh looking, centred
high on the obverse. Heavy horizontal centre fold,good corners
w/light dirt on the edges. Red serial # B4835658, English variety
Series B. Signatures: Osbourne/Towers. Cat. # BC-1. ...........$70.00

899. Canada $1.00 1935 Bank of Canada VG English variety Series B
note in VG grade. Heavy folds and creases. Dirty from handling.
Nicely centred. Serial number B1316636. ............................$40.00

900. Canada $1.00 1935 Banque Du Canada EF Nice EF note, off-cut
slightly and a couple of corner creases. Light centre fold with minor
creases. French variety with serial number F0063900. Osbourne-
Towers. Cat.BC-2...............................................................$300.00

902. Canada $2.00 1935 Bank of Canada AU+ Just a super nice AU+.
Nicely centred, crisp w/bright coloring. Red serial # A2334052,black
w/blue tint, English variety Series A.Signatures: Osbourne/Towers
Cat.# BC-3 .....................................................................$1,100.00

903. Canada $2.00 1935 Bank of Canada Fine Queen Mary design, fresh
looking.Vertical fold with horizontal centre crease. Very light bit of
stain on the reverse.Red serial # A4888311,English - Series A.
Signatures:Osbourne/Towers. Cat.# BC-3.........................$3115.00

904. Canada $2.00 1935 Banque Du Canada F/VF Well centred with
heavy folds and creases. French series, serial number F447298.
Cat.BC-4. ..........................................................................$425.00

906 Canada $5.00 1935 Bank of Canada EF-AU Fresh color, off centre
with corner crease and couple of nudges. Couple of very light small
dirt spots. English variety, red serial number A1334245,
Osbourne/Towers signatures. BC-5. ................................$1,000.00

907. Canada $5.00 1935 Bank of Canada VF Nice VF that is well centred &
fresh looking. Vertical fold w/slightest bit of border dirt but no stains or
marks. Prince of Wales portrait,black seal w/red serial # A980124, English
variety-Series A. Osbourne/Towers Cat.# BC-5.........................$350.00

908. Canada $5.00 1935 Banque Du Canada VF Nice VF, fresh color with
folds and creases. French series with serial number F369937.
Osbourne-Towers. Cat.#BC-6. ...........................................$700.00

909. Canada $10.00 1935 Bank of Canada AU Bright,fresh AU.
Solid,well centred with nice borders & corners. Horizontal fold. Red
serial # A186536. English variety, Series A. Signatures:
Osbourne/Towers Cat.#: BC-7.........................................$1,350.00

910. Canada $10.00 1935 Bank of Canada EF Fresh solid EF with a cou-
ple of light folds. Nice corners. Serial number A662502, Osbourne-
Towers. Cat.BC-7...............................................................$700.00

911. Canada $10.00 1935 Banque Du Canada VF Light dirt from handling, ver-
tical centre crease and corner nudges with a bit of wear. Still somewhat
fresh coloring. Overall decent VF. Serial number F099439, French variety.
Osbourne/Towers signature. Cat.BC-8. ...................................$600.00

912. Canada $10.00 1935 Banque Du Canada VF Nice fresh VF note with folds
and creases. Very light stains on the border edge in a couple of spots.
Serial number F039982. Osbourne-Towers. Cat.BC-8. ..............$600.00

913. Canada $5.00 1935 Bank of Commerce F/VF Engraved issue 2nd
Jany, 1935. Evenly centred w/folds & creases. Red serial # 011097.
Colors of pale green, blue,lilac & red hues. Sign:Aird/Logan. Cat#
75-18-02. ...........................................................................$ 75.00

914. Canada $10.00 1935 La Banque Provinciale du Canada Fine Decent
Fine w/creases & folds. Edge wear & soiling from being handled. Red
serial #02658 Signatures: Rolland/Roy Cat.#615-16-04. .........$65.00

915. Canada $5.00 1935 La Banque Provinciale du Canada Fine Well
centred, good color with some folds & creasing. Small size engraved
issue, a bit dirty from handling. Red serial #121900.
Signatures:Rolland/Roy. Cat.#615-16-02.............................$ 65.00

916. Canada $10.00 1935 Bank of Nova Scotia Fine Lightly dirty from han-
dling,edge wear. Decent fine, has folds/creases. Mining scene w/unicorn,
lion & Arms of Nova Scotia. Ochre w/blue, red serial #1370719.
Signatures:McLeod/Patterson. Cat.#550-36-04. .........................$60.00

917. Canada $5.00 1935 Bank of Nova Scotia Fine Lightly dirty w/ cen-
tre edge nick. Nice Fine w/good color,some folds & corner
nudges.Red serial # 2455770 Signatures:McLeod/Patterson.
Cat.#550-36-02...................................................................$65.00

918. Canada $10.00 1935 The Dominion Bank Fine Engraved issue, well
circulated w/light tatter & dirt from handling. Good color,vertical
tear top border. Serial # 655310. Yellow,pink & orange. Sign:
Dawson/Carlisle. Cat.#220-26-02. .......................................$65.00

919. Canada $10.00 1935 The Royal Bank of Canada EF Nice, crisp &
fresh EF. Centre crease,light folds & good edges. Red serial
#417691. Large signature variety: Dobson/Wilson. Cat.# 630-18-
04a....................................................................................$175.00

920. Canada $5.00 1935 The Royal Bank of Canada EF Small note,fresh
crisp EF. Solid corners, centre crease & light vertical folds.Red serial
#2136169. Large variety signatures: Dobson/Wilson. Cat.#630-18-
02a....................................................................................$175.00

921. Canada $25.00 1935 Bank of Canada Good Worn and tattered
with a tear at the centre vertically and horizontally at the borders.
Corner clip and dirty from handling. English variety, serial number
A010864. Cat.# BC-11......................................................$900.00

922. Canada $25.00 1935 Bank of Canada Fine Decent fine, cut close at
the top with a bit of tatter at the bottom border and a few minor
edge nicks. Couple of stain spots on the face with heavy creases
that have been ironed out. English series,Serial number A010042.
Osbourne-Towers, Cat.#BC-11. ......................................$2,750.00

923. Canada $50.00 1935 Banque Du Canada VF Nice note, slight-
ly offcut and just very light bit of dirt. Fresh with folds and
creases. French variety with serial number F00268. Osbourne-
Towers signature. Cat.BC-14. ......................................$5,500.00

924. Canada $10.00 1936 Banque Provinciale English/French AU “Dated
September 1st, 1936, Montreal. Fresh fresh and bright crisp AU
note. Nice even centering with a very minor corner nudge bottom
right. Serial number 010945. Note is half French and half English.
Bright orange tint back......................................................$500.00

925. Canada $10.00 1937 Bank of Toronto F/VF Nice F/VF small size note
with good color, some folds & corner nudges. Red serial #187843
with design of beaver & maple leaves/Crest of Toronto w/ train.
Signatures: Henwood/Lamb. Cat. #715-24-10. ....................$90.00

926. Canada $10.00 1938 Bank of Montreal EF Fresh somewhat crisp EF. Nicely
centred, good corners & light folds. Minor stain top left. Red serial
#219715 Signatures: Spinney/Gordon. Cat.# 505-62-04...........$175.00
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905. Canada $5.00 1935 Bank of
Canada Unc Very nice crisp
uncirculated note and overall
good centering. Serial number
A1332367. Osbourne/Towers
signature. Cat. BC-5. ..$2,400.00

901. Canada $2.00 1935 Bank of
Canada CCGS AU55 Certified
AU55 note is fresh and ever so
slightly offcut. Very minor cor-
ner imperfection. English variety
with red Serial # A2566748.
Osbourne/Towers. Cat. #BC-3.
......................................$1,100.00



927. Canada $1-$10 1937 Bank of Canada Set VG/F Set of 4 King
George VI notes:$1-VG slightly offcut high,well circulated with
folds & edge nick.Serial number N/N3422241. $2-Fine,bright color
with couple of stain spots on face, Serial # J/R 9978970. $5-
Fine,fresh w/folds and Serial # & $10. The $1.00 is VG, $2.00 is a .
$5.00 is a fresh fine with folds. Serial #C/S 5457553. $10-VG, tat-
ter with slight nick,stain and a bit dirty. Serial # H/T9071857.
Coyne/Towers. Cat.BC-21d; 22c; 23c & 24c. .......................$75.00

928. Canada $1.00 1937 NP Prefix H/A Bank of Canada VF/EF Circulated note
with fresh color, still somewhat crisp and well centred. Nice VF-EF grade
having been folded, creases and light bit of dirt from handling. Narrow
panel variety, H/A prefix. Serial number H/A 6209188. Gordon and Towers
signature. Cat.BC-21............................................................$375.00

929. Canada $1.00 1937 Bank of Canada AU Nice well centred, a fresh
AU note. Bit of a ripple at right. Serial number D/A7721789.
Osbourne/Towers. Cat.#BC-21a. ........................................$175.00

930. Canada $1.00 1937 Bank of Canada Choice AU Crisp & bright,
choice AU that is nicely centred with great corners. Light counting
& diagonal centre crease. Serial #J/N9779610. Coyne/Towers
Cat.#BC-21d. ......................................................................$45.00

931. Canada $1.00 1937 Bank of Canada AU Fresh and crisp with count-
ing creases. Well centred. Serial number W/M 1255439.
Coyne/Towers DC-21d. ........................................................$35.00

932. Canada $1.00 1937 Bank of Canada F/EF 4 King George notes, bright &
somewhat crisp. Notes have folds and creases. Good corners and border,
one has a corner push. w/vertical folds. Serial numbers: U/M 9342856,
N/N 0961615, D/N 3356265 & W/L 1413274. Coyne/Towers &
Gordon/Towers. Cat # BC-21c&d. ............................................$65.00

933. Canada $2.00 1937 Bank of Canada Ch.AU Choice AU very bright &
crisp, well centred with an extremely light centre crease. Serial # K/R
7436438. Signatures: Coyne/Towers. Cat.# BC-22c..................$140.00

934. Canada $2.00 1937 Bank of Canada Au/Unc A fresh nicely centred
AU/Unc note with one minor corner push at top left. Serial number
N/B6358410 and Gordon/Tower signature. Cat.#BC-22b. ..........$150.00

935. Canada $2.00 1937 Bank of Canada Au/Unc “Very nice crisp note, nice
even centering with fresh bright color. Serial number S/B 9266762 and
Gordon-Tower signature. Cat.#BC-22b...................................$160.00

936. Canada $2.00 1937 Bank of Canada Unc Really bright crisp unc ever
slightly mishandled w/counting crease & corner nudge. Red serial #
J/B3801893. Signatures: Gordon/Towers. Cat# BC-22b.............$190.00

937. Canada “$5,$10,$20” 1937 Bank of Canada Set VF/EF Nice 3 piece
set:$5-VF/EF somewhat crisp, crease and pink dot at top. Serial #:
H/C 9425703. $10-Abt EF with folds, evenly centred. Serial # H/D
1925724. $20-EF with border crease and no folds.Serial #C/E
7969581. Signatures: Gordon/Towers. ...............................$115.00

938. Canada $5.00 1937 Bank of Canada Unc Crisp well centred
w/bright coloring,slight mishandling. Counting crease & corner
nudge. Red serial # H/S 5887602. Signatures:Coyne/Towers. Cat.#
BC-23c. .............................................................................$170.00

939. Canada $5.00 1937 Bank of Canada AU/Unc Well centred with
bright coloring, nice AU/Unc note with minor wrinkle along the
right border edge. Serial number E/C 1876475 and Gordon-Tower
signature. Cat.BC-23b. ......................................................$160.00

940. Canada $5.00 1937 Bank of Canada VF/EF 2 nice fresh King George
notes. Serial number C/S 5820799-EF,light folds and nicely centred
with minor stain.Serial number M/C 9780338-VF+, bright, folds and
evenly centred. Signatures: Coyne/Towers and Gordon/Towers.
Cat.BC-23b&c. ...................................................................$ 90.00

941. Canada $5.00 1937 Bank of Canada F/VF Nice F/VF slightly off-cut
& bit dirty from handling. Centre fold, overall bright. Serial # L/C
9777777. Signatures: Gordon/Towers. .................................$50.00

942. Canada $10.00 1937 Bank of Canada 5 piece lot VG/F Group of 5
pieces, Coyne-Towers signature variety. 3 of the notes are VG/F
grade and the other 2 are nice Fine.....................................$80.00

943. Canada $10.00 1937 Bank of Canada AU Nice note, crisp & slight-
ly mishandled. Counting creases w/edge ripple. Red serial # L/T
1857053. Signatures: Coyne/Towers. Cat.# BC-24c. ............$75.00

944. Canada $10.00 1937 Bank of Canada AU Very fresh & crisp AU, well cen-
tred w/nice corners. Light counting crease & fold. Red serial # S/D
5815031. Signatures: Gordon/Towers. Cat.# BC-24b. ................$75.00

945. Canada $10.00 1937 Bank of Canada Choice AU Bright and crisp,
choice AU note. Nicely centred with serial number N/D2067487 and
Gordon-Tower signature. Cat.#BC-24b. .............................$100.00

946. Canada $20.00 1937 Bank of Canada AU Nice AU w/fresh color. Crisp
well centred w/very light corner nudge & counting crease. Serial #
B/E9647395. Signatures:Gordon/Towers. Cat.# BC-25b. ............$125.00

947. Canada $50.00 1937 Bank of Canada AU Crisp w/fresh color AU. Nice
centering, light ripple & fold from being stored in a book. Serial # B/H
4087579. Signatures: Gordon/Towers. Cat.# BC-26b. ..............$600.00

948. Canada $50.00 1937 Bank of Canada VF King George issue, VF
with fresh color. Light edge wear, heavy fold with minor stain and
pinholes visible on the reverse. Serial Number: B/N3752423. Cat#
BC-26b Gordon/Towers.. ...................................................$125.00

949. Canada $100.00 1937 Bank of Canada Fine The scarce signature,
Osbourne/Towers one hundred dollar note in Fine grade. Tatter
along the borders with minor edge nicks. Creased and folded. Note
has been washed as serial number is light with ink smudging. Serial
number A/J0034013. Cat.#BC-27a....................................$350.00

950. Canada $100.00 1937 Bank of Canada AU Nice solid AU note with
very light purple ink mark on the face next to centre portrait of Sir
John A MacDonald. Serial number B/J 3846986. Good corners,
fresh note. Cat.#BC-27b....................................................$475.00

951. Canada “$1,2,5” 1937-67 Bank of Canada 5 piece lot VG-Unc 5
piece group: 2 x 1937 $1.00-VG. Creases and folds with border tat-
ter. Dirty from handling. Serial numbers E/L5660147 &
O/M0959602. 1x1937 $5.00-VG. Creased and dirty from handling.
Serial # E/S2434374. 1x1954 $2.00-EF. Serial #B/G7006563 with
Bouey and Rasminsky signature. 1x1967 $1.00-Unc emblem type
with no serial number.. ........................................................$45.00

952. Canada $1.00 1954 Bank of Canada Error/Devil Face Fine Devil’s
face variety, as well an error note. Face of the note has blue color-
ing like the 1937 issue $5.00 and back is green like the 1954. Serial
# F/A 5660463. Fine,bit dirty from being handled. Coyne/Towers
Cat.#BC-29a........................................................................$25.00

953. Canada $1.00 1954 Bank of Canada Low Serial # Fine Low serial #,
Fine grade w/wrinkles & decent corners. Red serial # U/F 0000076.
Sign:Bouey/Rasminsky. .........................................................$65.00

954. Canada $1.00 1954 Bank of Canada Radar AU+ Choice AU Radar note
with Serial Number E/I 2262622. Signature: Lawson/Bouey........$100.00

955. Canada $1.00 1954 Bank of Canada 10 Sequential Unc Crisp fresh
and nicely centred uncirculated with slight ripple. 10 sequential.
Serial numbers: V/O 8548003 - V/O 8548012. Beattie/Rasminsky.
Cat.BC-37b. ......................................................................$100.00

956. Canada $1.00 & $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada Devil’s Face EF+ 2
notes: crisp and fresh. $1.00-EF+, very light stain on the border with
mint corners and no folds, a few wrinkles.Serial number
B/A6513817. $2.00-EF, fold & light crease.Serial number
A/B1574551. Coyne/Towers. Cat.BC-29a & 30a. ...............$120.00

957. Canada $1.00 1954 Bank of Canada VF/Unc 8 notes:nice and
bright,crisp VF/Unc. Serial numbers C/L6638104-EF,folds.
D/L5035553-EF, folds with a corner crease. Y/A3614328-AU,light
centre crease. FN1467892-Unc. 4 sequence W/L1982773-
W/L1982776 EF with corner fold and vertical crease.
Beattie/Coyne.. ....................................................................$45.00
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958. Canada $1.00 1954 Bank of Canada EF/AU 15 notes: 5 crisp nicely
centred AU; 6-EF,light creases; 4-EF+, 2 sequential pairs (serial num-
bers C/F 6274282 & 6274283, C/F 6274278 & 6274279) crisp fresh
notes. All are Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat.BC-37b.......................$60.00

959. Canada $1.00 1954 Bank of Canada Radar/Low Serial # F/VF 2
notes: Low Serial # M/N0000736- F/VF. Radar note-VF, light dirt top
border. Folds and corner nudges. Serial number L/O 5577755.
Beattie/Rasminsky. .............................................................$115.00

960. Canada $1.00 1954 Bank of Canada 5 Sequential Unc 5 crisp uncirculat-
ed sequential notes. Bright nicely centred, slight mishandling with count-
ing crease (1 with edge catch) Serial numbers:T/O 5900820 -T/O 5900824
Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat.BC-37b. ...............................................$50.00

961. Canada *$1.00 1954 Bank of Canada Asterisk Unc Sealed in a clear
hard plastic. Crisp fresh uncirculated asterisk note,slightly offcut.
Serial number with scarce prefix *A/M0000507. Beattie/Rasminky
signatures. Cat. # BC-37bA-i. ............................................$450.00

962. Canada *$1.00 1954 Bank of Canada Asterisk/Sequence Au/Unc
“Sequential asterisk pair- AU/Unc. Well centred, slight mishandling
with couple of small ripples. Serial numbers *S/O 0345228 and
*S/O 00345229. Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat.BC-37bA. ............$100.00

963. Canada *$1.00 1954 Bank of Canada Asterisk AU Nice bright aster-
isk-crisp Au,slight corner nudge and counting crease. Serial number
*A/A0061566. Beattie/Coyne. Cat.BC-37aA........................$50.00

964. Canada *$1.00 1954 Bank of Canada 10 misc. Asterisk VG/EF Ten
asterisk notes, mostly crisp & fresh in VG-EF grade. Asterisk prefix
letters: *A/F; *A/Y; *B/M & *O/Y. Signatures: Beattie/Rasminsky.
...........................................................................................$65.00

965. Canada *$1.00 1954 Bank of Canada Asterisk EF/Unc 8 asterisk
notes: 3-unc.one has a very slight corner nudge.Serial numbers as
follows: *B/M1761631; *B/M2141322 and *B/M2470170. 3-
EF/AU, light folds with AU note having a paper press.
*B/M0901804; *B/M1069618 & *B/M2365297. Sequential -
EF,crease *A/Y02908. ........................................................$100.00

966. Canada *$1.00 1954 Bank of Canada Asterisk VG/VF 20 asterisk
notes-VG/VF. Average circulated grade with folds, lightly dirty from
handling,no tears(1 with stain on the back, 1 with minor edge nick).
Prefix letters are: *A/A, *A/Y, *B/M,*H/Y and *S/O.
Beattie/Rasminsky. ...............................................................$85.00

967. Canada $1.00 1954 Bank of Canada Cutting Error Unc Cutting
error out of register, with color bar. Nice fresh note in unc grade.
Folding crease done at printing. Serial number D/Y 3873799 with
Beattie/Rasminsky signatures.Cat.#BC-37b. .......................$350.00

968. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada Million number AU Choice
AU,crisp & slight offcut. Minor corner wrinkle Serial # M/B
6000000. Beattie/Coyne signature.....................................$350.00

969. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada Million number EF/AU Very nice crisp
EF/AU. Bright coloring, slight offcut and minor mishandling. Serial # F/R
7000000. Signatures: Beattie/Rasminsky. ................................$350.00

970. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada Devil’s Face VF/EF 2 devil’s face
VF/EF $2.00’s. VF has good color with some tatter &
nick,top.Pinholes & some folds. Serial # D/B 6278382. EF-
bright,crisp w/small pinholes, bottom. Serial # D/B 6870223.
Coyne/Towers. Cat. # BC-30a. ...........................................$110.00

971. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada Low Serial # Fine Well centred
low serial # X/R 0000053. Decent Fine, lightly dirty with folds.
Signatures:Beattie/Rasminsky. ............................................$100.00

972. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada Low Serial # VF+ Nice fresh
looking VF+, low serial # X/R 0000135. Well centred, with creases.
Beattie/Rasminsky signature.................................................$75.00

973. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada 21 sequential Unc
“Consecutive run, 21 crisp uncs. Fresh,ever slight mishandling (kept
in a book). Light ink smudge on the borders. Nice even centering.
Serial #: H/U 3800974 - H/U 3800994. Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat.#BC-
38b. ..................................................................................$250.00

974. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada AU/UNC 4 bright crisp well
centered notes (1 laminated in plastic). Nice corners, light ink
smudging on the borders. Serial numbers:H/U3800968;
H/U3800970; K/R7183771 & K/R7183472. Beattie/Rasminsky. #BC-
38b. ....................................................................................$50.00

975. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada F/EF 15 notes: F/VF grade. Mostly
well centred, good fresh color and no tears. Beattie/Coyne signatures with
Prefix letters: K,M,S,V,X,& Z /B. Cat#BC-38a. Prefix letters: V/R; P,H,M
/U;N,D,R/U. Beattie/Rasminsky #BC-38b....................................$85.00

976. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada VF/EF 7 bright mostly crisp
VF/EF notes with creases and folds. Serial numbers K/B
8645440(has 2 small holes from a staple); O/B 0337172; S/B
1740724; U/B 9885786; V/B 8286043; X/B 1901404 & X/B
2114502. Signatures: Beattie/Coyne. Cat.#38a....................$75.00

977. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada Unc 7 crisp unc.$2.00 notes. Serial
#’s B/G 0890803; B/G 0883293 (corner push & counting crease) G/G
7505669 & H/G 6887800,N/G 3577995, R/G 0436383 & 0436384.
Lawson/Bouey and Bouey/Rasminsky. Cat.BC-38c&d. ...............$105.00

978. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada EF/AU 7 notes,fresh mostly
crisp (washed). Serial numbers: C/G 1911284; C/G 6249361; G/G
3395623; H/G 6837654; K/G 4141791 & O/G 5799623, T/B
5476166. Beattie/Coyne; Bouey/Rasminsky & Lawson/Bouey. Cat.
#BC-38a,c,d. .......................................................................$55.00

979. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada VG/F 28 miscellaneous VG/F
notes. Well circulated, dirty from handling, some with light stains or
edge tatter. No rips or tears in the notes. Beattie/Coyne signatures.
Cat. BC-38a.......................................................................$140.00

980. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada Devil’s Face VF 3 Devil’s Face
notes-nice VF. Coloring on 1 note is more coral/brown tint, light
stains and nicely centred. Other 2 are crisp and bright,offcut. No
tears. Serial numbers:E/B 3040640; E/B 5949315 & H/B 9068461.
Beattie/Coyne. Cat.BC-30b. .................................................$75.00

981. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada Devil’s Face VG 4 devil’s face - VG,
well circulated and dirty from handling.Creases,folds and one with tape
to repair a tear. Serial numbers: A/B 0139150; A/B 6702366; B/B 8771691
& C/B 1654396. Coyne/Tower. Cat.BC-30a. ..............................$60.00

982. Canada $2.00 1954 Bank of Canada Devil’s Face VG/F 10 Devil’s
Face-VG/F with heavy folds. Well circulated, some faded, others
dirty from handling(1 note has a minor edge nick at right). Prefix let-
ters: D/B; E/B; F/B & I/B. Beattie/Coyne. Cat.BC-30b...........$140.00

983. Canada *$2.00 1954 Bank of Canada EF/AU 2 Asterisk notes. EF
note is fresh and still somewhat crisp with corner crease and centre
fold. Serial number *K/G 0318279. AU is crisp,bright, with slight
crease and minor corner nudge. # *K/G 0383101. Lawson/Bouey
Cat.BC-38dA. ......................................................................$65.00

984. Canada $5.00 1954 Bank of Canada Unc 2 notes- crisp unc with
really nice corner and both are slightly offcut. Serial number H/X
3770169 and U/X 9175931(touch tacky from being in an old PVC
holder, serial number has seeped a bit) Beattie/Rasminsky and
Bouey/Rasminsky. Cat.BC-39b,c. ..........................................$70.00

985. Canada $5.00 1954 Bank of Canada Unc 2 crisp unc notes. 1 choice well
centred, Serial number U/C 4440940. The other equally nice with slight
ink smudge on back bottom border, Serial number L/C 1602003.
Signatures: Beattie/Coyne. Cat.BC-39a. ..................................$115.00

986. Canada $5.00 1954 Bank of Canada EF 8 miscellaneous notes,
fresh and mostly crisp. Couple slightly offcut. 1 has light stain at the
bottom and two notes from old PVC holders are a bit tacky with
serial numbers seeped. Prefix letters: K,H,S,T & U/X,I/S & T/S.
Bouey/Rasminsky&Beattie/Rasminsky....................................$95.00
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987. Canada $5.00 1954 Bank of Canada Devil’s Face AU Very nice AU-
bright crisp devil’s face, vertical crease at left. Great corners. Serial
number D/C 6043434. Beattie/Coyne. Cat.BC-31b............$150.00

988. Canada *$5.00 1954 Bank of Canada Asterisk VF Asterisk-VF, well cen-
tred and bright. Bit tacky from being in an old holder,serial number * N/S
0229079 seeped. Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat BC-39bA. .................$110.00

989. Canada *$5.00 1954 Bank of Canada Asterisk VF 3 asterisk notes-
VF, fresh and well centred(one note with a slight edge nick). Serial
numbers: *R/C 0136549; *S/S 0322300 and *V/S 0127271.
Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat.BC-39bA. .........................................$55.00

990. Canada *$5.00 1954 Bank of Canada Asterisk AU Crisp fresh asterisk- AU
with minor mishandling top edge and minor corner nudges. Serial num-
ber *S/S 0064453. Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat.BC-39bA...................$80.00

991. Canada *$5.00 1954 Bank of Canada Asterisk Pair AU Pair of
sequential asterisk notes,sharp crisp AU condition. Serial numbers:
*R/C 0018254 and *R/C 0018255. Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat.BC-
39bA. ................................................................................$150.00

992. Canada $10.00 1954 Bank of Canada 3 sequential AU/Unc 3
sequential,nice crisp AU/Unc.Bank bundle counting crease and cor-
ner nudge. Serial numbers:T/D 6224703 - T/D 6224705.
Beattie/Coyne. Cat.BC-40a. ...............................................$135.00

993. Canada $10.00 1954 Bank of Canada AU Two crisp,fresh AU ten
dollar notes. Slightly offcut. Serial #s:L/V 2978323 & S/V 3722333.
Signatures: Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat.#BC-40b. .......................$50.00

994. Canada $10.00 1954 Bank of Canada EF 5 nice EF notes,fresh and
mostly crisp with light folds. Serial numbers:C/V 7267118; R/T
3247715 & R/T 2334986, T/D 5867203 and V/D 2228971.
Beattie/Rasminsky and Beattie/Coyne. Cat.BC-40a,b............$80.00

995. Canada $10.00 1954 Bank of Canada 3 piece Devil Face F/VF
“Group of 3 Devil’s face notes,Coyne-Tower signature variety. 1
note is a nice VF and the other 2 pieces are F/VF. One note has a
light pencil marking in front of the Queen’s face and is centered
low. .......................................................................................85.00

996. Canada $20.00 1954 Bank of Canada VG Well circulated noted, many
folds and creases. Light pencil marking on the face, left. Somewhat dirty
from being handled. Serial number F/E 7777777 (seven lucky sevens).
Beattie/Coyne signature. Cat.#BC-41a....................................$325.00

997. Canada *$10.00 1954 Bank of Canada Choice AU Crisp well centred and
bright asterisk note in choice AU grade. Serial number asterisk
*A/D0019214 with Beattie Coyne signature. Cat.BC-40aA. ......$400.00

998. Canada *$10.00 1954 Bank of Canada AU Bright crisp AU asterisk. Well
centred with minor corner nudge and light vertical crease. Serial number
*B/D 0007387. Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat.BC-40bA. ......................$60.00

999. Canada *$10.00 1954 Bank of Canada VF/EF Sequential pair of
asterisk notes with nice bright color. Crisp and well centred. Serial
numbers *B/D 0658427 & 0658428. Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat.BC-
40bA. ..................................................................................$50.00

1000. Canada *$20.00 1954 Bank of Canada AU Modified portrait
asterisk $20.00 in AU grade. Serial # *V/E0215649 with
Beattie/Rasminsky signatures. Good coloring, fresh note.
Cat.#BC-41bA. ............................................................$1,500.00

1001. Canada $100.00 1954 Bank of Canada Unc Very nice fresh
note,crisp uncirculated & slightly offcut at right border. Serial #
A/J7159766, Beattie/Coyne signature. Cat. #BC-43a. .....$350.00

1002. Canada $1,000.00 1954 Bank of Canada Devil’s Face EF Devil’s
Face $1000.00 note in EF. Minor pen mark on the front border
and slightest bit of dirt from handling. Corner pushes. Solid col-
oring. Cat#BC36..........................................................$4,000.00

1003. Canada & USA Silver Cert/*$1/*$2 1954-86 Bank of Canada
VG/AU “19 notes: 2 USA Silver Certificates-F/EF; 2 USA $1.00-
VG; 2x1954 $1.00-Fine; 2x1954*$2.00- F/VF,1 with stain and 1
with writing; 7x1967 Centennial $1.00’s-VG/Unc,no serial num-
bers and asterisk notes; 1973 $1.00 -EF/AU; 3x1986 $2.00-F/AU
with 3 letter prefix ARG, ARL and EGP. .............................$65.00

1004. Canada $1.00 1967 Centennial Bank of Canada VG+/Unc 28
commemorative Centennial notes-VG+/Unc. Mostly fresh crisp
and evenly centred(1 with very slight border nick). Emblem and
serial number variety with prefix letters:F/P,G/P,H/P,I/P,J/P,K/P & M/P.
Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat.BC-45b-i. ....................................$160.00

1005. Canada $1.00 1967 Centennial Bank of Canada No serial num-
ber EF/AU 20 commemorative 1867-1967 Centennial notes. Fresh
and crisp with light centre fold. No serial number.
Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat. #BC-45a. .....................................$60.00
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1006. Canada $1.00 1967 Centennial Bank of Canada Serial Number
Unc 9 unc notes: 5 consecutive serial # G/P 2934485 - G/P
2934489; 2 sequential pairs serial # F/P 8570158 & 8570159 and
G/P 5065205 & 5065206. Signatures: Beattie/Rasminsky.
Cat.#BC-45b-i...................................................................$65.00

1007. Canada $1.00 1967 Centennial Bank of Canada Serial Number
VF/Unc 21 miscellaneous prefix-VF/Unc. Centennial issue, com-
memoratives, mostly crisp and fresh with some sequential serial
numbers. Prefix letters: M/O,N/O, O/O, P/O, R/O & S/O.
Beattie/Rasminsky. Cat.BC-45b. ......................................$150.00

1008. Canada $1.00 1967 Centennial Bank of Canada No serial num-
ber Unc “25 crisp Unc notes:Centennial commemorative 1867-
1967 emblem design, no serial number variety. Beattie/Rasminsky
signature. Cat.#BC-45a. .................................................$125.00

1009. Canada *$1.00 1967 Centennial Bank of Canada Asterisk F/Unc
4 Centennial commemorative asterisk notes; *B/M 1516324- nice
crisp unc;*N/O 0127173 - VF+,fresh with folds; *N/O 0074941-
VF and *N/O 0063539-Fine. Beattie/Rasminsky. ................$75.00

1010. Canada *$10 & $20 1969/71 Bank of Canada Asterisk VF/AU
“*$10,crisp fresh-EF/AU nicely centred and mint corners. Centre
fold. Serial number *TG1212209. Lawson/Bouey. Cat.BC-49cA.
*$20 crisp VF/EF-fresh multicolor, mint corners and folds. Serial
number *WF3510045. Lawson/Bouey. Cat.BC-50bA. .....$165.00

1011. Canada $10.00 1971 Bank of Canada Unc Bright multi-color crisp unc.
Serial # ETF 7266203, Crow/Bouey signature. Cat. #BC-49d. ...$45.00

1012. Canada $10.00 1971 Bank of Canada Sequential Pair Unc
Sequential pair-Unc. Nicely centred and light counting crease.
Serial numbers: VT 2155256 & 2155257. Lawson/Bouey.
Cat.#BC-49c. ..................................................................$100.00

1014. Canada $5.00 1972 Bank of Canada Sequential Pair Unc Sequential
pair-fresh crisp unc with slight counting crease. Serial numbers: ST
5104783 & 5104784. Lawson/Bouey Cat.BC-48b.....................$80.00

1015. Canada $5.00 1972 Bank of Canada EF/Unc 4 notes. Serial num-
ber SV 5641333 - Unc light counting crease. ST 5104969 -AU
light mishandling minor corner fold;CU 6201922 -AU counting
crease & corner nudge CZ 1376092 - EF with folds. Lawson/Bouey
Cat.BC-48b.......................................................................$90.00

1016. Canada $5.00 1972 Bank of Canada Unc 2 crisp unc notes.
Multicolor hues,serial numbers CA 5328203 (slight counting
crease) & CK 3632112. Bouey/Rasminsky Cat.BC-48a. ...$100.00

1017. Canada $5.00 1972 Bank of Canada EF/AU Sequential pair -
EF/AU with corner push and light wrinkle. Serial numbers CK
6872361 & 6872362. Bouey/Rasminsky. Cat.BC-48a. .......$50.00

1018. Canada *$5.00 1972 Bank of Canada Asterisk Unc Mint asterisk
note, multicolor. Serial number *CA 2958332. Bouey/Rasminsky
Cat.BC-48aA. .................................................................$100.00

1019. Canada *$1,*2 & *$5 1972-74 Bank of Canada Asterisk VG/Unc
7 asterisk notes: 1973 *$1.00-Fine serial number *AN2803943,
*FG3357871-VG; *FG 3127490-EF; *FG3447703-Unc; 2 x 1974
*$2.00’s -Fine serial numbers *BA 0444254 & 0464220. 1x1972
*$5.00- F/VF *CU3015570. Lawson/Bouey signatures. ...$100.00

1020. Canada $5.00 1972 & 1979 Bank of Canada Match Serial # Pair
Au-Unc “2 notes, fresh crisp AU-Unc 1972 & 1979 Match Serial
# Pair. Very same design of the notes however the 1972 issue has
the serial number with prefix (# CA0000519)on the face of the
note, Bouey/Rasminsky signatures. 1979 issue has serial number,
no prefix (30000000519) on the back of the note, Lawson/Bouey
signature. Both notes have identical heavier diagonal counting
creases at left and right side.. .........................................$150.00

Lot # Description Est. Lot # Description Est.

1013. Canada $5.00 1972 Bank of Canada $5.00 Errors/Cut/Fold Pair of five dollar
errors. Fold and cutting error as well as “cut out of the register” error
showing the “color bar” on one note at the bottom, misalignment and
date with alignment marks on the second note. Ink writing on the face of
both notes. Serial numbers one number apart as follows: SU5392205 and
SU5393205. One note is crisp uncirculated and the second EF/AU mostly at
the crease and color bar from handling......................................... $1,250.00



1021. Canada $5.00 1972 & 1979 Bank of Canada Match Serial # Pair Au-
Unc “A pair of fresh crisp AU-Unc 1972 & 1979 Match Serial # notes.
Identical to the previous listed pair following with consecutive serial
numbers. Very same design on the notes however the 1972 issue has
the serial number with prefix (# CA0000520)on the face of the note,
Bouey/Rasminsky signatures. 1979 issue has serial number, no prefix
(30000000520) on the back of the note, Lawson/Bouey signature. Both
notes have identical heavier diagonal counting creases at left and right
side. .......................................................................................$150.00

1022. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada Mismatched Serial # Unc
Mismatched Serial Number $1.00 note, crisp unc with counting
crease at left. Red serial number BAC3522684 left & blue serial
number BAC3222684,right. Crow/Bouey. .......................$400.00

1023. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada Replacements EF/Unc 4
replacement notes: AAX 3601989-EF light centre fold; AAX
4205611-EF light fold with creases; BAX 1490242-Unc.slight rip-
ple; EAX 2123867-Unc.slight mishandling. Crow/Bouey. CatBC-
46bA. ...............................................................................$55.00

1024. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada Unc 25 crisp unc.
Crow/Bouey 3 letter prefix variety. Ten consecutive Serial # AMP
0297850 - AMP 0297859; Six sets of 2 sequential, prefixes AMZ,
AMU, AMY, AMW; and 1 set 3 sequential #AMZ 0156170-AMX
0156172. Cat.#BC-46b. .................................................$100.00

1025. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada 32 notes Unc 32 crisp unc notes:
4 sets with 3 consecutive serial numbers; 4 sets with 2 sequential pairs
and 12 miscellaneous. Lawson/Bouey. .................................$160.00

1026. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada 24 pieces Unc 24 notes-crisp
unc. 3 letter prefix variety. 10 sequential serial number
BAG1858290-BAG1858299 and 2 sets with 7sequential # BCE
8711041-BCE 8711047 & BFD 0719807-BFD 0719813.
Crow/Bouey Cat.BC-46b.................................................$100.00

1027. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada 28 pieces Unc 28 crisp unc
notes: 7 sets of 4 consecutive serial numbers.3 letter
prefixes:AMY,BAH,BCC,EAW & ECH. Crow/Bouey Cat.BC-46b.
.......................................................................................$110.00

1028. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada 75 notes Unc Originating
from a bank 75 crisp unc; 25 sets of 3 sequential serial numbers
with 3 letter prefix: AMD, ALR, AMR,BAA,BAL,BCC,BCK,BCL,
BCZ...etc. Crow/Bouey Cat.BC-46b.................................$300.00

1029. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada 52 notes Unc 52 crisp unc.
26 sets, 2 sequential serial numbers with 3 letter prefix variety:
AMG,BAA, ALT, ALR, BCB, BAK, BCN, EAT, BCE. Crow/Bouey
Cat.BC-46b.....................................................................$210.00

1030. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada 16 pieces Unc Crisp unc, 4 sets
with 4 sequential 3 letter prefix . Serial numbers:ALR 9204731-
9204734; AMD 7872416 - 7872419 (last note very slight left corner
nudge); AMS 0164516-0164519 & BCK 4136105-4136108 (counting
crease). Crow/Bouey Cat.BC-46b. .............................................$65.00

1031. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada 48 sequential Unc Original
group 48 crisp unc. Serial number BFK 0950142 - BFK 0950199.
Crow/Bouey Cat.BC46b..................................................$190.00

1032. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada 50 sequential Unc 50 origi-
nal sequential uncirculated notes. Serial numbers: AMH 5088100
- AMH 5088149.Crow/Bouey Cat.BC-46b. .....................$200.00

1033. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada 20 sequential Unc 20 crisp
unc,sequential serial numbers: EAW 8670971 - 8670990.
Crow/Bouey. Cat.BC-46b. .................................................$80.00

1034. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada 50 consecutive Unc Original bank
group,crisp mint condition. 50 consecutive serial number BAB 6378050
-BAB 6378099 (last couple of notes with slight edge push from the
sleeve). Crow/Bouey Cat.BC-46b.........................................$200.00

1035. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada 49 sequential Unc 49
sequential serial number BAF4529950-BAF4529998, crisp
unc.Crow/Bouey Cat.BC-46b. .........................................$195.00

1036. Canada $1.00 1973 Bank of Canada 105 miscellaneous Unc
“Original bank group; 105 miscellaneous crisp unc notes. Various
3 letter prefixes ie: AFN,EAZ,BFJ,BFF, ECA,BCN, BAV...etc.
Crow/Bouey. Cat.BC-46b. ...............................................$420.00

1037. Canada *$1.00 1973 Bank of Canada Asterisk Unc Mint asterisk
$1.00. Serial number *GY5724831, crisp unc.Lawson/Bouey
Cat.BC-46aA. .................................................................$150.00

1038. Canada $1.00 Uncut Sheet 1973 Bank of Canada AU From the
first official public sale of uncut sheets. 40 notes, format of 5
across x 8 deep. Printed by the British American Bank Note
Company “BFD” prefix and Crow/Bouey signature. Slight mis-
handling on the edge borders from being rolled.............$250.00

1039. Canada $1.00 Uncut Sheet 1973 Bank of Canada AU+ From the
first official public sale of uncut sheets. Printed by British
American Bank Note Company, 40 notes, format of 5 across x 8
deep. Crow/Bouey signature with 3 letter “BFD” prefix (1slight
edge nick top). ...............................................................$275.00

1040. Canada $1,$2 & $5 1973,74 & 1985 Bank of Canada Unc 7 mint
notes,crisp unc: 3 x 1973 $1.00 sequential serial numbers ACY
3046677- ACY 3046679 Lawson/Bouey. Cat.BC-46a-i. 3x1974
$2.00 sequential serial numbers BZ 2415897-BZ 2415899
Lawson/Bouey. Cat.BC47a-i. 1986 $5.00 Serial number
ENA1825400 Crow/Bouey. C. .........................................$100.00

1041. Canada $2.00 1974 Bank of Canada Unc Bright crisp unc. 4 notes;
Sequential pair serial number AGU 9670953-AGU 967054, AGK
7739366 and ARA 2574193.Crow/Bouey Cat. #BC-47b..........$55.00

1042. Canada $2.00 1974 Bank of Canada Radar Unc Well centred mul-
ticolor Radar note. Crisp unc, Serial number ABT 6703076.
Lawson/Bouey...................................................................$50.00

1043. Canada $2.00 1974 Bank of Canada Unc 6 miscellaneous
unc.notes. Serial numbers; UD 1276324, UD 1223848, BJ
9435270, BC 2807190, BB 4047516 & BA 3030952.
Lawson/Bouey Cat.BC-47a................................................$95.00

1044. Canada $2.00 1974 Bank of Canada 7 consecutive Unc 7consec-
utive crisp unc. Serial number UD 1223800 - UD 1223806.
Lawson/Bouey Cat.BC-47a..............................................$110.00

1045. Canada *$2.00 1974 Bank of Canada Replacements Unc 3 very
nice crisp unc.replacement notes. Multicolor, asterisk serial num-
bers: *BA 0745920 (very light corner nudge);*BA 0751972 and
*RE 6855792. Lawson/Bouey. Cat. #BC-47aA. ...............$160.00

1046. Canada $50.00 1975 Bank of Canada VF+ RCMP Musical Ride-
VF+. Red multicolor,diagonal creases left & right, corner nudges
and a couple of minor pinholes. Serial number EHC7938092.
Lawson/ Bouey. Cat.BC-51a-i. ...........................................$80.00

1047. Canada *$50.00 1975 Bank of Canada Asterisk AU Very popular issue
with the special design of the RCMP Musical Ride. Fresh color, crisp AU
with sharp counting crease and slight offcut. Asterisk serial #
*HB3277157. Lawson/Bouey. Cat.BC-51aA. ........................$750.00
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1048. Canada $5.00 1979 Bank of Canada Replacement VF/EF
Replacement note: mostly crisp and fresh with light folds. Corner
nudges. Serial number 31001507380(back) Lawson/Bouey,
Cat.BC-53aA. .................................................................$100.00

1049. Canada $20.00 1979 Bank of Canada Unc 3 multi-color notes,
crisp unc. Serial #’s 56369233320 and 56370648571. BC-54b-i.
Serial # 56503175475. BC-54c-i.................................... $200.00

1050. Canada $20.00 1979 Bank of Canada Unc Crisp uncirculated
multicolor note. Serial number on the back #50194721432.
Lawson-Bouey signature. Cat. #BC54a. ..........................$110.00

1051. Canada $20.00 1979 Bank of Canada Unc Crisp uncirculated,
Crow-Bouey signature with black serial number 50764470647 on
back. ..............................................................................$110.00

1052. Canada $2.00 1986 Bank of Canada BBX AU/Unc “3 “BBX”
Small B notes-mostly crisp unc (slight mishandling,counting
crease). Thiessen/Crow Cat.BC-55bA. ...............................$45.00

1053. Canada $2.00 1986 Bank of Canada Radar Unc Mint condition radar
note, Serial # CBI 5511155. Bonin/Thiessen signature. ............$75.00

1054. Canada $2.00 1986 Bank of Canada Unc 9 crisp unc.
Miscellaneous prefixes; EGN, EGM, CBE, CBA, BUV, BBB, BGD
(counting crease), BBK & BBR. Thiessen/Crow signature. Cat.BC-
55b. .................................................................................$90.00

1055. Canada $2.00 1986 Bank of Canada Unc 4 unc notes, miscella-
neous 3 letter prefix. Serial numbers; ARP 1345806; ARV
3101783; ARV 7715108 & ARZ 7636063.Crow/Bouey Cat.BC-
55a...................................................................................$50.00

1056. Canada $2.00 1986 Bank of Canada consecutive Unc The Bird
series. 12 crisp mint, consecutive serial numbers EGN 1603483 -
EGN 1603494. Thiessen/Crow Cat.BC-55b-i. ....................$95.00

1057. Canada $2.00 Uncut Sheet 1986 Bank of Canada Unc
Uncirculated “Bird Series” bank note sheet. Format of five notes
across x eight notes deep. 3 letter “CBJ” prefix with
Bonin/Thiessen signature. Dark terra cotta pastel colour in a rain-
bow pattern. Cat.BC-55c................................................$200.00

1058. Canada $5.00 1986 Bank of Canada VF Coloring is a bit faded.
Note has ceases, folds and some light wear. Black serial number
#ENX2597953 on the back. (note has been washed at some time)
Crow-Bouey signature. Cat.BC56aA-i. ..............................$75.00

1059. Canada $5.00 1986 Bank of Canada Unc 11 notes,crisp unc. 8
sequential Serial number GPK 1533611-GPK 1533618; 3 miscel-
laneous ANH 4402293, ANH 4402295 and GPK 4214148(very
slight border nudge).Cat.BC-56c,d..................................$115.00

1060. Canada $10.00 1989 Bank of Canada Unc 2 notes-crisp unc.
Serial number BDR 49007223 Bonin/Thiessen and BEG 7303948
Knight/Thiessen. Cat.BC-57b,c..........................................$50.00

1061. Canada $20.00 1991 Bank of Canada 5 consecutive Unc Set of 5
consecutive-mint condition. Serial numbers AWC 7905090-AWC
7905094.Knight/Thiessen. Cat.BC-58c............................$300.00

1062. Canada $20.00 1991 Bank of Canada Error Unc Crisp uncirculat-
ed error note with offset printing both shifted to the left and
down leaving a halo effect behind the Queen’s head. Serial
#EWB9446506 with signature Knight-Dodge. ................$450.00

1063. Canada 25c-$10.00 Miscellaneous Paper Money Album
Good/Unc A collection of approximately 30 pieces, mostly
Canadian: 2 x1870 Shinplasters-G/Fine(1 piece has a tear, pin-
holes); 6x 1900 Shinplasters-average VG, Boville; 3 x 1900
Shinplasters-VG/VF couple of stains, bit dirty and each signature
type Saunders, Courtney and Boville; 1917 $1.00-Fine with
stains,couple of tears & folds, Serial # M-389296; 3x1923
Shinplasters-VG/VF some stains, tatter and writing; 1937,1967
and 1973 $1.00’s-VG/Unc; 1971 $10.00-EF; 1986 $2.00’s and
$5.00 - EF/Unc and including some foreign bank notes. No
Return. ...........................................................................$400.00

1064. Canada Coupons Miscellaneous Canadian Tire Cash VF/Unc Over
50 pieces in total;mostly Au/Unc with a few in VF/EF. Mix of 5 cent
thru $1.00, various dates & signatures along with special edition
‘ 75 Years ‘ . No return. ....................................................$65.00

1065. Canadian/ USA Paper Money Miscellaneous Repros.Bank/
Play/Games 65 pieces; miscellaneous early date US & Canadian
paper money reproductions,Fun Play Money, Monopoly, other
game money and a group of Political Gag Money. Mostly unc con-
dition with some EF/Au. (No Return)...............................$125.00

1066. Bahamas $5 & $10 1968, 1974 EF-AU 2 piece lot: 1968 Bahamas $5.00
-EF/AU. Fresh color, nice solid note. Pic #29. 1974 Bahamas $10.00-
Choice AU, really nice note. Pic #38a. ................................... $300.00

1067. French Regime Merchant Bon 1761 VF Due to a shortage of cur-
rency within the French colony private individuals and merchants
issued manuscript promissory style notes or “merchant bons”.
Thus a merchant issued his creditor a note that was good for a
specified amount of hard currency. These bons are a two part
composite note. The first part consists of a promise to pay a spec-
ified dollar amount to the stated person (or to their order), dated
and signed by the issuer. The second part is a statement that pay-
ment has been made to the note holder and that the debt has
been acquitted. Very few of these French Regime merchant bons
have survived to the present day.................................... $650.00

1068. Hudson Bay 1820 5 Shillings From a hoard uncovered during the 1920’s
at York Factory. The five shilling note illustrated is from one of these
books. It is counter-signed by Governor Wm. Williams and Accountant
John Spencer, unissued, the stub is still attached. Note is uncirculated
and in fresh condition. Displayed in a clear specially designed custom
Capital Plastics board. Note #344. ...................................$1,000.00

1069. Jamaica 5/10 Shilling&1PD 1960 Choice AU/Unc 3 piece group: 1960
date (1964 issue, Brown signature #4) All three notes are choice with
fresh color and well centred. Pic# 51ad, 51be, 51ce...............$450.00
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1070. New Brunswick $5.00 1873 Jewett and Pitcher, St. John  Abt.VF
“Merchant Scrip, Jewett & Pitcher-Bankers, Boston. For St. John,
New Brunswick branch dated Dec.1,1873. Note is fully signed,
#265 with a fully engraved back and punch cancelled when
redeemed. This note is a nice VF to VF+ and very clean for the
grade. These notes generally come in Good-VG+, dirty, raggy and
having tape repairs are not uncommon. This note is excellent for
the issue and rare this nice. Great lumber cutting vignette on
front.. .............................................................................$375.00

1071. New Brunswick $5.00 1873 Jewett and Pitcher, St. John VF+ Choice
Merchant Scrip, Jewett & Pitcher, Lumber Merchants, Boston. For
St.John, New Brunswick branch dated Dec.1,1873. Note is fully signed,
#2045 with fully engraved back and uncancelled. Nice VF+ and very
clean for the grade. Most of these notes come in Good/VG+ grade,
generally somewhat dirty and raggy with tape repairs not uncommon.
Excellent note for the issue and rare this nice. Great lumber cutting
vignette on front...............................................................$850.00

Lot # Description Est. Lot # Description Est.

1073. New Brunswick One Dollar 1875 Jewett and Pitcher, St. John EF-AU Unbelievable
Merchant Scrip Jewett&Pitcher $1 Lumber Merchants, Boston for their St. John, New
Brunswick branch April 1, 1875. Fully signed #442, partially engraved date. Plain
back and Uncancelled. This note is in an unbelievable state of preservation having
only one thin centre fold! Note is clean, bright white and totally unmolested. It also
come with a separate engraved die vignette of the deer, at left. These notes usually
come punch cancelled, well worn Good/VG+ condition, dirty, raggy; and tape repairs
are not uncommon. This note was definitely saved as a presentation item. Extremely
Rare this nice. .....................................................................................................$1,500.00



1072. New Brunswick One Dollar 1839 Campobello Mill & Manufc. Co.
VF Excessively Rare Merchant Scrip Campobello Mill &
Manufacturing Company $1, 1839! Welshpool, Island of
Campobello. A classic New Brunswick Rarity! This is only the third
example we have ever seen in 20 years. Note is choice VF, and
very clean. Probably less than ten known of all three denomina-
tions. This issue has always been regarded as one of the true clas-
sic rarities of all Merchant notes. .................................$1,350.00

1074. New Brunswick Set 1876 5c, 10c, 25c, 50c, $1 & $5 F/VF Read,
Stevenson & Co.,Clifton, New Brunswick, March 1st, 1876. A group
of 6 pieces; 1 each as follows: Five Cents-Fine; Ten Cents-VG+;
Twenty Five Cents-Fine; Fifty Cents-VG+; One Dollar-Fine and Five
Dollars-Fine, rare high denomination. Previously unknown until a
small group turned up a couple of decades ago. There were cer-
tainly less than 10 notes of each in this group, and only 3 or 4 of
each of some denominations.. ......................................$1,900.00

1075. New Zealand $1.00 1967/68 Reserve Bank of New Zealand Unc 3
consecutive Reserve Bank of New Zealand $1.00 notes in crisp
Unc condition. Queen Elizabeth II at right. Black serial # IB 638718
- IB 638720. Brown on multi-color underprint. R.N. Fleming
Signature.Cat. #163a......................................................$180.00

Lot # Description Est. Lot # Description Est.

1077. Nova Scotia $5.00 1882 Pictou Bank AU-Unc Stunning Maritime Note, Rare! The Pictou Bank,
Nova Scotia, $5.00 CH#595-10-06R. Choice original AU-Unc, unsigned Remainder. I of only
three ever seen issued examples;one being in the National Currency Collection, another
Fair/AG - that recently sold for about $800 and this note. Believed to be the only 3 known
issued notes. All notes on this bank are extremely rare. Demand for these rare items is
unprecedented and the condition is essentially unimprovable. .................................$1,750.00



1076. Nova Scotia 5 Pound 1824 “J.D.Harris, Kentville” F/VF “Extremely
Rare Merchant Scrip, J.D. Harris, Kentville, Nova Scotia, Five
Pounds,1824. An early classic Nova Scotia Rarity! F-VF and prob-
lem free. As stated in the Charlton catalogue, these usually come
unsigned. That is an understatement. The one pictured in the
1980 catalogue is signed and probably resides in the Bank of
Canada Currency Collection. Other than that this is only the sec-
ond note to turn up in auction in over 30 years. This note could
be the finest offered, only the second one offered in many
decades and OF THE UTMOST RARITY. ........................$1,000.00

1078. Nova Scotia $5.00 1935 The Bank of Nova Scotia Unc Dated
January 2nd, 1935, Halifax, Nova Scotia. Choice original crisp
note, nicely centred and very pretty multi coloring. Mint corners.
Red serial number 493011..............................................$650.00

1079. Perth 30 Pence W & J Bell AU Merchant Scrip W.& J. Bell 30 Pence
- Upper Canada Half A Dollar, Perth. Nice AU note with plain
back. Blank date. Light bit of a corner crease bottom left. Due to
a shortage in the minting of coin for domestic use many private
merchants issued paper small change notes to help alleviate the
shortages. These circulated and were mostly redeemed up until
the mid 1840..................................................................$125.00

1080. Quebec 3 coppers 1772-73 George King VF Rare Merchant Scrip,
George King, Quebec, Lower Canada, 3 Coppers, 1772-73. VF-
unsigned remainder. Evidence of light mounting in two corners on the
back. This note with three other denominations offered is of the utmost
importance, utmost rarity and represents four of the six issued denom-
inations. This merchant issue is the first private merchant issue in
Canada. Issued at the time of the Boston Tea Party and predates any
other Canadian issue by 20 years........................................$800.00

1081. Quebec 15 coppers 1772-73 George King VF Rare Merchant Scrip,
George King, Quebec, Lower Canada, 15 Coppers, 1772-73. VF-
unsigned remainder. Evidence of light mounting in two corners on
the back. This note with three other denominations offered is of
utmost importance and the utmost rarity. It represents four of the
six issued denominations. One of the true classic rarities of all
Merchant notes. Issued at the time of the Boston Tea Party and pre-
dating any other Canadian issue by 20 years. ...................$700.00

Lot # Description Est.

1082. Quebec 20 coppers 1772-73 George
King VF Rare Merchant Scrip, George King,
Quebec, Lower Canada, 20 Coppers, 1772-
73. VF- unsigned remainder. Evidence of
light mounting in two corners on the back.
This note along with three other denomi-
nations offered is of utmost importance,
utmost rarity and represents four of the six
issued denominations. From the first pri-
vate merchant issue in Canada which was
at the time of the Boston Tea Party and pre-
dates any other Canadian issue by 20 years.
A true classic rarity!. .......................$900.00

1083. Quebec 24 coppers 1772-73 George King
VF Rare Merchant Scrip, George King,
Quebec, Lower Canada, 24 Coppers, 1772-73.
VF- unsigned remainder. Evidence of light
mounting in two corners on the back. This
note with the other three denominations
offered is of utmost importance, utmost rari-
ty and represents four of the six issued
denominations. A true classic rarity of all
Merchant notes. Issued at the time of the
Boston Tea Party predating any other
Canadian issue by 20 years. ...............$800.00
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1084. Quebec 12 Sous 1837 “W.U.Chaffers, St. Cesaire” AU Merchant
Scrip W.U. Chaffers, St. Cesaire, Q.C. 1837, 12 Sous, 6 Pence.
Printed on light thin paper note is a Choice AU, no number and
a plain back. Issued by private merchants these small change
notes circulated and helped to alleviate the shortage of coin
supply...........................................................................$150.00

1085. Quebec 1 Shilling 1837 “W.U.Chaffers, St. Cesaire” AU
Merchant Scrip W.U. Chaffers, St. Cesaire, Q.C. 1837, 24 Sous,
1 Shilling. Printed on very thin light paper. Note is AU with a cou-
ple of very minor edge nicks. It has no number and a plain back.
Slightly off centre. Issued by private merchants as small change
notes to help alleviate the coin supply shortage. Most of these
types of notes circulated and were redeemed up until the
1840’s. .........................................................................$180.00

1086. Russia 5 Kopeks 1918 East Siberia Unc Exchange Token, Issue of
1918 - East Siberia (Far East Provisional Government). Very small
size unc note, black w/gold underprint & double head eagle top
centre. Blank back.Cat.#S1241.......................................$50.00

1088. Trinidad & Tobago $1.00 1949 XF Very fresh, crisp note. Red
serial #94D22487. Dark blue on multicolor underprint. Note has
some folds. #5e..............................................................$85.00

1089. USA $5.00 1861 Confederate States F/VF Third issue dated
September 2, 1861. Cut and cancelled, engraved by J.T.
Paterson. Delicate paper, slight discoloration and light stain.
Folds and creases with a few minor edge nicks. Serial #180542
in red. Cat.#19. ..............................................................$65.00

1090. USA $20.00 1861 Confederate States Fine Third issue,
September 2, 1861 cut and cancelled note in nice fine condition
with red serial #44238. No design back, lightly dirty from han-
dling. Engraved by B. Duncan Cat.#30. ..........................$65.00

1091. USA $5.00 1862 Confederate States VF Cut & cancelled note.
Very thin pink paper. Fairly nice VF note with some creases, light-
ly dirty and pinholes. Blue ink mark at the top right on the front
of the note. Serial No. 105280. Blue ornate reverse. ......$55.00

1092. USA $10.00 1863 Confederate States VF Sixth issue, dated April
6,1863 cut and cancelled. Very thin delicate paper with light
border tatter and a couple of edge nicks. Slight dirty from han-
dling with couple of stains. Serial number 57190 with red ink
date stamp at top. Cat.#61. ...........................................$55.00

1093. USA 50 cent 1864 Confederate States AU/Unc Nice 50 cent frac-
tional currency on pink paper, plain back with serial number
92313. Very minor corner nudge and couple of pinholes. Cat
#65. ...............................................................................$60.00

1094. USA $5.00 1864 State of Alabama AU/Unc Very thin delicate
paper. Note has just the very slightest corner nudge. Serial
#15842. No design on the back. Cat.#AL-6. ................$100.00

1095. USA $10.00 1864 Confederate States AU/Unc 7th issue
February 17th,1864. Large size, pink and black in color with
design of field artillery. Note is miscut at the top with lower cor-
ner push. Plate E Serial # 82330. Cat #69 in Confederate States
Paper Money 10th Edition. .............................................$55.00

1096. USA 10 cent 1874 VG Fr. #1265. Some folds and creases. Lightly
stained and a bit dirty. Red seal with portrait of Meredith, left.
Green back.....................................................................$35.00

1097. USA $1.00 1899 Silver Certificates VG 2 Silver Certificates,por-
trait of Lincoln and Grant centre bottom with blue seal at right.
1note is VG with pinhole, light stain on back and small corner
tear. Serial number N83804848A . Other note is Fine,centre tear
and couple of border nicks with tape on the corners.Heavy folds
and Serial number R41111676A. Cat.# 49 & 51. .........$120.00

1098. USA $1.00 1899 Silver Certificate VG Nice large note, well cir-
culated with heavy folds and creases. Dirty from handling.
Portrait of Lincoln and Grant bottom centre, blue seal right with
serial number X6599892A. Speelman/White signatures.
Cat.#51. .........................................................................$60.00

1099. USA $1.00 1917 Fine Note has fresh color and a light pink stain
on the back. George Washington portrait,red seal and Serial
number N12052512A. Folds, vertical tear at top left and centre
bottom. Corners taped and clipped. Selman/White signature.
KL#27. .......................................................................... $55.00

1100. USA $2.00 1917 Fine Nice condition large size note. Portrait of
Thomas Jefferson, red seal with Speelman/White signature. No
tears or nicks just lightly dirty from handling. Serial number
D71933091A. KL#120....................................................$90.00

1101. USA $2.00 1917 VF Fresh, clean and still somewhat crisp. Large
note with portrait of Jefferson, red seal and Serial #
D70021571A. Nice VF condition, no nicks, tears or pinholes
however some folds and tape on the corners. Speelman/White.
KL#120. .......................................................................$120.00

1102. USA $1.00 1923 Silver Certificates Fine A pair of Silver
Certificates,lightly dirty from handling and a bit of stain. No
tears. One note has a bit of tatter at the top border. The other is
still fairly fresh color. Serial numbers B76304184E with
Woods/White signatures and N2512990B, Speelman/White.
Cat.52/53. ......................................................................$90.00
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1087. Trinidad $5.00 1939 Bank of Commerce AU
Stunning Canadian Bank of Commerce 1939 $5.00 issue
for Port of Spain, Trinidad. CH# 75-30-02FP, Face Proof.
Printed on thin banknote paper and mounted on card
as usual. The note is absolutely gorgeous, AU with
printing and colour as the issued note. Card has a fold
upper right corner with tip missing. The note itself is
pristine. The issued note is rare and seldom found in
better than Fine. All Proofs for the Caribbean issues are
rare. There are probably less than five known. .............
$1,200.00



1103. USA $1.00 1923 Silver Certificates Fine Large note, fresh color
with folds and creases. Light bit of dirt. Washington portrait at
centre, blue seal at left. Serial # M13631286B. Speelman/White
signatures. Cat. #52. ......................................................$50.00

1104. USA $1.00 1923 Silver Certificates Fine Nicely centred large size
note in Fine grade. Creases and folds. Dirty from handling.
Washington portrait at centre with blue seal left.
Speelman/White signatures. Serial number X92104606B.
Cat.#52. .........................................................................$50.00

1105. USA $20.00 1922 Gold Certificate aVF Nice fresh large size gold
certificate about VF grade with portrait of George Washington.
No nicks, tears or pinholes. Folds and very lightly dirty from han-
dling. Gold seal and serial number K70419542. Speelman/White
signature. KL#564. .......................................................$400.00

1106. USA $2.00 1928-76 7 piece lot VG-Unc Group of 7 notes: 1
each as follows 1928F-VG Serial #D47992288A; 1928G-VF
Serial #D98526583A; 1953A - VG Serial #A57621194A; 1953B-
VF Serial #A64107377; 1953C-VF #A78795449; 1963-EF #
*00101591A and 1976-Unc #B42459087A. ..................$60.00

1107. USA $5.00 1928-63 4 notes F/VF 4 notes all decent fine or bet-
ter. Folds and creases but no tears.1 x 1928c, 1928F, 1953A
Silver Certificate and 1963. ............................................$40.00

1108. USA $20.00 1929 VF Nice VF note with centre crease and fresh.
Brown seal at right, serial # F00863938A. Fr # 1802......$65.00

1109. USA $5.00 1934 Silver Certificates x 3 F/VF Group of 3 silver cer-
tificates; all decent with no tears. 1 Series 1934A- Fine and
paper discoloration from being handled. 2 x 1934B- one is a fine
and the other VF.............................................................$30.00

1110. USA $10.00 1934 Silver Certificates x 2 Fine 2 Silver Certificates
in fine grade. Average circulated wear. Fr #1702 & #1704.
......................................................................................$50.00

1111. USA $20.00 1950 Unc Fresh crisp unc, slightly miscut at the top
border. Serial number #70590302B. Priest/Anderson signature.
Fr.# 2061E. .....................................................................$75.00

1112. USA 50c/Silver Cert/$1 1875-1976 Miscellaneous Group
Miscellaneous 16 piece group:1875 50 cent-Fine offcut missing
right border with few light tears; 4 x 1935 Silver Certificates-
G/VF, 2x 1957B Silver Certificates-F/XF; 1963 & 1969 $1.00; 2 x
1953 $2.00-VG+/XF; 5 x 1976 Au/Unc $2.00’s (2 sequential).
Nice mix of dates, denomination & variety. No return.....$95.00

1113. World Collector Series Miscellaneous Banknotes Specimen Set
Collector Series, Specimen Set of banknotes of the World. Notes
are overprint specimens, maltese cross prefix. Large brown dis-
play binder with 65+ notes with certificate of authenticity
(should be viewed,no return)........................................$700.00

1114. World Foreign Miscellaneous aVG/AU Nice mixed group of
approximately 115+ miscellaneous foreign world banknotes (a
few duplicates), various denominations, dates & countries ie:
Belgium, Chile, England, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Korea, Malaya, Mexico, Netherlands, New
Zealand,Poland,Portugal, Singapore, Yugoslavia, etc. Notes
range from about VG condition to AU. No return. .......$325.00 

End of Sale
Thank You and Good Luck!
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Please read the following Terms & Conditions as they pertain to the auc-
tion.  By bidding in the sale you agree to accept the conditions.

VIEWING OF LOTS: Coast Terrace Inn, 4440 Gateway Boulevard,
Edmonton, Alberta. Viewing will be held on Thursday, November 4th,
2004 from 4:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m., Friday, November 5th, 2004 from
10:00 a.m.-4:30p.m.and Saturday, November 6th, 2004 from 10:00
a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Lots can also be viewed on our website at
www.diverseequities.com. Click on the “Auctions” link.

CREDIT REFERENCES: All bidders who do not have an established busi-
ness or credit relationship with Stan Wright, Diverse Equities Inc. must
provide us with acceptable credit references prior to the sale. If these
references are not provided prior to the sale, bids can be refused unless
a 25 % deposit of the bidder’s total bid amount is received and or a
credit card guarantee.

BIDDING PROCEDURE: Bids will be accepted in person, through an agent
at the auction and by mail or fax. All telephone bids must be con-
firmed in writing on a bid sheet by fax or mail. No ‘buy’ or ‘unlimited’
bids will be accepted nor bids from minors. No bids will be accepted
from any person who has not registered and signed the bidder sheet.
We waive any claim or right to accounting damages or compensation
arising from failure to receive and execute any bid due to exclusion,
clerical error and other causes. The auctioneer reserves the right to
refuse any bids he deems not to be made in good faith and further
reserves the right to exclude any bidder from participating in its sale at
his sole discretion. If identical bids are received priority is given to the
earliest one received. Lots will be sold to the highest bidder. All and
any mail, or fax bids must be received by our office in Calgary no later
than 10:00 a.m. Wednesday, November 3rd, 2004. 

We will also be running Ebay Live Auctions with on-line simultaneous bid-
ding. Proxy bids can be placed on Ebay Live Auctions at
www.ebayliveauctions.com/ at any time up to approximately one hour
before the start of the auction.

CONDUCT OF THE AUCTION: The auctioneer reserves the right to with-
draw any lot at his discretion for any reason. All bids must be placed
in whole dollar amounts. Bidders are responsible for checking the
accuracy of their bid sheets. Diverse Equities Inc. Auction and or Stan
Wright assume no responsibility for errors in the amount bid, lot num-
bers listed on bid sheets or clerical errors. Auctioneer will open the
bidding at the next interval over the second highest bidder except
where the intrinsic market value of the item dictates opening at fair
market or 40% of the estimate whether reserved or not. If there are
no bids the auctioneer at his discretion can call for an opening bid or
proceed to the next lot. Floor bidding increments on average will
advance in the range of 5% to 10%. In the event of a tie bid between
a mail and floor bidder, the mail bidder will be given preference.  Lots
will be sold to the highest bidder. In the event of a dispute the auc-
tioneer’s decision is final. 

If you bid at the auction you do so as the principal and will be held per-
sonally and solely liable for any bid. In the event you are bidding as
agent you must register to bid and be agreed to do so by us in writing
prior to the sale. In such a circumstance where we have so agreed both
you and the third party would be jointly liable for all and any bids. 

PURCHASER’S COMMISSION: A 15% Purchaser’s Commission will be
added to the hammer price on each lot for all Floor Bidders and Mail
Bidders. For Ebay Bidders a 17.5% Purchaser’s Commison will be
added to the Hammer Price. This additional 2.5% charge for Ebay bid-
ders is to help cover part of the 5% fee charged us by Ebay. Selling
Price constitutes the sum of the total Hammer Price plus the
Purchaser’s Commission. 

FOREIGN EXCHANGE: Bidding of this auction is in Canadian Dollars. Any
mail bids from non Canadian addresses will be deemed to be in
Canadian dollars unless stated otherwise on the bid sheet by the bid-
der. Those persons wishing to bid in US Dollars may do so with the bids
being converted at the current exchange rate to which the auctioneer
could sell those bid amounts on the day of auction. Payment of
account may be made in Canadian or US funds. In the event of a swing
in exchange rates between the time of the auction and the date of
payment on account resulting in a substantial shortage in the conver-
sion of a bidder’s payment to Canadian dollars, the bidder shall be
liable for all such shortages.  

GRADING STANDARDS: Always ensure you buy what you like!
Remember certification is discretionary. Never buy a certificate or
grade. Grading is subjective. Canadian grading standards are different
than American services. The Canadian services evaluate coins mainly
for technical grading using three primary elements being; the condi-
tion (whether the coin is mint state or circulated) strike of the coin and
luster.  American grading standards however grade coins using five
primary elements being; condition, strike, luster, color (toning) and eye
appeal. The descriptions in this catalogue have taken into account the
various grading services & standards using all reasonable measures to
ensure that each and every lot in the sale has been properly described
and authenticated to the best opinion of the cataloguer.

GRADING AND DESCRIPTION OF LOTS: Most of the coins in this sale
are certified by third party grading services including, ICCS, PCGS,
ANACS, NGC and ICG. Third Party Certified Lots are sold as is and can-
not be returned for grading disagreements. Discrepancies in grade
should be taken up with the appropriate grading service. All other lots
have been graded and are the opinion of the cataloguer based on his
30 years of skill and expertise. These grades may or may not agree
with the opinion of other qualified experts. All lots are available for
viewing on our website. Prices for cameo coins obtained from
Canadian Coin Dealer Newsletter.

CATALOGUE VALUES: Estimates are in Canadian dollars. Values listed for
Canadian Coins are based on the current Canadian Coin News Trends
or taken from the Cornwell Report Valuation Guides (used for pricing
on the higher grade pieces). Charlton’s Canadian Banknote Catalogue
and Paper Money Guide are used for pricing of the Canadian ban-
knotes. The USA Red Book and Coin Dealer Newsletter are used for
values on US Coins. Foreign coin values are taken from the Krause
Catalogue of World Coins.  

TITLE OF LOTS: Title to all lots remain with the auctioneer until payment
in full is received. Lots are not shipped until full payment is received.
No exceptions will be made. 

SALES TAX: Lots delivered outside of Canada are exempt and no taxes are
collected. Lots delivered to New Brunswick, Newfoundland or Nova
Scotia are charged 15% HST of the Selling Price (that being the sum
of the Hammer Price and the Purchaser’s Commission). For lots deliv-
ered to the remainder of Canada, 7% GST is collected. 

SHIPPING AND INSURANCE: Postage, insurance, shipping and handling
fees are added to ALL SHIPMENTS with the minimum charge being $10.00.
Bidders outside of Canada must provide detailed shipping instructions as
well agree to all terms and costs as listed prior to shipment.

RETURN POLICIES: All Floor Sales are final! Floor bidders, including those
acting as agents for others, may not return any lots. No exceptions will
be made! It is deemed that floor bidders have viewed and inspected
the lots thus satisfying themselves as to the condition, description and
authenticity. Third Party Certified Lots are sold as is and cannot be
returned for grading disagreements. Discrepancies in grade should be
taken up with the appropriate grading service.

BULK LOTS: All bulk lots identified as “No Return” either in our catalogue
or on our website cannot be returned for obvious reasons.

Claims for refund by non-floor bidders for reason of non authenticity, mis-
attribution or incorrect description of a lot except where noted in the
descriptions of some bulk lots must be made within 5 days of receipt
of the goods and in no case later than 28 days after the sale. No price
adjustments will be made to a lot where an authenticity issue is in
question regarding any one item within the lot and/or the lot as a
whole. The lot must be returned in its entirety for a refund. This for
reason that the auctioneer, acting as agent between the consignors
and the purchasers must settle the consignor’s accounts within the
contracted time. No claims of any kind will be considered after settle-
ments. This privilege applies to the original purchaser only and does
not extend to any third party. 

Any lot that is returned must be received in the original holder with seal
intact or the original packaging and in the condition that it was sent out.

PAYMENT OF ACCOUNT: Settlement must be made immediately upon
receipt of the invoice. Cheques received must clear prior to shipping of
your lots. Payment can be made by cash, cheque, money order, certified
bank draft, bank wire, Visa or Mastercard. Direct Deposit to our TD
Canada Trust account from any TD Canada Trust branch in Canada can
be made: Branch 290: Account Number 5005958; Diverse Equities Inc. 

BIDDING IN THIS AUCTION CONSTITUTES FULL ACCEPTANCE BY
THE BIDDER OF ALL FOREGOING TERMS AND CONDITIONS.




